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STUDYING WITH CUFF
30-year-old study guides
aid with English classes
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Gold medalist from Bowling Green
honored to be in MAC Hall of Fame
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First Lady visits: First Lady

Barbara Bush was expected in
Cleveland on Thursday for a return
visit to Project: LEARN, an adult
Literacy program she first visited in
1982 and nas monitored ever since.
Mrs. Bush, who has made literacy
one of her national goals as First
Lady, was also honorary chairwoman
and Keynote speaker for the
program's 15th anniversary dinner.
That fund-raising dinner program
was entitled "The Phantom of
Illiteracy," and tickets ranged in
price from $125 to $1,000.

NATION
Still waiting: NASA on
Thursday delayedthe launch of
Atlantis for a second day to let the
shuttle's commander recover from a
sore throat and to await better
weather.
The secret military mission to put a
spy satellite in orbit is not expected to
take off until Saturday morning at the
earliest.
The shuttle originally was
scheduled for a fiery pre-dawn liftoff
Thursday but was postponed
Wednesday when Navy Capt. John O.
Creighton became ill, the second time
the space program has delayed a
flight because of a sick astronaut.

by Mitch Weiss
Associated Press writer
TOLEDO — The possibility that
Michigan may locate a low-level nuclear waste landfill near Ohio's border has begun to hurt real estate
Erices in an exclusive Toledo suurb, the Lucas County prosecutor
said Thursday.
Prosecutor Anthony Pizza said a
real estate expert from Columbus,
John Garvin, completed a preliminary report this week about real estate transactions in Sylvania and
Sylvania Township.
Garvin found that some people are
having difficulty selling their nomes
because a landfill might be built in
Riga Township, Mich., which borders on Sylvania Township, Pizza
said.
In addition, Garvin found that
some people who were planning to
move to Sylvania and nearby communities have backed out of real estate deals when they heard about the
proposed landfill, the prosecutor
said. Some homes in the area are
listed at between $150,0004500,000.
"I think we have proof that just
the possibility that landfill might be
built in Riga nas stopped real estate
transactions," Pizza said."The
Eroblem will get worse if the landfill
i built."
Garvin's study will be introduced
as evidence in a federal lawsuit attempting to stop the Michigan LowLevel Radioactive Waste Authority
from building the landfill in Riga
Township.

by John Kohistrand
city writer

Three Bowling Green High School
juniors were charged with arson
Thursday in connection with a pipe
bomb explosion that caused at least
$10,000 worth of damage to the high
school football stadium's press box.
Saturday's explosion, which blew out
the box's front windows and destroyed
the south door, was caused by a 10-inch
pipe bomb built by the juveniles, Police
Chief Galen Ash said.
Two of the suspects explained their
story to police who questioned them
earlier this week.
The students built the bomb at one of
their homes that same evening,
brought it to the stadium and broke into
the press box through the north door.
The bomb was then placed in an electrical control panel and the high
schoolers left, police said.

BG News/Joe P. Nunner
At least $10,000 worth of damage was done to Bowling Green High School's football
stadium press box Saturday night when a pipe bomb exploded inside. Three high
school juniors have been charged with arson.

Change of heart: The airline

FAA rules now allow infants to be
held in the arms of adult passengers,
but recent crashes in which
unsecured infants were killed while
some other passengers escaped have
raised new concerns among
passenger groups, flight attendants
and members of Congress.

WORLD
Newspaper urges

release: The Tehran Times, an
Iranian newspaper close to President
Hashemi Rafsanjani, said Thursday
all 18 Western hostages in Lebanon
should be freed because they have
become a propaganda tool for Iran's
enemies.
It was the first known statement by
an Iranian newspaper in support of
freeing all the hostages, whose fate is
believed linked to a power struggle
within the Iranian government.
Eight Americans, four Britons, an
Irishman, an Italian, two West
Germans and two Swiss citizens are
captives in Lebanon. Terry A.
Anderson, 42, has been held the
longest. He is chief Middle East
correspondent of the Associated
Press and was abducted March 16,
1985.

HISTORY
On this date: In 1962, it was

announced that the seventh student in
a month would be suspended from the
University for stealing. The student
was apprehended after stealing a
book and selling it.
Compiled from local and wire reports

After driving around town for some
time, the boys returned to the stadium
to inspect the damage. With spray
Kbit cans they had stored in the car's
ink, they painted the box with messages like "Coaches at BG suck,
Knights'' and "#1 Otsego," police said.
BGHS Principal Neal Allen offered
no clues as to what motivated the
bombing.
D See Bombing, page 4.

Reagan denies involvement in case
by Pete Yost
Associated Press writer

industry changed its position on infant
safety seats Thursday and asked the
government to require them for ail
passengers under 2 years old.
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Students
charged
for BGHS
bombing

Indian rhythm: Graduate

music student Jamie K. Oxendine, a
Tuscarora Indian from North
Carolina, will present "Rhythm of the
Red Man: An American Indian Music
and Dance Recital" at 8 p.m. in Bryan
Recital Hall of the Moore Musical
Arts Center.

Weather

WASHINGTON — Former President Reagan testified in a videotaped deposition released Thursday he
never "had any inkling" his aides were secretly arming the Nicaraguan Contras during a congressional
ban on military aid.
In testimony for the upcoming trial of John Poindexter, the former president also said he remained
unconvinced there had been a diversion of Iran arms
sale money to the rebels — until prosecutors confronted him with the report of the Tower Commission
he appointed.
Reagan said he would have expected Poindexter,
his former national security adviser, to inform him
of any diversion of funds to the Contras "unless

ing in abrupt fashion when Iran-Contra prosecutor
Dan Webb said he wasn't addressing a question.
He said at numerous points that he could not recall
a date, a name, whether someone had told him something or not.
Reagan said decisively that he agreed with a letter
Poindexter sent Congress saying the White House
"I guess that I had never ... had
was complying with the ban on help for the Contras
any inkling that we were guiding — a letter that forms part of the basis for one charge
Poindexter faces.
their (the Contras') strategy in
But he also said, when told by prosecutors, that he
was learning from them for the first time that former
anyway."
„
, ,„,
National Security Adviser Robert McFarlane. Poin-Ronald Reagan,
dexter's predecessor, had pleaded guilty to misleadFormer U.S. President ing Congress in the affair.
Reagan testified. "It was my impression" that
National Security Council aide Oliver North's assistEresident was jovial and testy by turns during eight ance to the Contras was limited to "communicating
ours — winking at Poindexter as he took the stand back and forth ... on the need for the support of the
and talking amiably with the judge but also answer- Contras."

maybe he thought he was protecting me from something."
Reagan's testimony was taken in Los Angeles last
week and made available in Washington. The former

Education to end racism Land area
Campus racism,
unsuitable

by Billy Berkenblle
USAToday-CIN

If colleges want to overcome the racist problems erupting on campuses across the country, they should do what
they do best — teach, because observers say many of the
problems stem from whites not understanding minorities
and their cultures.
The solution, according to John Davis, director of the
Youth and College Division of the NAACP, is for colleges
to do a better job of educating students about cultural diversity.
Administrators, faculty and students are still "very reluctant to entertain the notion that racism is alive on college campuses. They keep calling these things 'isolated
incidents,'" Davis said.
He advocates tackling the problem with freshman
orientation courses.
"Give a one-day course on 'What is diversity?' and understanding the characteristics of a college campus," he
said.
Schools also need to start presenting a more complete
and balanced curriculum of black history, and offer
courses on racism, discrimination and cultural diversity.
These techniques would be a step toward preventing
racism, Davis said, but when schools are forced to react
to racial incidents, "they need to make these incidents
ground for academic discipline — just like they would
cheating on an exam or rape."
Students, though, are not the only university residents
that leaders need to concentrate on, said Steve Klein,
research associate at the Martin Luther King Jr. Center
for Nonviolent Social Change.
Fraternities, sororities and other student groups need
to be better integrated, but minorities are also an underrepresented quantity on college faculties, he said.

intolerance rising

(USA Today-CIN) — The words — racism, bigotry, intolerance — have an ugly
ring. And actions they often describe —
beatings, brawls, venomous graffiti, careless slurs — leave scars that are much uglier.
Incidents of bigotry have been reported
at 250 colleges since the fall of 1986, according to the National Institute Against
Prejudice and Violence in Baltimore.
Some examples from the '80s:
! At Southern Connecticut State University in New Haven last March, a brawl
erupted between 25 white fraternity
members and six black students in what
officials believe was a racially motivated
incident.
Gin 1968 at the University of Wisconsin,
the mostly white Acacia fraternity was
suspended after a group from the fraternity's chapter at the University of Illinois
in Champaign-Urbana disrupted an African literature class on the Madison campus.
i An American Indian student serving
as the Macalester College's community
council president in St. Paul, Minn.,
received nate mail during the fall of 1988,
including a letter that read in part, "Custer should have finished off the entire
degenerate race."

by Wynne Everett
city writer

While most of Michigan's Riga Township still is being considered for the site of a nuclear waste dump,
1,700 acres along the Ohio border were dropped from
consideration by Michigan officials last week.
The Michigan Low-Level Radioactive Waste Authority eliminated a 2.7 square mile area from consideration because it was unsuitable, but the remaining land in Riga Township continues to be a candidate
for the dumpsite to be built in 1995.
Bowling Green Mayor Edwin Miller said he would
like to see all of Riga Township and Lenawee County
eliminated from the state's list of possible sites.
"We know that to put it in Riga Township would be
to put it in a very populated area and very close to
Bowling Green," Miller said.
Miller said the city will work with the Toledo Metropolitan Area Council of Governments — of which he is
the vice chairman — to convince the MLLRWA to remove all of Lenawee County from consideration.
"We've been contacting state and national officials
with our concerns about how their selecting places to
put low-level radioactive waste," Miller saia.
TMACOG Director of Energy Services June Brown
said the five-county planning agency — which Includes
Riga Township — does not believe the MLLWRA
properly examined the township before considering it.
"We have felt that if MLLWRA had examined Riga
Township they would have understood it was not a suitable site for a dump site," she said.
G See Waste Damp, page 4.
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Midterm time
arrives again
' our favorite time of the semester has come
again. No, it's not Easter or Spring Break —
its time for midterms.
The semester has gone faster than you thought it
would and now you're faced with the challenge of
studying for four tests at the same time.
Take a deep breath — you are not alone.
Unfortunately, many students wait until the last
minute to finish projects and study for tests. This
problem is compounded when many of these tests
and projects are due at the same time.
Tests will always come at the "wrong" time;
therefore, students need to schedule their time
wisely in order to avoid increasing an already
stressful situation.
This is good advice for the future, but what do you
do if you are in this situation now?
Study hard, but don't make yourself suffer emotionally or physically —this will hurt, not help your
grades.
Remember you still have eight weeks to achieve
the grades you want or need and only three weeks
until Spring Break.
Good Luck!

Ad campaigns
not glamorous
ill J. Reynolds is trying to create an adver
tising smokescreen behind which they can hide the
hazards. Fortunately, they're choking on their own
smoke. Their plan to direct ad campaigns toward
blacks, poorly-educated women and women in general, is meeting opposition from all sides, including
Washington.
The Secretary of Health and Human Services,
Dr. Louis Sullivan, finally is making a stand on the
"whole issue of smoking" by taking it to the U.S.
President himself. Reynold's campaign is high on
his list of targets.
Not only does the campaign try to glamorize a
health hazard, it classifies consumers into so-called
"minority" groups.
Advertising is supposed to attract consumers —
not offend them.
Even Third World countries cannot escape the
pressures of cigarette advertisements because U.S.
policies pressure foreign leaders to permit U.S.
cigarette advertising.
These countries have enough health problems,
such as starvation and disease, without adding lung
cancer to the list. This country should be selling
food and education to these people — instead of bad
habits.
Smoking or not smoking is an individual's choice,
not a group's or a country s.
We nave given cigarette manufactures the opportunity to sell their products; therefore, they should
give us the freedom to choose without pressure and
demeaning categorization.
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Another fun-filled election
It is another election year, and
soon we will be electing another
Undergraduate Student
Government president.
Campaigning for the various
seats has begun, and the anxieties and pressures associated
with an election must be pressing hard upon the minds of the
candidates.
In the presidential election
there are three slates of candidates. John Corrigan, the dark
horse, has seemed to have practically ended his candidacy before it started by claiming a
very simple solution to the lack
of adequate lighting on campus.
If the University puts larger
bulbs in its existing light sockets, there will be more light, he
says.
Thoughtful, isn't it?
However, he has attempted to
redeem himself by throwing a
little mud at our incumbent
president. Corrigan alleges that
Coughlin stole his idea for a student book exchange administered by USG.
Now we have the makings of a
"real" election.
Also running is our perennial
favorite — Craig Taliaferro.
Taliaferro claims unity and
community as cornerstones of
his campaign for the presidency. This colorful figure
should, as he usually does, provide some interesting reading
for the upcoming election.
However, how much unity and

Coughlin uses other
campaign ideas
To the Editor:
Kevin Coughlin is a genius.
The students of Bowling Green
should rejoice in the fact they
have one of the most intelligent
student body presidents in
America. You may ask yourself
why is this praise coming from
one of Kevin's opponents in the
upcoming Undergraduate Student Government election? Let
me tell you why.
In a matter of only three days,
from the beginning of his campaign on Feb. 19 to his President's Pen column in the BG
News on Feb. 22, he managed to
come up with an idea that took
me at least one month to formulate. Also, this idea just happened to be one of the main ideas
of my platform which I began to
speak about on Feb. 19, in my
campaign for the presidency.
This idea is the campus book
exchange, a program where

community can there be In a
campaign where the vice presidential candidate refuses to
speak to the press. Tawanda Tegram says no minority has ever
been given a fair shot by The BG
News.

"claiming a mandate" from the
student body the day after the
results are announced?
Probably not. Turnout at the
polls may be on the rise, but sure
isn't near acceptable.
Nonetheless, Coughlin, like
the others, must nave some
campaigning anxieties.

Market Square
Hero

We can almost see him sitting
up late at night in his powder
blue pajamas with the little elephant symbol over the heart
nursing a warm glass of milk
while he munches on a soft chocolate chip cookie.

by
Dennis
Robaugh

His thoughts drift back to the
days of his youth, the good old
days, when he lived in a kinder,
gentler America. If only life
could be so good now.

columnist

But he is plagued by his evil
arch-enemy, some say his evil,
media-hyped twin, Craig Taliaferro.
He glances at the little portraits of Ronald Reagan and
George Bush on his wall, heaves
a great sigh, and stares past the
foot of his bed.
At the foot of his bed we see —
KEVIN COUGHLIN'S ANXIETY CLOSET.

Taliaferro, on the other hand,
thinks nothing of kissing up to
the press. His best statement in
regards to the campaign,
however, has been "The president and vice president should
reach out much further than The
BGNews."
Which brings us to the final
candidate and incumbent — Kevin Coughlin.
Coughlin had speculated that
he wouldn't run for re-election,
but the glory of being re-elected
was lust too much to pass up.
Should we expect to see him

USG will provide a listing of students interested in selling books
to other prospective student
buyers. This would eliminate the
"middle man" and result in better book prices for all involved
in the exchange. I guess I'm sort
of lucky that Kevin didn't come
up with my idea of bringing the
students together for a one-day
free market exchange in the
Lenhart Grand Ballroom, after
all I did have a month to develop
this idea and he only had three
days.
You might ask yourself if this
sort of activity sounds a bit fishy, like Jennifer Joy Affrates
and the student welfare committee did when Kevin initaily opposed their idea of publishing
campus crime statistics. But
Xi finding out that an overlming number of students
favored this, not only did Kevin
support this issue, but claimed
that it was bis idea (this comes
from a source on Kevin's cabinet and campaign committee).
Moreover, you might be wondering how our student body presi-

He turns out the light and lays
his head down to sleep. We can
see the door open and eagerly
we peer in.
And see a great big Taliaferro

dent can sign a petition to boycott California table grapes and
then turn around and not support a bill in USG to do just that.
I attribute this all to Kevin
Coughlin's superior intellect and
wisdom that we as "typical"
students surely do not possess. I
am sure that Kevin, the fine
young man that he is, would
never steal another person's
idea .especially at the University, where ideas are the highest
form of currency. Also, as
president of USG, I believe Kevin is upholding the higher
moral and ethical code that is
inherent with the position. I refuse to believe that any person
the students have elected as
their president would stoop to
stealing just to remain in power.
Maybe I am being naive;
maybe one ought to do whatever
is necessary to become president, even if it isn't ethical. I
don't think this is true. I realize
everyone will not share my opinion that Kevin Coughlin is a genius, but think he might be
somewhat r person whose word

Marching into the scene are
hoardes and hoardes of students
carrying placards promoting
liberalism and the Democratic
Party.
The vision fades, but is replaced by a horrible happening.
ALL THE CANDIDATES FOR
USG PRESIDENT HAVE THE
SAME DAMN PLATFORM!!!
The vision passes, only to be
replaced by large, angry chemical-ridden grapes who beat a
cowering Coughlin because he
signed a grape boycott petition
but refused to support a USG
resolution regarding the illtreated grapes.
Again the vision fades. But up
pops the image of Sen. Joe Biden, best known for his prowess
as a plagiarist, patting Coughling on the back after Taliaferro
has ridden to victory.
"You ran a good campaign.
Too bad you took my advice
Kev,"hesays.
Ah, a USG election. Can't wait
for the outcome.
Robaugh is a columnist lor
The News.

cannot be trusted because of bis
actions. If you feel this way,
please let turn know this in the
upcoming USG elections. Because Kevin Coughlin is a genius
if he is re-elected president of
this student body.
John C. Corrigan
USG Presidential Candidate
OCMB10S0

Speak out
Letters to the editor
should be a maximum of
200-300 words in length and
should be double-spaced,
and signed. Address or oncampus mailbox number
along with your telephone
number for verification,
must be included.
Please address all submissions to:
Editorial Editor
He BGNews
Mi West Hall

■ by Villamor M.Cruz

Green Harvest
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wearing a black beret and
thanking all those who supported his successful campaign. In
the back is a tiny Kevin passing
out big light bulbs to John Com§an who is putting them in all
le University's light sockets.
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Corrigan aims for campus unity
Stressing unity with every
campus group, the CorriganBrown ticket for Undergraduate
Student Government elections
seeks to do away with politics in
the student government body.
"They don't belong in student
government." said John Corrigan, junior history and philosophy major seeking the presidential spot.
Running with him is Melissa
Brown, junior international
studies major, who said the student government "should be just
that... a student government."
"We are going to be for the
students," Brown said. "The
current administration doesn't
appeal to that effect.''
"I like to be involved," she
said, "and I can be a positive
addition to USG."

Campaign efforts are being
concentrated on student welfare, safety and the environment, Corrigan said, all of it being done through student unity.
"We will run an informal administration, having an open
door to any group that wants to
come in," Corrigan said.
A campus book exchange is
the central focus of their campaign platform.
Free market bookselling
would take place on a specific
day in the University union
grand ballroom to combat the
overpriced selling and underpriced returns at the local bookstores, Corrigan said.
If a student missed the trading
day in the ballroom, Corrigan
said, a second opportunity to sell
the books woula be a mailing list

of used texts.
"USG would organize and publish a list of books students
want to buy or sell," he said,
"and this would cut out the
middle-man. You would get better prices buying and better
prices selling.''
Campus safety through
brighter lighting is another concern of the Corrigan-Brown
team.
"The campus needs to be
brighter," he said. " We need to
increase the amount of light
produced by the <
Brown added that the 1
campus are "little halo
and are not very bright.
Corrigan offers a simple plan
to economically increase the
brightness of existing lighting.
'1 think if we just put bigger

bulbs in the lights we've got that
we'll get a lot more light," he
said.
Safety through the student escort service is another area of
expansion being proposed.
Brown said paying the student
escort volunteers would potentially increase the effectiveness
of the program.
"The (escort volunteers) will
be more motivated and have
better service if they are paid,"
she said. "Also, the hours they
work will be longer. They only
work until about midnight now/'
The compensation could also
increase the number of escorts
and their availability, Brown
said.
An increase in shuttle bus
transportation is also supported
with a proposal of expanded

shuttle service.
"We would like to include the
students who live on the numbered streets in an expanded
route," Corrigan said.
The candidates also emphasize environmental issues in
their campaign proposals.
Corrigan said he wants to involve USG in a campus-wide recycling program.
"We would purchase enough
(can recycling) bins so each hall
on campus could have one," he
said.
Along with cans, paper recycling is also a possibility, Corrigan said.
"We could put bins in all the
buildings, then have them delivered nightly to the Jaycees
recycling center," he said. "It
will not bring a profit or even

Corrigan

Brown

break even, but it will be good
for the environment.''
As a salute to a clean environment, an Earth Day spring
celebration is supported by the
candidates.
Brown said the celebration
would be beneficial because
"people are starting to wake up
to the environment.
Corrigan said a spring activity
of that kind would draw attention to the University.

Coughlin emphasizes safety issues
A paramount concern of the
Cougnlin-Schnetzer Undergraduate Student Government election ticket reflects the issue of
student's rights.
Kevin Coughlin, sophomore
political science major and current USG president, said the
emphasis of the presidential and
vice-presidential campaigns is
on student safety, student opportunity and academic quality for
students.
His running mate Linda
Schnetzer, sophomore art appreciation major and USG senator, said the campaign emphasizes the need to move forward
on issues "and campus safety is
personally my biggest issue.'
"Safety is a right of a student
and we have to fight for those
rights," Schnetzer said. "I can't

guarantee anything, but I'll
guarantee that I'll give 100 percent."
Two dominant safety issues
encompass the platform — the
campus escort service and the
uniform reporting of Ohio campus crime statistics, Coughlin
said.
He and Schnetzer support
compensating the escort service
volunteers because it would increase the number of escorts,
making them more available for
students.
"We (USG) are working and
will continue to work to compensate these people," he said.
USG supports uniform reporting of crime statistics by Ohio
universities, Coughlin said, and
would make university crime
reports comparable to one an-

other — unlike now when some
report them and some do not.
Student have to be armed
with the knowledge of the safety
conditions on their campus," he
said.
As a University trustee,
Coughlin said he sees the issue
from two perspectives.
"As a student I have the right
to know the crime situation at
my campus," he said. "And as a
trustee, I have the responsibility
to make students aware of the
situation."
Other safety programs supported by the team mclude improved campus lighting, which
would concentrate on court
yards and high risk areas, and
equipping women students with
whistles.
Schnetzer said she already

has specific areas in mind for
unproved lighting, such as the
area outside the Union computer
lab.
"If I were going to attack a
woman, that's where I would
stand," she said. "The campus
needs improvements in safety
and I'm not going to stop fighting until we get it.
Academic quality is supported
by the campaign through a
campus-wide faculty and course
evaluation booklet, containing
student opinions of University
courses and faculty members.
"Every student will have the
opportunity to contribute to the
guide," Coughlin said. "The
booklet will include a powerful
appraisal of our faculty by our
fellow students.
"We're paying a lot of money

for higher education. We need to
demand every available resource to make choices about
the curriculum."
A student textbook exchange
is another idea being proposed
for next year by the candidates.
Students would participate by
advertising what books they
have for sale in a pamphlet provided by USG, Coughlin said.
"The idea is similar to the ride
board in the Union," he said. "It
would allow students to purchase and sell books among students."
Culturally diverse programs
for students also is emphasized
by the Cougnlin-Schnetzer team
because so many students lack
exposure to other cultures.

Coughlin
8chnetxer
"We want graduates to leave
more racially sensitive in many
areas," be said.
Programs to be implemented
include continuation of educational programs such as the
video workshop Racism 101,
continued support of the Cultural Diversity in America legislation to be added to the core
curriculum, and continuing the
politics of inclusion.
"We want to ensure a minority
voice in USG which is reflective
of the student body," he said.

Taliaferro ticket stresses the student
The Taliaferro-Tegram election ticket claims unity and
community as the bottom line
for their Undergraduate Student
Government campaign for
president and vice president.
Craig Taliaferro, senior political science major and USG
senator, said he and Tawanda
Tegram, senior political science
major, are running "for no other
reason than for service to the
community."
"We're seniors and we feel a
debt to the University," Taliaferro said. "We want a unified
government working to unify
one of the best campuses. We
will be dealing with things on

how they effect students." Tegram said she will not make any
statement to The BG News
throughout the campaign.
Taliaferro's experience includes being the current president of NAACP, chairman of the
USG international affairs committee, vice president of student
body organization (forerunner
of USG) and president of the University chapter of Pi Sigma
Alpha.
His past criminal record was
addressed during the 1988 USG
campaign, revealing his 15-year
sentence at the Southern Ohio
Correction Facility in Lucasville, 0., for association with a

Cleveland-based group charged
with numerous bank robberies.
He was paroled in April 1987
after serving five and-a-half
years.
One of the priorities of the
campaign is student safety on
campus, Taliaferro said.
Proposed programming to
implement safety includes arming women with whistles —

Stories by
MattMighell
Campus

HOWARD'S club H
210 N. MAIN

352-963

RICH MICH6LS
BOND

Greenbriar Inc.
lUe mill be leasing the following
locations for the Foil of 1990
• East Merry Avenue Apartments - 522 E. Merry Ave.
• Field Manor Apartments - 519 Leroy Ave., 542 &
560 Frazee Ave.
• Frazee Avenue Apartments - 818 Thurstin, 624, 670
(will have new carpeting), 656 Frazee Ave.
• Buff Apartments-1470 & 1490 Clough St.
• 334 N. Main St Theta Chi House; 3 Bedroom
• Campbell Hill Apartments-2 & 3 Bedrooms

Coll or Stop in for a Complete
Listing of Available
Apartments & Houses

352-0717
224
E. Wooster St.

Hours:
M-F 9a.m.-5p.m.
Sat. 9a.m.-lp.m.

Also, added lighting in University parking lots "will be
continually improved," said Taliaferro, who worked on the USG
public safety advisory commitWorking with the administration, not for the administration
is important, Taliaferro said.
"We feel Kevin (Coughlin,
USG president) is working for
the administration," he said.
"We want to work for the students."
The Taliaferro-Tegram team
is working with University officials for Affirmative Action by
"supporting recruitment of

-.rt _ „
440 E. Court

i

Starting Feb. 12th from 6 • 10:30 a.m. - served dally
Special Buffet on Sat. and Sun. mornings
FREE COFFEE W / Any order
Our menu features: muffins, doughnuts,
Danish pastry, croissants, quiche,
and strudel (all baked fresh daily.)
Also featuring: Bran cereals, Yoplait
yogurt, fruit, just-squeezed juices,
and much, much, more!

i_

SIGMA NU

SIGMA NU

SIGMA NU

SIGMA NU

SIGMA NU Proudly Presents
Our New Novices & Actives
d& ,
iwr

SPECIAL PRICES FOR B.G.
STUDENTS AND FACULTY

NOVICES
Kent Littlejohn
Greg Boes
Shane Peterson
Jeff Demuth
Wes Scott
Paul Franz
Darrin King
Greg Van Aman
Kirk Woehlike
SIGMA NU

SIGMA NU

NEW CARS/ TRUCKS - USED CARS - LEASING

PGeoree Ballas Toyota
lAA^
^■^^^^^BBW

^^^^^
^ '■£ T^P

1377 CONANT STREFT ■ MAUMEE a 893-5000

Jusl 1 Milt Sou!" Of Soutnwyck Wh.f. Reynolds Tumi Into Conant.

SALES Mon & Thurs til 9PM • Tues. Wed. Fn, Sal HI 6PM
SERVICE: Mon inru Fn 7AM-6PM • Saturday 7:30AM-5PM

It's All Here
in
Black & White.
For quick quality and inexpensive graphic arts services
see

ACTIVES

Paul Ackley
Travis Miller
Todd Darrah
Rick Smith
Dave Jones
Paul Steinhaus
Jeff Wenger

SIGMA NU

Taliaferro
minority (students) as well as
minority faculty," he said. "We
believe we have to represent all
students," he said. "We will not
pay lip service by appointing
minorities to USG cabinet positions."
Taliaferro said he would implement an increase in minority
appointments by informing
minority groups of openings,
hand delivering applications
D See Taliaferro, page 4.

NORTHWEST OHIO'S LARGEST
TOYOTA DEALER

Breakfast At Pollyeyes!

E

• Mini Pitchers are back every MOD. & Wed.*
HOURS: Mon. - Sal. Noon 'til 2:30 in
352-9951
Sunday
2 pm - 2:30 am

i in not I i-d Beers

Pollyeyes "A Gathering Place"

NO COVER

THURS.SRT.
KB. £2-24

which would be funded by the
Resident Student Association —
and compensating the student
escort service volunteers.
"I proposed a motion through
the Advisory Committee on
General Fees to fund the escort
service," Taliaferro said.
"Therefore, providing more escorts, expanded hours and jobs
for students."

SIGMA NU

UniGraohics
^MaVaTaTaTaTaTaTaTaaTaTaTaTaTaTJk^aTaTaTaTaTaTaW aT +——*. tfr—■ am tai—ai

211 Watt Hall

372-7418
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Rape awareness featured
Women for Women plan week of rallies, activities to reduce fear
by J ill Novak
staff writer

The march and rally "Women,
Take Back the Night" March 1
will round off a week of activities and seminars sponsored by
Women for Women to promote
rape awareness.
The goal of the march is "to
let women know we should not
have to live in fear," according
to Lane Aldrich, assistant director of the women's studies program.
Beginning at 6 p.m. at the Student Services Building, the rally
features Jennie Schoub, director
of the Northwest Ohio Crisis
Line for Domestic Violence in
Defiance as its keynote speaker.
Marchers will precede downtown and back around campus
at 7 p.m. and afterwards, are invited to meet at United Christian
Fellowship for "drinks and sharing," Aldrich said.
The last "Take Back the
Night" march at the University
— an event conducted in the
United States, Canada and Italy
-was in 1985.
"Women for Women is made
up of people who have varying

degrees of passion on varying
issues," Aldrich said, and the
fact that "we had women who
wanted to make it happen
again" spurred this year's
event.
Organization of the march began In December, according to
Robin Riley, student coordinator of the event.
The September murder of a
Bowling Green woman attributed to the idea to have the

"Women for Women is made up of people
who have varying degrees of passion on
varying issues. We had women who
wanted to make it happen again (this
year)."
-Lane Aldrich,
Assistant Director of Women's Studies
week long series of events, Riley
said, since it is important for
women to know they have support and should not afraid.
Preparation for the march begins Feb. 24 at 2 p.m. at the University ice arena, with a onehour seminar teaching the phi-

DA window in McDonald dinhall was broken by a stone
and damage was estimated at$300.
DA 10-speed bicycle, valued at
$180, locked to a bike rack at
McDonald East was stolen Friday.

BG News/Mark Deckard

Junior Brenda Beckett walks through a large puddle on her
way to Moseley Hall Thursday afternoon. Rain is expected to
change to snow today.

DA visitor from another col-

Waste Dump
should be thrown out as a candi□ Continued from page 1.
date site," Miller said.
TMACOG has commissioned
hydro-geological experts to
"The ground water from Riga
submit reports on the township's Township discharges into townunsuitability to Michigan, Ohio ship ditches and drains all year
and national officials.
round according to Kunkle and
"G.R. Kunkle and Associates Associates," Brown said.
prepared a report for us that
Miller said the report was sent
showed all of Riga Township to Lucas County Prosecutor An-

thony Pizza for use as expert
testimony in the suit he filed
against the state of Michigan on
behalf of Lucas County and the
city of Sylvania to stop the waste
facility's construction.
Brown said Michigan is rernsible to find a dumpsite in
state under an agreement
with five other Midwestern
states. Federal law requires
states to join together in these
"compacts" to deal with nuclear
waste disposal in groups.
Of the Midwest Compact's five
member states, Michigan produces the most nuclear waste
and was chosen as the waste facility's host state.
Miller said he believes the
waste facility should not even be
built in the Midwest.
"The Western states where
the population is very small
would maybe better candidates," he said. "It has to be
stored where it is the safest for
the majority of citizens in this
country. We are not individual
states ui this."
Brown said any site east of the
Mississippi River is unsuitable
because the soil is too wet

GET WHAT YOU WANT
R.E. Management
"Quality Off-Campus Housing"
•Thurstin Manor

• Campus Manor

• Rockledge Manor

451 Thurstin Ave.

505 Clough St.

840/850 Sixth St.

• 602 Second St.

• 825 Third St.

• 701 Fourth St.

• 605 Second St.

• 245 N. Prospect

• 615 Second St.
• 313-317 N. Main St.

• 818 Seventh St.

CALL US TODAY
352-9302

PRING

M-F 8-5
Sat. 10-1 p.m.

BREAK

505 Clough B-15

SPRING

BREAK

SPRING

On Sunday, the public is invited to meet at UCF to make
banners and posters for the
march.
Myths and fallacies of rape
behavior as perpetrated through
emotional and physical abuse of
the mass media will be the focus

BREAK

lege admitted to stealing a
fraternity composite sign from
the Sigma Nu House Saturday.
The sign was returned, and the
fraternity has not decided if
charges will be pressed.
DA framed poster, valued at
$25, was stolen from an office in
University Hall Monday.
□Four rims and wheel covers,
valued at $120, were stolen off a
car parked in Lot 2 Monday, and
the antenna was broken.
□Two textbooks were stolen
from an unlocked residence
room in McDonald North Monday.
□A cassette recorder, valued
at $400, was stolen from a room
in Jerome Libary Tuesday.
□Two speakers were stolen
from a car parked in Lot 12
Wednesday.
□Two men were selling gold
chains in Compton Hall Friday
and police could find no evidence that the chains were illegally purchased, but the chains
were confiscated and police are
continuing to investigate.
□A traffic cone was thrown
through a window in the Administration Building Saturday, but
only a small hole was made and
no entry was gained.
□A car was left unattended
with the keys in the ignition for
about 20 minutes Saturday.
When the driver returned the
car was gone. Police are investigating.

□ Continued from page 3.
and encouraging them to get involved.
Student life issues of the campaign include student rights,
unproved shuttle service for off
campus students and even daycare for students, faculty and
staff.
"This is the last time that we
are all one thing, students," he
said, "and no matter what your
sexual preference, or ethnic
background there are problems
that effect all of us."
Additional classroom space in
the near future is supported by
the campaign.
"Black or white, the size of
classes is ridiculous," Taliaferro said, referring to the
overcrowding of University
classes compared to the national
norm.
Student transportation will be
improved by extending shuttle
service to
run an off campus loop, he
said.
"Traffic-congested cities rely

Sign up ot
the

office
3rd floor
Univ. Union
Friday, Feb. 23
Lost Day
to Sign-up
BREAK

SPRING

BREAK

day. However, the dance was
canceled after the recent ice
storm closed the school Thursday and Friday.
That's strictly a rumor," Allen said. "Some kids said that's
what they heard.''
No one was injured by the
blast, but the cost to repair the
wreckage will run in the
thousands.
"We don't know for sure," Allen said. "I would say a minimum of $10,000. It might be
cheaper to build a new press
box. The electricity is all messed up. It will have to be completely rewired."
Allen said the students have
been suspended for 10 days and
could be expelled.

o

$143
Hotel Only

SPRING

heavily on public transportation, why should Bowling Green
be any different?" he said.
Taliaferro also said be
strongly supports a University
day care program.
"I would Dke to see that day
care for children of students,
faculty and staff is implemented
as soon as possible, he said,
without elaborating on specifics
of the program.
He also questioned the current
administration's use of USG
funds.
"There needs to be some fiscal
responsibility in USG," Taliaferro said.
The current administration is
spending 90 percent of the
money on itself, he said, "by
buying fancy stationery... a $150
phone and re-covering office
Furniture."
"Money needs to be spent on
the needs of the students," he
said.
Taliaferro plans to cut USG
operating expenses to $2,000, he
said, "at most, 20 percent of the
budget."

Bombing
□ Continued from page 1.
"They hadn't been dismissed
from a class or an athletic
team," and school officials have
not had any disciplinary problems from the students, he said.
Police said one of the three is
already on probation for vandalizing mailboxes and is being
held in Juvenile Detention
Center.
Several students in the school
told police the boys were originally planning to set the bomb
off on the roof of the school during a school dance last Satur-

Daytono Beach Florida
at the Whitehall Hotel
March 16-25

of the "Stop Violence Against
Women" program Feb. 26 in the
Capitol Room of the Union.
The program "No More Willing Victims" Feb. 28 in the Capitol Room, will focus on the reclaiming of a women's right to
live without fear. The program
will include the choral reading,
"Every Woman Has a Story"
which includes true stories of
rape victims and their friends —
not rumors.
The reading was written by a
C University Women for
len group and it should be
"a very powerful evening," Aldrich said.
The speakers were chosen
after Women for Women discovered some of the prevalent
fears Bowling Green women
have.
Riley said people at The Link
and the Women's Health center
informed her date rape is something that is happening on campus and many women do not
know who to call after they have
been victimized.
"(Women who are victimized)
need to be led to the right sources," Riley said. "A big problem
is their fear of being alone."

Taliaferro

Blotter
Double Vision

losophy of peacekeeping and the
practice of non-violence in everday living.
Techniques used in Women's
Peace encampments around the
world will be taught by a former
University student at this workshop.
A self-defense workshop to increase awareness of women's
personal power to avoid attacks
will also be Saturday, from 1 to 2
p.m. in the ice arena.

SPRING

BREAK

WATCH
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THE NATIONAL COLLEGE
NEWSPAPER

Featured in the
Spring Break issue:
Student on China's
"Most Wanted List"
Special Report on
Campus Crime

U. The National
College Newspaper
coming to campus
in March.
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Trial team duels
in legal tourney I

Games
linked
to lack
of skills

\

by Sandra Kowalsky
staff writer

by Jeremy S. Weber
staff writer

The addictive nature of video
games such as Nintendo causes
a decrease in reading skills,
which concerns MichaelFrench,
director of the University's
Reading Center.
French said he has been interested in the effects of frequent
video game playing since
December, when several parents asked him whether they
should limit their childrens'
time playing the games.
He has done no formal
research on the subject, but
French said he often gives advice to parents on how to
"peacefully coexist" with video
games.
The problem does not lie with
the games themselves, but with
the skills the children do not develop while playing the games,
he said.
"The technology gets to be a
part of the kids'lives and takes
time away from other things —
like reading, writing and even
talking," he said. "Because of
their addictive nature, the children tend to use a lot of time in a
very effortless way."
To help turn the games into a
learning experience, French
suggested several ways parents
can nelp. including using games
as a reward for reading, talking
with children about the games to
encourage verbal communication and suggesting books about
the subjects of the games.
French also said video game
magazines are an effective way
to promote reading.
''Reading about games is better than not reading at all," he
said.
"We need to become more involved interactively to use
games as a vehicle to motivate
kids to read," he said.
French said he does not have
any plans to write to video game
companies with his concerns.
"Pm sure that if I did, they
would write back with tons of information and research on how
it can be helpful in learning and
develops hand-eye coordination
and that kind of thing," he said.

BG News/Greg Horvath

Chimerical Canvas

Artist Leo Gadzekpo, a graduate student from Ghana, puts the finishing touch on his "Blood Sucking Monster"— a metamorphosis of a man, a gun and a insect "It's not a happy topic to paint, but It has to be painted because of all the pain all over the world," he said. Gadzekpo hopes to have this painting and others
ready for an African week exhibition.

Job scholarships offered
by Greg Watson
reporter

Food Operations employees
are finding that Dannon yogurt
may be more than a snack — it
could be a scholarship opportunity.
Each year, a scholarship is awarded to all members of the
National Association of College
& University Food Services, according to Director of Food
Operations Jane Schimpf.
"NACUFS is an organization
of colleges and universities that
work in co-operation with ISO
companies such as Dannon, Coca-Cola and Beatrice in providing the best possible on-campus
dining programs," said
Schimpf, who is also the regional president of NACUFS.
The amount of the new scholarship depends on each university's effort in promoting NACFUS and the Dannnon scholarship program.

The first scholarship will be
given Fall 1990 and Schimpf said
she hopes 20 to 25 workers will
apply this semester.
Schimpf said a student must
have attended the University
full-time since last semester to
be eligible. The applicant does
not have to be a restaurant
management major or minor,
but must be employed at Food
Operations for at least one semester.
The basis of awarding the
scholarship will be based on
"personal commitment to Food
Operations, faculty evaluation,
leadership, career motivation
and individual achievement,"
she said.
A $1,000 bonus scholarship will
be awarded to one scholarship
recipent in each NACUFS region
and that recipient will be determined by the regional president.
Food Operations will be offering two other scholarship programs this year.

Starting this semester,
"Employee of the Month
be elected by employers
Brevious Employees of
lonth.

an
will
and
the

The employee must be a fulltime student and perform "at
and above the call of duty" in
Food Operations, Schimpf said.
At the end of the semester, one
Employee of the Month will be
named Employee of the Year
and receive a $250 scholarship
for the next semester.
Nutrinet Corp. will also be giving a $1,000 scholarship to one
student worker per NACUFS region. The student must be a restaurant management major.
Those interested in applying
for the Dannon or Nutrinet
scholarships may pick up the
applications from their Food
Operations manager or the Food
Operations office.

University Village
&

University Courts Apts.

TAILORING
& ALTERATIONS

HANS

are now renting
apartments that feature
•9-month and 12-month leases
•One and two bedroom apartments
•Heat, water, cooking and sewer included
• Central air
•NO pets please

10% OFF
WIIH IHIS AU

WE 00 ANY KIND OF ALTERATIONS:

Clough & Mercer
.Bowling Green

(419) 352-0164

• HEMS • SIDES
• SLEEVES
• WAISTS • NEW DRAPEBIES
• NEW LININGS • NEW POCKETS
ETC (TC ETC

166 S. MAIN

354-5904
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HERE'S ONE CREDIT YOU WONT
HAVE TO STUDY FORA $200 INSTANT CREDIT being offered exclusively to
Bowling Green State University students and faculty by
Richard Potasky Jewelers.
And it couldn't be easier to get. In fact, it's already in
your hands. Our gift to you is a 20% discount when you
bring this ad into our Woodland Mall Shopping center
location, 1234 Main Street in Bowling Green, and fill out
a Richard Potasy charge account application. With it
you're entitled to $200 instant credit.

and

TANNING CENTER
is having their

SPRING BREAK TANNING SPE
(with coupon)

10 VISITS FOR $20
352-9378
expires 3/17/90

PUT US TO THE TEST.
SSAT • PSAT • SAT • ACHIEVEMENTS • ACT • LSAT •
GMAT • GRE • MCAT • DAT • GRE PSYCH • GRE BIO
• OAT • TOEFL • NMB • NDB • NCLEX-RN • MSKP •
FMGEMS • FLEX • CGFNS • CPA • BAR EXAM • NTE

Instant credit approval is subject to the
conditions stated in the credit agreement,
credibility and sufficient income.

■ Jewelers
Woodland Mall, BowlingGrcen

«£fc
J

II you have to t.ikeoneof these tests take Kaplan first
Our students gel the highest scores We've proven it to OUT
one million students. Let us prove it to you

STANLEY H KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD

3480 Central Ave. W
536 - 3701

Competing in the Intercollegiate Mock Trial Tournament Feb. 17
and 18, the University Mock Trial team finished 35th out of the 90
teams who competed nationally.
During the competition at the Drake University Law School in Des
Moines, Iowa, students portrayed the roles of attorneys and witnesses in a murder case in which a woman's dog allegedly attacked a
13-year-old neighbor.
''The foundation of this program is that it is an educational situation where students learn the mechanics of trying a case for a court
of law," coach and assistant professor of legal studies Dennis DiMarzio said.
Each team was randomly matched with four other teams and participated in four rounds of competition. The prosecution and defense
side of the case was enacted twice by each team.
Time restrictions apply to the opening and closing statements and
to cross examinations, but typically each round took two hours.
Judged by lawyers and coaches, teams were ranked on 11 categories
on a scale of one to 10. Categories judged include opening statements, closing arguments, direct and cross examination, and witness roles.
The top 10 teams were determined by first being undefeated in all
four rounds and then attaining the highest point totals.
Last year's University team placed 4th out of 86 teams, according
toDiMarzio.
This year's team competed against two of last year's top 10 finishers, Central Iowa University and Eastern Illinois University.
DiMarzio said next year there would be a change in the formation
time of the team and in the participation in a tournament prior to the
national championship.
"Next year, we will be forming the team earlier and participating
in one tournament before the national tournament," be said.
DiMarzio said his team lacked practice against new opponents.
The team practiced the prosecution and defense sides against each
other, but only so much could be learned and developed from practicing against one another, he said.
"Our team needed to go against new teams to hear new arguments," be said.
The University team started practicing Jan. 8 — two days after
the second major tournament had taken place, he said.
"We only spent one-fourth or one-fifth as much time practicing as
the other teams," he said.
Senior Lisa Zollins, captain of the team, playing both and attorney
and witness role, is only the second student at the University to be on
the team for three years in a row.
"Even though we didn't rank in the top 10, we all learned courtroom demeanor," Zollins said. "When we go to law school we will
have an advantage due to the great learning experience," she said.
Other members of the team included Joe Campanella, attorney
and witness; Eric See. witness; Tom Strieker, attorney; Charlotte
Tennant, attorney ana witness; Elizabeth Siegel, attorney; Donna
Fudurich, attorney and witness; Donna Grill, witness; arid Kelly
Warner, alternate witness and attorney.

Blotter
DScott Hall, of Tontogany, O., ing lot picked it up after she acwas arrested for possession of cidentally dropped it. The purse
marijuana Saturday, police later was found in a Treadway
Hall men's shower.
said.
[James Klaver, of South
GMattbew White, 148 S. Summit St., was arrested for dis- Bend, Ind., was arrested for disorderly conduct Saturday morn- orderly conduct after he was
ing after a neighbor complained caught urinating on the side of
about his stereo being too loud, an East Wooster building Saturday, police said.
police said.
DA 17-year-old of Rudolph, O.,
:: Police broke up a fight on the
was arrested for shoplifting a 100 block East Wooster Street
hand-held electronic game from Saturday, but no arrests were
Harts Department Store, 1094 S. made.
DA $200 leather jacket was
Main St., police said.
DA $300 leather jacket was re- stolen from a woman at the
ported stolen from Cassidys, 176 Woodland Mall Cinemas Sunday. A class ring in one of the
E. Wooster St., Saturday.
MA $75 CB radio was reported jacket's pockets is worth $200.
DTwo kegs were stolen from
stolen from an unlocked car in
the 700 block of South College an Eighth Street apartment
Sunday.
Street Saturday.
[Sandra Barley of Rudolph,
DA woman's purse was stolen
from her at Taco Bell Saturday, O., was arrested for driving
but was returned to her later under the influence of alcohol on
that night. One of three men East Wooster Street Sunday,
walking behind her in the park- police said.
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Germanys' unity
to lessen military
by Nesha Slatcevic
Associated Press writer

EAST BERLIN — The two Germanys should reduce their combined military by two-thirds when they unite, and some U.S. and Soviet soldiers should remain during the unification process, the East
German defense minister said Thursday.
Adm. Theodor Hoffmann said the armed forces should be purely
defensive and both states should remain in their respective alliances
until they are reunited under a new European security system.
West Germany belongs to NATO and East Germany is in the Soviet-led Warsaw Pact. About 380,000 Soviet soldiers are stationed in
East Germany and NATO has more than 300,000 in West Germany,
including about 250,000 Americans.
Hoffmann said a joint German military should be reduced to about
300,000 men initially, and later to 150,000-200,000.
All three services — army, navy and air force — should be retained because all are essential to defense, he told a news conference.
Gen. Hans Deim, East Germany's delegate to Vienna talks on reduction of conventional forces, told the reporters anything over
300.000 men "would cause security concerns of our neighbors, especially France and Poland."
West Germany has 490,000 military personnel and East Germany
says its armed forces have shrunk from 170,000 men to 100,000 in recent months.
Until a new European system supplants NATO and the Warsaw
Pact, Hoffman said, U.S. and Soviet soldiers should remain on German territory "even if this becomes symbolic at a certain time."
The United States and Soviet Union have agreed to reduce their
troop strength in central Europe to 195,000 each. Most of the reductions will be made in Germany.
Keeping some U.S. and Soviet troops until unification under a new
security system would add stability in Europe, Hoffman said, and
described fears of a hasty union as justified.

NEW NEW NEW
University Union Weekend Food Service
Falcon's Nest open from 10a.m. -6p.m.
includes cafeteria and grill line
Pheasant Room Sunday Buffet
All You Can Eat
From 12-2 for $5.75
Coupons, Cash, MC & VISA Accepted
(Prout Cafeteria closed on Saturday & Sunday)

Elsewhere
Bill to deter fur protesters
Law aimed to stop violent and offensive conduct towards wearers

Suhadolnik said most sections of the bill intended to intimidate or dissuade another
dealing with individual protesters mirror person from wearing clothing made of
the existing disorderly conduct law which animal fur or hide.
refers to •'making unreasonable noise or
offensively coarse utterance, gesture, or
Suhadolnik said a legal analysis predisplay, or communicating unwarranted pared by the Ohio Council of Retail Merand grossly abusive language to any per- chants and the Wildlife Legislative Fund
son.^
determined the bill would not infringe on
free speech. Both groups already nave
He said the phrase "offensively coarse identified themselves as backers of the
utterance" would include an obscenity. legislation.
"An example of 'unwarranted and grossly
abusive language' would be an allegation
One animal rights activist who attended
that the fur coat wearer was a murderer or the news conference questioned James
killer," he said.
Henry, senior vice president and general
counsel of the retail merchants, about the
Suhadolnik's proposal also would apply bill's prohibition against describing fur
to organizations which engage in such ac- wearers as murderers.
tivity.
"I assume you are aware that the term
Instead of the current penalty of a $100
murder is defined in statute and it does infine, violators would face a maximum $250
volve the killing of a human being, not a
fine and 30 days in jail if their actions were
mink or a chinchilla," Henry said.

by John Chalfant
Associated Press writer

COLUMBUS — A proposed law that
would impose penalties on protesters who
spit on fur wearers or call them murderers
would in no way curtail rights to speak or
demonstrate, the bill's sponsor said
Thursday.
Sen. Gary Suhadolnik, R-Parma
Heights, said the bill he introduced was
aimed at individuals and organizations
whose purpose was to destroy the fur industry.
"I don't want to do anything to stop
someone from a peaceful demonstration,
Suhadolnik told a news conference.
"But I have specific intents here to try to
have a chilling effect on violent and disruptive demonstrations, particularly
where they are an organized effort to destroy someone's business," he said.

Governors attack debt
Peace dividend should go towards deficit, legislators say
by Donald M. Rothberg
Associated Press writer

WASHINGTON — Most governors say they expect the fall of
communist regimes in Eastern
Europe to produce a "peace
dividend" and they want it used
to reduce the federal budget deficit rather than designated for
their own states' needs.
"There's no question there's
going to be a dividend if you're
using that term in the sense that
the defense budget will come
down," said Republican Gov.
William Clements of Texas, a
former deputy defense secretary.
Arguing that an v such savings
should go towara reducing the
defecit, Clements said, The
proliferation of our domestic
Programs is a no-no as far as
m concerned."
Gov. Buddy Roemer of Lou-

isiana, a Democrat, predicted
the savings from reduced military spending could total $100
billion over the next three years.
"The things that can help Louisiana the most is to lower the
deficit, "he said.
"Any peace dividend should
go primarily to balancing the
budget," Democratic Gov.
George Sinner of North Dakota
said.
While there was widespread
agreement with their view
among governors responding to
an Associated Press survey,
there were a few dissenters.
"As billions are pared from
the Pentagon budget, it's time
for the federal government to
return a substantial portion of
that dividend to the states,"
Democratic Gov. Robert Casey
of Pennsylvania said.
Casey singled out mass transit
as an area where federal funds
were needed. He said the budget
proposed by President Bush included no money for the Philadelphia area transit system,
which was receiving $27.4 million this year.
The governor's views on the
possible peace dividend were solicited as the state officials pre-

Campus
Pollyeyes

pared for their annual meeting
opening this weekend in the nation's capital.
The federal budget, education
and drugs were the principal
items on the National Governor's Association agenda.
Bush will meet with the governors Monday at the White
House.
Nearly all the governors said
they were confident there would
be budget savings as a result of
the swift changes occurring in
Eastern Europe, where communist regimes have toppled
and the Soviet-led Warsaw Pact
has lost its status as a military
threat.
Bush has brushed aside suggestions
that a substantial
r
'peace dividend" was in the offing.
"Many speak of the peace
dividend. Few discuss the shortterm cost of peace," he said in
an address to the Commonwealth Club in San Francisco
earlier this month.
"There will be costs as we
cross the bridge to a better future," he added.

Ove r 80 Imported Beers •

"A Gathering Place"
352-9638 or 354-0056
44Q
E. Court!

"Jazz Night"

With Mike Petroslno, Chris Berger. & Dan Faehnle
Every Tuesday 9 p.m. - 1 a.m.
Come & listen or bring your instrument & join in
Free Delivery • Salads
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March 6. 1990
10:30-4:30 pm
Lenhart Grand Ballroom

APARTMENTS

MID AM MANOR
Choose from choice apartments within
walking distance to campus Summer
1990 and 1990-91 school year.
1 or 2 bedroom, furnished or
unfurnished, gas heat & water included,
air conditioning
Resident Manager,
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G.
352-4380

by Allison J. Pugh
Associated Press writer

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. — As
the airwaves echo with brash
come-on-down's for automobile
deals, consider this: a dealership that sells cars at a flat, $49
markup, doesn't horse-trade
and will even talk price over the
phone.
The $49-over-invoice approach
is thriving at a smattering of
dealerships across the country.
The profit comes from huge volume, not markups.
"This is the way cars will be
sold in the future," Warren
Herman said, whose car sales at
Porter Chevrolet in Cambridge
grew tenfold when he switched
to the soft sell. "One way or another this will conquer."
In the meantime, $49-over
dealers say they are battling the
cozy relationship between other
dealers and the manufacturer,
who they say share "kickbacks''
that are shouldered by the customer in the form of higher
prices.
"They can't get enough money
and blood from customers when
they come off the street," Herman said recently. "It's like
walking into a sharks' club."
The new procedure does away
with hard sell and horse-trading.
Indeed, the dealers break a cardinal rule of car selling: They
show the customer the factory
invoice, including their actual
price for the accessories that
constitute a large portion of
dealer profit.
Then they charge $49 more
than what the manufacturers
charge them.
"No gimmicks, no pressure.
It's straightforward, treating
customers like human beings,
without it being a demoralizing
transaction," Herman said.
For example, a 1990 Beretta
GT two-door coupe, selected in
red with all the options, has a
manufacturer's suggested retail
price of $14,682. At Porter Chevrolet, the car costs $13,282.95, or
$49 more than what the manufacturer charged the dealer.
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$49 profit
provides
new sales

To survive, the $49-over
dealers cut away at their overhead, limiting personnel and
skimping on inventory. Porter
Chevrolet carries between 10
and 15 days' inventory, or about
150 cars, a fraction of what other
big dealers carry.
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Balanced BG travels to Eastern Women look for
Larranaga receiving consistent play from starters, bench during win streak
offensive burst
against Hurons
by Mark Huntebrinker
sports writer

Four straight wins axe evidence the Bowling Green men's basketball team is clicking
on all cylinders.
But what may be more impressive than
the current win streak is an ingredient the
Falcons have displayed in
recording the victories.
Despite Clinton Variable's team-leading 17
points per game average
and 126 assists, the squad
has in no way resembled a
one-man show in its last
four games. BG has been
led in scoring by four
different individuals in
each outing during the Larranaga
span.
Billy Johnson paved the way Wednesday
night with 19 points, while Venable recorded
a team-high 22 points last Saturday against
Central Michigan. A week ago, Joe Moore
and Steve Watson took top-scoring honors.
Falcons' head coach Jim Larranaga said

balance is a key element to the success of a
basketball team.
"What makes a good team is having more
than just one or two weapons," he said. "The
teams that have somebody to go to on a regular basis that you have confidence in is a
luxury for a coach. And I feel fortunate our
bench has been extremely effective
throughout this season."
A major contributor statistically speaking
has been Tom Hall. The 6-6 sophomore has
averaged nine points and five rebounds in a
reserve role. In short, he has been producing
some numbers at a pace that would make
many starters throughout the league blush.
"He's been great all season," Larranaga
said of Hall, "very typically, he's producing
points and rebounds per minute at a rate
eobably higher than the majority of starre around our league." Saturday, the Falcons (17-* overall, IW in the Mid-American
Conference) put their winning streak on the
line when they travel to Eastern Michigan's
Bowen Fieldhouse for a 3 p.m. contest.
The Hurons, who had a five-game win
streak of their own snapped in an overtime
loss at CMU Wednesday night, enter the
contest with a 16-11,7-7 record!

EMU, headed by fifth-year mentor Ben
Braun, is led in scoring by Lorenzo Neely.
The 6-foot-0 junior averages 13 points a
contest and has compiled a team-leading 105
assists.
While Neely leads the perimeter game, 6-8
forward Kory Hallas anchors the inside. The
native of Almonte, Ontario, is averaging 13
ppg, while hauling in seven rebounds per
contest.
The Falcons and Hurons enter Saturday's
clash as the third and fourth place teams,
respectively, in the MAC. BG is a game-anda-half back of second-place Kent Slate, while
a Huron victory Saturday will put them into
a third-place tie with the Falcons.
Steve Watson, who scored 13 points
Wednesday night in an 85-66 victory against
the Toledo Rockets, said the Falcons must
concentrate on winning on the road as the
MAC Tournament looms in the near future.
BG plays at Kent State next Saturday.
"It's important to carry momentum into
the (MAC) tournament. The next two games
at Eastern and Kent are big because we
have to prove we can win on the road," Watson said.

BG's Williams wins third MAC
yPSILANTI — Senior swimmer Shari Williams won her
third consecutive Mid-American
Conference Championship in the
50-meter freestyle to highlight
the women swim team's first
day in the conference tournament.
Williams' time of 23:75 was
good enough make her the first

three-time winner in the 50 free.
Williams has not lost in the
event since her freshman
season.
Despite the record, the Falcons are in fourth place with a
155 points. Ohio finished the first
of a three-day competition in
first place with 262 points.
Miami is 27 points behind in

leers play at St. Cloud
WHAT: Bowling Green Falcons
at St. Cloud Huskies
WHERE: The National Ice
Hockey Center (6,000) in
St.Cloud, Minn.
WHEN: Friday night's game
will begin at 8:05 EST; Saturday's game starts at 7:05. Both
games can be heard on WFOB
radio (1430 AM) which will be
carrying the broadcast of St.
Cloud radio station WWJO.
COACHES: BG coach Jerry
York is in bis 11th season behind
the Falcons bench and his 18th
overall season. He currently has
a 403-248-24 (.614) record. For St.
Cloud, the Huskies will be under
the watchful eye of Craig Dahl
who is in his third season having
compiled a 44-KW> record.
RECORDS: The Falcons extended their unbeaten streak to
seven games, their longest of the
season, by sweeping IllinoisChicago last week. In the process, the leers clinched third
place in the league with a 20-12-2
record in the Central Collegiate
Hockey Association. They currently hold a 22-12-3 overall
mark. The Huskies on the other
hand, are battling AlaskaAnchorage for the Independent
berth in the NCAA tournament.
St. Cloud currently holds a 14-18-2
record this season.
THE FALCONS: OHenie: BG
is led by senior Nelson Emerson
who this season became the first
player in Central Collegiate
Hockey Association history to
compile four seasons of 60 or
more points. Emerson (22
goals-47 assists-64 points) is
joined by freshman Brett Harkins (10-38-48) and junior Matt
Ruchty (27-18-45). Also contributing, is sophomore Peter Holmes
(15-2M0) who has scored nine
power play goals in his last seven

games.
Defense: Defensively, junior
Rob Blake 118-31-49) leads the
offensive charge from the blueline while senior co-captain Kevin Dahl (7-19-26) and sophomores Otis Plageman (4-12-16)
and Llew NcWana (3-7-10) supply
the defensive efforts.
Goaltendlng: Freshman Angelo Libertucci leads the way with
a 14-6-1 record to accompany his
3.96 goals against average. Backing him up is senior Paul Connell
who recorded a 2-1 victory last
Saturday. He is currently 7-5-1
with a 5.07 gaa.
Special Teams: The Falcons
power play has been electrifying
of late. BG has capitalized on
19-of-33 (.576) chances over the
last seven games. This has
helped the Falcons maintain
their number one ranking in the
CCHA in power play effectiveness. On the other hand, BG is
currently sixth in the league in
penalty killing with a .686 percentage (.686).
THE HUSKIES:
Offense: Sophomore Jeff Sate rdalen leads St. Cloud offensively in
just about every category. The
center's 22 goals and 31 assists
are tops on the team as are his 53
points. Sophomore Tim Hanus is
second on the team with 42 points
(21 goals) while junior Chris
Scheid has 33 points (17 goals).
Defense: Sophomores Bret Hadican (20 points) and Lenny Esau
(19 points), last year's leading
scorer, lead a young defensive
corps that includes only one
senior.
Coal tending: Sophomore Mike
O'Hara is 13-16-2 in goal with a
3.75 goals-against. O'Hara has
played in all but two games this
season.

second place with 235, while Ball
State is in third with 177.
Eastern Michigan is last in fifth
place with 117.
Williams later teamed up with
Jody Reed, Trica Klasmeier and
Jill Bowers to place third in the
400-medly relay with a time of
3:53.10.
Reed's time of 58:08 in the
first leg (100-meter backstroke)
of the race broke the MAC and
BG records. She broke her own
school record of 59:53 set early
this season. The prievious MAC
record was 58:78.
Reed, who also finished seventh (2:09.08) in the 220 individual medley, will compete in the
individual 100 backstroke today.
The 200-meter freestyle team
of Williams, Klasmeier, Deidre
Heer and Jennifer Burknart finished fourth with a time of
1:37.69.
Jenny Kent finished sixth in
the one meter diving competi-

352-9951

MS UGLY BARTENDER CONTEST

CAR SMASH

BG head coach Brian Gordon
Sredicted before the meet that
hio (4-0) should win the race,
but he expected a tight race for
second place between the Falcons, Miami (2-2) and Ball State
(2-2).
During the conference regular
season, Bowling Green, Ball
State and Miami battled against
each other while Ohio defeated
all three.
A leveled competition was
displayed among the three
schools. Bowling Green beat
Ball State, Ball State downed
Miami, and Miami downed
Bowling Green.

Bonner named to
All-Aoademic team

assistant sports editor

Best offense meets worst defense
Bowling Green, averaging a league-leading 76.3 points per
game takes on Eastern Michigan, allowing a Mid-American
Conference high 72.9 ppg.
Tip-off is 1 p.m. at Bowen Field House in Y|
Mich.
Three Falcon starters rank in the MACs
20 scorers. Tecca Thompson is 8th (14.3 ppg), Angie Bonner 10th (14.1) and
Traci Gorman ranks aoth (10.8).
BG's high-powered offense has fueled a
17-7 overall record, 10-4 in the MAC, good for
third place.
Conversely, Eastern's generous defense
has contributed to its 8-16, W) marks and a
hold on seventh place.
Despite the differences between the teams,
both are coming off Wednesday night loaaea
- BG lost to Toledo 68-55 and Central Michigan downed EMU 68-«3.
Bonner
Fran Voll said the Falcons are still in good
shape after losing to the Rockets for the second time this
season.
"We have to keep the (Toledo) game in its proper perspective," VoU said. "We're still in third place and we stffl have a
home site for the first round of the (MAC) tournament. There's
a whole bunch of people who would love to be in our position."
Eastern's position is not as secure.
At 5-9, the Hurons are two and-a-half games behind fourth
place Ball State. The Cardinals have three games left and
Eastern will play two more.
That means EMU still has an outside shot at the 4th seed in
the tournament
"Eastern, Western, Central and Ball State are all battling for
that 4th seed. We're going to have our hands full with this team
(EMU)," Voll said.
Unfortunately for the Falcons. Eastern will not have its
hands full with BG forward Lori Albers.
Falcons trainers reported Thursday the 5-11 freshman will
miss one week of action. Albers aggravated a stress fracture in
her right foot. She is expected to return for the game at Kent
State on March 3.
Erin Vick, who is playing with a sprained ankle, has been
bothered by the flu this week but is listed as probable for Satois led by the league's Mh-leading scorer Kelly Hebler, who is averaging 1S.S points per game.
The only other Huron in the top twenty is LaTonya Watson
(12.4 ppg).
"Going against Hebler is awful tough," VoU said. "Watson
and (Kerry) Porter are strong players as well."
Porter is seventh in the MAC in rebounding with 6.9 per
game.

All COMPETITOR COUPONS HONORED

Angie Bonner, Bowling Green's 6-2 senior center on the women's
basketball team, has been named to the Academic All-District IV
Team by the College Sports Information Directors of America.
Bonner, who carries a 3.22 cumulative grade point average in
business pre-law, was one of three women from the Mid-American
Conference named to the district academic team. Central Michigan's Sue Nissen and Miami's Gaby Downey were also named.
All three will be on the Academic All-American ballot.
Bonner, a 1989-90 team co-captain and native of Canton, O., is the
Falcons' leading scorer and rebounder this season.
She also leads the team in block shots with 40. She holds the school
record for blocked shots in a season (49) and in a career (145).
She was named second team All-MAC as a sophomore and junior
after earning a spot on the MAC All-Freshman team her first year.
She was an honorable mention Academic All-MAC as a sophomore
and then first team Academic All-MAC as a junior.
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Falcon Basketball on WBGU.
Saturday the Falcons travel to
Eastern Michigan to do battle.
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tion. Trials will continue today
and Saturday at 11 a.m. with the
finals starting at 7 each night.
Bowling Green entered the
competition with a 2-2 record in
dual meets.

by Man Schroder
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vs. HURONS

Join Jeff Gibbons and Joel Yashinsky
for all the round ball action. Tipoff at
3 p.m. on 88.1 WBGU
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Wottle recalls Olympic run
by Andy Woodard
sports editor

Dave Wottle
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Dave Wottle doesn't remember what surrounded him
during his run to glory in the
1972 Summer Olympics. He only
recalls the other runners around
him and the approaching finish
line.
But watching the race on
tape brings
back other
memories for
Wottle, a 1973
Bowling Green
graduate. The
80,000-plus
screaming
fans, non- Wottle
existent to him as a runner, are
there in full view.
Two different prospectives —
but each has the same result.
Wottle won the 800 meter race
that September day in Munich to
win the gold medal.
Sporting a golf hat during the
race, Wottle was forever etched
into the hearts and minds of
Americans.
However, he was not only
Ereat on the international scene,
lit at Bowling Green and
throughout the Mid-American
Conference, too.
For his many accomplishments, Wottle was named to the
MAC Hall of Fame last week
along with seven other former
conference athletes and administrators.
They will be inducted at
ceremonies in Toledo on May 21
at the Radisson Hotel.
The MAC is the only conference in the U.S. to have a Hall of
Fame. This is its third Hall of
Fame class and Wottle is the
third member from BG. Basketball great Nate Thurmond and
football coaching legend Doyt
Perry were the previous two.
"I suppose it would be an understatement to say that I'm
Bleased. When considering all
le great athletes who played at
Bowling Green, this is quite an
honor, Wottle said by telephone
from his home in Memphis,
Term., earlier this week.
A modest statement. After all,
winning a gold medal in the
Olympics is no small feat.
In that memorable race, he
edged Soviet Yevgeny Arzhanov
by just three hundredths of a
second. Wottle's winning time
was 1:45.89, a world record.
But after he crossed the finish
line, he had to wait for the photo
to see if he had won.
"I didn't know if I had won. I
just knew I was close. It took

them five minutes to determine
who won," he said. "That time
seemed like an eternity."
While waiting, Wottle watched
the scoreboard at the end of the
stadium. The winner's name
would be shown there first.
"When they flashed 'Wottle,
D. — U.S.A.' first, that was the
first time I got excited," he said.
Exciting is one way to describe Bowling Green's cross
country and track programs
while Wottle attended the University from 1968-73.
The Falcons dominated in
MAC, Midwest and NCAA meets
throughout that time.
Sid Sink, BG's current cross
country and track coach, first
brought the team to prominence, Wottle said.
"Sid Sink was the leader. He
got the ball rolling," he said.
"He was the first real star Bowling Green had in track and field
in that era. As a distance runner, he was the best we had."
When talking about other good
distance runners of the time,
Wottle mentions Steve Danforth,
Tracey Elliot, Bob McOmber
and Craig Macdonald.
The group did everything
together, Wottle said. They got
up for the 6 a.m. workouts and
then trained again for three
hours in the afternoon.
It paid off, especially in the
1971-72 season. In cross country,
Bowling Green finished seventh
in the NCAA meet. Then the
Falcons placed second in the
NCAA Indoor Track Championship and won the MAC Outdoor
Track title.
"There was a lot of build up
for the Olympic games and we
were caught up in that," Wottle
said. "A lot of us were reaching
our prime. We'd been in the program two, three and four years.
We hit stride at just the right
time."
_

"He had everything
you looked for. He
was a good student.
He was intelligent.
When you corrected
a mistake of his,
that would be the
last time. He never
would make the
same mistake
twice."
-Mel Brodt, former
BG coach on Dave
Wottle
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Preferred Properties
Phone 352-9378
SUMMER LEASING

Overall in his BG career, Wottle was All-America six times —
once in cross country and five
times in track. He won four individual NCAA and MAC titles and
was a member of BG's winning
distance medley relay team at
the 1972 NCAA Indoor Championship.
Not even the man who coached and recruited Wottle, Mel
Brodt, knew Wottle would have
such an outstanding career.
"I only saw him run once in
See Wottle, page 9.
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TEAM (overall)
Michigan State (26-44)
Lake Superior (27-64)
Bewltaf Green (tt-134)
Michigan (1HH)
Western Michigan (13-21-2)
Onto State (6-3T4)
Miami (11-364)
Ferris State (10-2D-*)
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Bewtttg Green
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Miami
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Tony + Jen
Baby + Baby
Dave... + Deb
ED... + Lisa
Blake... + Date
Keith... + Val
K... + Little Z
Chad... + NoeUe
Mark... + Missy
Tim... + Nancy
Tattoo... + Teri.
Eraser head... + her
Guess who... + T.B.A. (again)
Lance... + Hmmm
Red Baron... + His plane
JC... + Amy
Stallion.. + Adrian
Jamey... + Special guest
Derek... + Leanne
Faria... + Jen
Mike + Julie

NUCLEAR KNOCKOUT!
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TEAM (•verall)
Ball State (164)
Kent State (17-7)
Bowttag Green (174)
Mlami(ll-13)
Eastern Michigan (16-11)
Central Michigan (11-14)
Toledo (10-14)
Onto (12-12)
9. Western Michigan (9-15)
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Bowling Green
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MAC WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

TEAM (overall)
Miami (164)
Toledo (30-4)
Bowling Green (174)
CentraJMichigan (14-11)
Ban State (13-10)
Western Michigan (10-13)
Eastern Michigan (6-17)
Ohio University (6-16)
Kent State (3-21)
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11
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16
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SATURDAY'S GAMES
Western Michigan
Bowling Greea
Onto University
Miami

at
at
at
at

Ban State
Eastern Michigan
KentState
Toledo

Falcon gymnasts
ride momentum
into Pittsburgh
by Mike Momlney
sports writer
The Bowling Green women's
gymnastics team will take to the
road for the second consectutive
weekend when they travel to the
University of Pittsburgh on Saturday night.
The meet will begin at 7:30.
Going into this week's action
the Falcons carry an overall record of 5-3, along with a MidAmerican Conference record of
1-2. Although their record
doesn't indicate total success,
they have come on strong in the
C(t few weeks. Coming off a
e second-place finish a week
ago at the West Virginia quadrangle meet, the Falcons nave
also won their last three dual
meets in a row.
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TODAY
Western Michigan

WBGU 88.1 FM presents Nelson
Emerson and Rob Blake on
Sportscene. This Sunday night at
8 p.m. Tune to WBGU and call in
with questions or just talk hockey
with two of B.G.'s finest. That's
Sportscene on WBGU.
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TODAY AND SATURDAY

SPORTSCENE

All residents receive a membership to
CHERRYWOOD HEALTH SPA
Monday thru Friday 9:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Ryan... + Julia
Dale + Heather
Jay... + Nerd
Paul... + Cathy
Todd... + Friend
Craig... + Angela
Sugar... + Spice
Tony... + Megs
Brad... + Tracy
Drews... + Laura
Bob... + Kim
AL.. + Peg Bundy
Ken,.. + Mindy
Stephen... + Kristin
The First Family...
The Second Family...
Jon... + Angle
Mike... + His one and only
The Village People...
Tim... + ?
Matt..+Daph

CCHA.MAC standings

With momentum starting to
shift their way, head coach
Charles Simpson said the team
goals have remained the same
throughout the season, but in recent weeks those goals are now
becoming a reality.
"Our goals are to generate the
highest team score possible, hit
our routines consistently and
come away with a win," Simp
son said. "We haven't changed
those goals all year and I plan to
stick with them the rest of the
season."
The Falcons will face stiff
competition in Pittsburgh, but
after a confidence building
weekend at WVU, the gymnasts
will take this meet one event at a
time.
"They (Pitt) are a very strong
team. It's extremely difficult to
beat someone on their home
floor, especially ingyrnnastics,"
Simpson said. "We will have
some people competing this
weekend that haven't competed
in any events before. Everyone
has to hit their routines,
if we're
to come out with a win. T;
Sophomore Mary Beth Friel,
who was named MAC gymnast
of the week, will need to set the
Kce in this weekend's meet, but
s rest of the lineup will need to
contribute as well.
Junior Meg Griffin, who is
I off an ankle injury, will
e in her first meet in two
weeks. However, she will only
be able to perform on the uneven
bars and the beam.
Joining Friel and Griffin, will
be juniors Kim Crawford, Kirstin Scott and Nikki Condon —
all of which have performed well
in recent weeks. Fellow junior
and team-captain Lori Pinegar
and Kim Eddings will also be
counted on.
Sophomores Kathy Altonen,
Julie Zickes and Kathy Bottini
and freshmen Lisa Bondelier,
Stacy Trent and Robin Wall will
need to ready as well.
Simpson said the team has a
chance to come away with a victory at Pitt, but giving it their
best effort is the most important
thing.
"We lust want to be consistent," be said. "We want to
perform well and let everything
else just take care of itself."
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Players big winners in arbitration
by Ronald Blum
Associated Press writer

NEW YORK (AP) — Baseball players In
arbitration had an average salary increase
of $348,269 this year, according to an Associated Press survey. The 82 percent jump is
the most since before collusion and will push
the major league average to about $600,000
in 1990.
The 159 players who went to arbitration
had an average salary of $422,735 in 1989.
Their 1990 average, including prorated
shares of signing bonuses and other guaranteed money, will be $771,004.
Last year, the salaries of players in arbitration rose 70 percent, following a 65 percent rise in 1988 and a 35 percent increase in
1987.
Using an alternate method of calculation,
average annual values, the increase was
ever sharper —102 percent, the biggest rise

since 1981. Many players have structured
their contracts to lower their salaries this
season because of the owners' lockout.
Sixty-eight players in arbitration doubled
their salaries, 21 tripled them, five quadrupled them and Mike Bielecki of the Chicago
Cubs increased his five-fold, from $122,500 to
$675,000.
Bielecki's 451 percent increase was followed Ruben Sierra's 355 percent jump from
$357,500 to $1,625,000 and Fred McGriff's 346
Eercent increase from $325,000 to $1.45 milon.
According to statistical comparisons with
recent years, the average salary should rise
to between $590,000 and $820,000 next season.
The exact number will depend on which
players make opening day rosters.
Although 161 players filed, pitchers Greg
Minton of California and John Candelaria of
Montreal were refused arbitration and became free agents. Just 24 players had hearings and 14 won.

Players won seven of 12 hearings last
year, giving them a better than .500 record
in consecutive years for the first time since
1979-81. Owners still have a 164-139 advantage since the process began in 1974.
The 14 winners increased their salaries by
141 percent, $373,179 to $900,357. The 10
losers increased their salaries by 106 percent, from $441,700 to $909,000.
Collective bargaining negotiations have
deadlocked on the issue of arbitration eligibility. Players want the minimum service
time rolled back to two years, where it was
before the 1985 agreement. Owners want it to
remain at three years.
Players with between three and four years
service, almost all in arbitration for the first
time, did particularly well, the AP study
found. Their average jumped 158 percent,
from $192,957 to $497,178.
Last year, the salaries of players in arbitration for the first time increased by 137
percent.

Wottle

"Then that first year he ran
cross country — that was the
first year he had ever run cross
country — I saw something
different in him from other runners.
"He had everything you
looked for. He was a good student. He was intelligent. When
you corrected a mistake of his,
that would be the last time. He
never would make the same
mistake twice."
The rest, as they say, is history.
Wottle currently is the Dean of
Admissions at Rhodes College in

Memphis. He compares Rhodes'
size with that of Ohio schools
Kenyon and Oberlin.
He said he enjoys his work.
"There's a lot of overlap between admissions work ana athletics. You set a goal at the beginning of the year and you work
toward it," said Wottle, who resides with his wife, Janice, and
their three children. "Plus, I
like working with young people."
Everyone, though, has times
when they feel down. They need
that pick-me-up to make it
through a certain day or even
week.
Wottle has the instant remedy.
He recalls winning his gold medal.
"As I look back, that victory is
more special to me as the years
go by, he said. "It's nice to look
back at that one time in my life
and remember that I was the
best in the world at something."

A Sincere Thanks to al our friends who helped
us a year ago today
Love.
Richele. Anne. 1 Steph
P.S We wouldn't have survived without you!

Alpha Gamma Delia
Alton Trsms. Happy Brthday! Get payched for
thie weekend in Toledo!
Alpha Gamma Delta Love.
Sarah

ADOPTION:
You've chosen me grit ol He lor your baby
Please give ue the gift of loving a caring for your
baby. We've waned years to complete our family. The nursery la reedy and a big sister la waiting Medical and legal paid Cal cosset S ask lor
Lynn or Harold 419-822 9288

ALPHA PHI OMEGA also welcomesDon NewIon to the Sprint '90 pledge class Congrarulations 1 Good Luck'

Q Continued from page 8.
high school and that was in the
state meet (the mile run). He
won that in something like 4:20.
But like other high school runners, he was up and down,"
Brodt said Thursday by telephone from his home in Venice,
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Classifieds
PRELAW SOCIETY
Take a trip to OSU
LAW SCHOOL
Tues Feb 27
RSVP byFeb 23

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
ISum
JO
Summer Job Fair
Repe from camps/psrks resortsLenhart Grand Balroom. March 8
10:30 -4pm BE THERE1

- DELTA SIGMA PI •
Katrile Wilder
Good luck with Group Reviews'

I know you'l do great'
Love, your big Kirk

353-8848

•••••portsSoene""
Capturing ma beat In local a national sports
•vary Sunday. Tafc to your favorite Falcon
sports personalties Sunday 1:00 on U.1 FM WBGU
This weeks guests wH be Falcon Hockey
Ptayara
•■•• Rob Blake and Nelson Emerson •••
,
ATTENTION
Al Greek men and women
Remember to send in your RSVP cards tor
Extravaganza of Excellence by Wednesday,
February 28 In the Greek Life Office.
ATTENTION HISTORY SOCIETY:
There will be a mixer at Mylar Pizza Pub on
Tina. Fab 27lh at torn. All Hletory Majors encouraged to attend.
AITFNTION Juniors Scmos nrW GraOunio
Students. Are you working mis summer? Do
you enfoy working with and aupervtsing high
school age students? It me answer la yes to
both of these queeHone. you should consider
spending your summer In Bowling Green as a
Program Assistant lor the Pre-Coeaga Enrichment Program lor Black and Hispanic High
School Students
For more information cal the Office ol Multicultural (Minority) Alfaos at 2-2842 and ask for Dr
OaSadeSouaa
Attention OSEA Fundraieing Membera.
Meeting on February 28 al 9 2nd floor Ed bkjg.
Be there1
Community Open Share
Come show stories, poems, thoughts, music,
art, etc. or just come for the enrichment a an*
tertUnment.
Monday Jan 29
8:30 PM Free to everyone
UCF Center(comer ol Thuratinl
Every other Monday thru April 9th

' Delta SigsChrra Harder
Got ready 10 sing
•and a lew other surprises'!
GoodLuckll
Love, your Big Lori

PSYCHIC FAIR, B G HOLIDAY INN
February 28 11 am-6pm
Psychic readings, merchandise
$1 00 admission or bring 2
Irienda and al enter lor $1.00
Slater Jean SchUckkn ol the Miclvgan Farm
Worker Ministry Coalition wi apeak on the
Grape Boycott Tues Feb 27th In 121 West
Halat7:00pm
We Can Wo Wil
Take Back The Night
March 1st a 6 00

• KaBeJirikYour aislera ot Cta Omega would Ike lo congratulate you on your pwa/ling lo Kevin Kidman
• PN Sigma Kappa •
The Gamma Phi.a are excited lo balroom dance
with you!
•-KAPPA DELTA • •
KDVIPSARETHEBESTI
• KEEP UP THE SPIRIT •

LOST & FOUND
FOUNO keys with Charger key Cham
Call 352-3699 to Claim, ask lor Beth

Loet green jacket at Casatdy'a Thursday Night
II lound. cal Jim 354-9616

JACK MOHAN la on his way,
To Gamma Gucci on Saturday
Let's get payched for a apectacutar night.
Because with this Alpha Gam it
wil be sheer delight"
Love Always.
Donna

Missing Cordless phone taken from E Merry
apt Please return, no queattona asked! Cal
353-8278.
CHARITIES WEEK

SERVICES OFFERED

CENTER FOR CHOICE B
Abortions thru 17 weeks
Morning alter treatment
Al personal and private
Proud to be pro-choice

CHAOTIES WEEK

If you are a diabetic and need someone to talk
to. Ihia Tues Fab 27 at 7pm In the Health
Center Looby there win be a meeting for drabetfca to meet each other If you are diabetic and
are interested in a support group call Bryan at
3534255
IF YOU PLAN TO PARTICIPATE IN MAY 5,
1990 COMMENCEMENT CEREMONIES.
YOUR CAP AND GOWN ORDER MUST BE
PLACED BY APRIL 1, 1990 PLEASE PLACE
YOUR ORDER AT THE GIFT COUNTER IN THE
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE OR BY PHONING
372-2881 IF YOUR ORDER IS PHONED IN,
YOU WILL NEEO TO KNOW YOUR CAP SIZE
UKE A CHALLENGE?
You I LOVEPRO CHALLENGE I
5 members of the Detroit Lions win be compel»g againal B G s lineal others
Chris Spreenan. Barmy Blades, and others wrl
compete m voUeybal. a relay race, alt-up
contest, 3 on 3 lootbal and more Tuesday night
Fob 27 at 7:30 In Anderson Arena
Admission Is FREEI
Sponsored by Campus Crusade tor Christ

A TO Z DATA CENTER ■ 352-5042
Complete Packaging Needs, UPS. Federal
Express. Typing, Resumes. FAX, copies

CHARITIES WEEK
Feb. 19-23

Typing 1 35 per page 354 0371
TYPING SERVICES lor al typea of papers
Reasonable rales with accuracy.

Volunteers In Progress

"-• Sports Scene "•" •
Capturing the beat In local a national sports
every Sunday Tak to your favorite Falcon
Sports Personalties
Sunday »:00 on 68.1 FM WBOU
Thai weeks guests wil be Falcon Hockey
Players
"** Rob Blake and Nelaon Emeraon"-'

WORD PROCESSING
$1 25 page
Karen 874-1573 Perrysburg

PERSONALS
• Adam Krauert •
Here's a little note to say Good Luck on Sunday. I'm behind you al the way
Your Secret Big

•"John.
I wil never lorgel the first night we met under
me stars, because It's when my Me
began Thank you for the beat year of my Me.
Love. DANA • • •
• -DELTA SIQ-DEITASIQ
Lil'Angie Turner
You did great at indivlduara and I know you'l do
great at groups too! Juet be prepared and know
The Rose' Good ruck and remember to have
funl
Love, your big Larry
•APO UL'ANGIE D
Glad yours my me
From your Big
Go Alpha Phi Omega

AXO-AXO-AXO-AXO-AXO
Congratulations our
1980 Rush Party Chairwoman
Open House Linda PtUi
Flrat Partlea Pattl Kunor
Second Partlea Mlcheee Hennessey
Pledge Day Laurie Koehn

•• 1989-90 FALCONS* •
Thenka lor a great year:
Dan. She«. a Mike'
Freddies Frieda era #11
•Maacotsruie! Love. Juke-

Alpha Gamma Delta lovea their VIP'SI We're
behind you 100%

When you make your apartment deposit at

S

WINTHROP TERRACE APARTMENTS
During February 1990, we will pay you 12% annual interest
on that money until your move-in date in August. We will
pay you in the form of a credit on your first months rent.

<T

AGO • AGD • AGD
GAMMA GUCCI
GAMMA GUCCI
GAMMA GUCCI
199011

•ALPHA GAMMA DELTAOUTGOING OFFICERS
Congratulations on a fob wel done" Your hard
work was much appreciated throughout the
year THANK YOUI
LOVE - YOUR AGO SISTERS

Alpha Gam's and the* dates
Get Psyched for the 1990
GAMMA GUCCIOate Party'

•KKQ^KKO-KKO-KKQ-KKO'
KAPPA'S LOVE THEIR V1PSI
KEEP UP THE GOOO WORK!
•PHIMU'PHIMU*
The Sislers of Phi Mu would Ike to congratulete
Krtsta Zurto on her recent tavaftering to Sigma
PN Epelton Stephen Frey ol University ol
Toledo!
Congratulations1
•PHIMU'PHIMU"
•PHIMU'PHIMU*
The Sisters ol Phi Mu would like to congratulate
Amy Brucker on her recent tavabering to Sigma
No Boyd Robinson alumni of Mount Union College
Congratulations"
•PHI MU ■ PHI MU"

ALPHA OAM-THETA CW
Knapper - thanks tor bailing me out. .again.
Wel have a great time at Gamma Gucci.
Love. Ann Marie
Alpha Gamma Delta
Seen MurphyWow, you finally got a personal from me! Get
excited for the weekend It wil be great!
Love, Kath

AOTT 'MISSY WILSON- AOTT
The Siaters of Alpha Orracron PI would Ike lo
congratulate Mlaay Wilson on her UT Sig Ep
pinning to Todd Peteraon.
AOTT -WENDY OVEADORFF- AOTT
The Slaters ot Alpha Ormcron Pi would Bra to
extend a long overdue congratulations to
Wendy Ovardortf on her engagement to
Nathan Hak.ll
AOTT'ZBT
The slaters ot Alpha Omicron PI would Ike 10
congratulate Krlstan Knapper on her ZBT tevsy
Bering to Dave Englsnder.
Applications lor Mortar Board are due today In
425 Student Services before 5:00 pm Join the
finest in service, scholarship and leadership at
BGSU'
ATTENTION
Al Greek men and women
Remember to eend in your RSVP cards for
Extravaganza of Exoseence by Wednesday,
February 28 In the Greek Life Office

coDtlnuedoflp.il

UNIVERSITY INTRAMURALS

•Phi Mu" Pike "Phi Mu
The Sisters ot Phi Mu would Ike to congratulate
Laurie Domln on her recent pinning to PIKE
JohnSptcwekH
•Phi Mu" Pike "Phi Mu
•PHIPSI'S"
The Gamma Phi Beta's can't wait to dance the
night away with you"1
•ReneeweisThe Sisters of CN Omega would like to congratulate you on your lavalerlng to Jamie Allen,
Lambda Chi Alpha at Denlson University.
P.S. Champagne anyone?!
• Stacy Loehrke*
Congratulations on your pearling to Russ Eckardl
Love. Your Chi O Sisters

Gym Bag • T-Shirt • Gift Certificate

Enter Today!
Entries are now being accepted for the 1990-91
Intramural Champion T-Shirt Design. Entries must be
submitted by March 28th to the IM office-Room 108
SRC. All designs must be 10" x 10" or smaller.
Designs must be submitted using 2 colors on the background color of your choice. The winning
selection will be printed on 100% cotton T-shirts.

get your deposit down.

M

352-9135
Rental Office 400 East Napoleon Rd.
Hours: Mon - Fri 9 - 5 Sat. 10 - 3

Transportation or Business Majors:

Take the high tech
road to success
Get on the right road to a successful
career by joining Central Transport,
Inc. We're using innovative techniques and high tech equipment to
provide our customers with quality
freight service. In fact, we feature
one of the largest computer facilities
in the industry.
Our size has recently doubled, and
we now have over 200 terminals
serving the United States, Ontario,
Quebec and Montreal. New expansion has created entry level
positions in:

believe in promotion from within,
your potential for fast moves up the
career ladder is excellent.
Begin a career with Central Transport by meeting with our Recruiter
on our College Recruiting Day.
Contact the Placement Office
immediately to set up an Interview.
Equal Opportunity Employer.

• Operations
• Sales

Come out and see us Now
*5fc

AGD AQD AGD
Caroline, you are the best big everll
I loveyaMI Lose*

Cal352-3987from8am. to9p.m.

WE WILL PAY YOU 12% INTEREST
ON YOUR SECURITY DEPOSIT

S

• AGO • AGO • AGO • AGD • AGO •
Blake and JD,
Get excited to go Gucci with some Gammers
Love your awesome dates
•AGD-AGO-AGD'AGD'AGD-

AOTT -ANNE MARIE HOUSER- AOTT
The sisters of Alpha Orrscron PI would ate to
congratulate Anne Maria Houeer on her pearling to Rick SestHo.

Fee. 19-23
Volunteers In Progreee

SEAMSTRESS AVAILABLE
Panama sewn, hems, buttons, minor adrustmerrts CHEAP! Call 372-3037

Gay/Leebien Information Una
If you have queattona about homosexuality or
the gay community In Northwest Ohio, cal the
Gay/Lesbian Information Una al 352LAGA
(382-6242) from 7-10 pm Mondays, Wedneedays and Fridays

••THETACHI- -ALPHA PHI' •THETACW
Signature tea tonight! Don't lorgel your white
T-shirt and tkxescent marker!
See You There •" ALPHA PHI •• THETA CHI •• ALPHA PHI • •

Fab 19 ■ 23
Voluntaef s In Progress

Need a caring response
to your pregnancy concerns?
Cal BG PREGNANCY CENTER
al 354-HOPE
For Into on FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
and supporting services

Discover Europe and earn 8 credit hrs
Summer Study Program in France
Classes are in Engfcsh
Dr. Charles Chlttle will talk about program
Tues. Fab 27,9pm
Rm lOOOBABIdg
For more Worrnatton
Dr. Chittle 2-8180 or 352-8012

• "D*a» Sigma PI"
Lil' Dan Sturtevanl
Groups are almost here! Are you nervous?
Don't be. fust be sure your singing is tuned! Be
prepared for anything! See ya Sunday!
Love, your big Sarah
p.s. Have tun skiing this weekend!

^

You'll get on-the-|ob training, competitive pay and comprehensive
benefits. Because we strongly

CENTRAL TRANSPORT*
An open road to opportunity
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CMMH
CRUSH
CRUSH

continued from p. I
AXO" PHI DELT "AXO
The Sisters ol Alpha Chi Omega would She to
congratulate Sheeay Winter and Phi Delta Theta
Alum Chrie Price on thee" recent pinning. Baal
wianes to you both from your AX Sauera
AXO" PHI PELT "AXO
AXO • AXO * AXO • AXO • AXOConaratulaliona
our
1990RhoChis
KJmKappel
HUary Scnwamanoatg
Heather Henutf
JoyoaJenklna
BOSU HEALTH FAIR. 1990"...
Oont be MR out Vlall me Lenharl Grand Ba>
room March lal 1990 from 1000-2 00.
MOVE AHEAD STAY HEALTHY"
M•A-S"H
BGSU3Nomanea*RMponaN>imyWa«r
Fatxuary 26 • March 2
Watch lor more into

JAMMIN IN JAMAICA
We don't sat you a ticket and lor get you

DELTA SIGMA PI
Trade K Ire hner
Let* hope your singing voice la In tune lor Sun1
day night Know your atutt and you I do awe
aome.chk*!
Remember who's rooongl
■ RtCfl aVKl COfrtpaViy

HALF THE MONEY/TWICE THE FUN

DtLTAMONAPI
SECRET LITTLE KATMY MICHAELS GOOD
LUCK AT GROUP REVIEWS YOU'LL DO
GREAT!

KAPPA SIGMA ' AGO
Dan
Gamma Qucct is hare again and your aweeome
data a} paychad so gal ready to have aome Ka>
oaueeSat rwjht wR be out ol eight'
Ikwayou-Bath

DIABETIC SUPPORT DROOP
NOW FORMING
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING Tasiaay, Fab. 27
FREE Needle Dlepoear
Coma, or can The WELL at 2-9101

WE 00 WITH YOU

CALL: MS-TOUR -3U-AU7

KKG • KKO • KKG • KKQ
NANCY.
GET EXCITED FOR TONIGHT
WE ARE OOMG TO HAVE A GREAT TIME
LOVES MISS YOU.

Don't Drive ' Don't Fly
Sal to the Bahamas
For Spring Break
Cat Kim 353-9458 or Mttheee 372-1208

KKG • KKG • KKG ■ KKG
KKO'SIQMACHI'KKQ
Dave B. Matt K. Fntz M.
We wH party lo our hearts content
with the 3 guye we (uat met'
Kappa Knulneea wH shine bnght
with the perception ol lots ol laugha
S a realty that we I have a bleat!
Get paychad lor Saturday night!
Love, your KKG dales
Mlcneea D Cindy L Anne G

FIJI' ALPHA PHI
The Brothers ol Phi Gomme Delta would Ike to
congratulate Chrta MMor on hie recant lavaHarno to jonHler Bulterflekl

CARIBBEAN Association
Wetcomea
Nelson MandeaVs releaae from prleon
However, we remember thai the
anti-apartheid struggle .s
STILL neoaeaary here at BOSU
and al over the world
A luta conhnua'

FIJI • FLR • FLU
TheFl'aerapaychad tor Anchor SpaYahl
FIJI • FIJI • FIJI
GET LIVEI

Check out the auteat laahlona
lor man el MAURICES
located in the Woodland Mel

GET LIVE!

Ctv-aCht-O Ctn-0
Katie Jink congratukttlona on your recent pearl,
ing to Kevin KHcman I love you guy*.
Love ■ Samantha

FIJI ' GAMMA PHI BETA
The Brothers of Phi Gamma Delta would eke to
congratulate Chrta Shutok on his recant lavaaaring to Rhonda Kotnft

Lambda Chi Alpha
"Crulsln'Along"
•50'8 BashSaturday, February 24thll

GET LIVEI

FUI-ZBT-CHI OS
Get paychad tor Anchor Splash - Your * 11 Delta
Gamma A Phi Delia Then coaches Krtsty. Mi
cheat. Jen. Casey. Ken

CHKKY
One day al a tuna
wasn't such a bad Idea was it!
300 down-? to go
SoFar-SoOoodlll
ILoveYa.
Kar

FLORIDA, WHO NEEDS IT?
JAMMIN' IN JAMAICA

INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED: 2-BALL
INDOOR SOCCER - MANDATORY CLINIC
MARCH 5. 5-8 00 PM. OUTDOOR SOCCER MANDATORY CUNIC ■ MARCH 13; 5-8 00
PM. PICK UP REFERRAL AT STUDENT EMPLOYMENT AND APPLY IN 108 SRC
INTRAMURALS ENTRIES DUE WOMEN'S
AND COED VOLLEYBALL - FEB 27 DUE BY
4 00 PM SV, 108 REC CENTER 2-BALL IN
DOOR SOCCER ■ MAR 5: WOMEN'S SNOLS
A DBLS RACOUETBALL - MARCH 8
INTRAMURAL VOLLEYBALL OFFICIALS
NEEDED MANDATORY CUNIC - FEBRUARY
27. APPLY IN 108 STUDENT REC CENTER
PICK UP REFERRAL AT STUDENT EMPLOY
ME NT
PI Phi PI PM
Teresa Corvgratulatlona on your lavasertng by
Davel I Love You Both
Your La.
Traoy
POOL SHOOTERS
Help fight MS Howards Ugly
Pool Tournament. Sunday 8 PM
S3 entry, wm $50 Cal now and
reserve a spol 352-9951
Put Some "R » R In Your LMo
Observe "Romance A Responeiblety" Weak
Feb 28 - March 2
SOLD. Leadership Tip olthe Week:
To lead people, waft behind them"
Lao Tie
Student Organization Leadership Developmentwe're S.O.L.D on leadership!
SAE ' KD ' SAE
The Setters of Kappa Delta are Psyched tor the
TIE DYE tea with the SAE'e thai Friday
SAE'KD'SAE

BONUS! It's a good
trang we're young..
We bounced back!
Love,
Rlchele. Steph. A Anna
p s. Thanks tor the home--YK I

LIL ADAM KRATZERT
DELTA StO' DELTA SIG
Group reviews are here and I'm aura you w9 do
GREAT!
Your Bag.
Marda
LJ, KAZ. and JILLER - STRIKE 12
KEEP THE CLOSET DOORS OPENI
H€ATHER...VOU'RE OUTI - TOO BAD SO
SADI

Stephanie.
Beware it's the
"SEASON OF THE WITCH"
HAPPY ANrJJVERSARYl
Love
Rlchele S Anne
|A K A The Dateless Wonders!

MARCH 18-25TH
Colonel Porter> Did you hear about the Health
Fair In the Lanhart Grand BeSroom thai Thursday from 10-2? We could learn aome neat tips
on how to stay healthy Maybe we could bring
the whole campl
Saa you there1 RADAR

Camping: J30S -Luxury Villa a: SSS9
Special Ratee tor Grouped or more)
DISCOUNT • DISCOUNT ■ DISCOUNT
CALL: 353-TOUP. -353-8SS7
Q Phi ■' Unda. ChnSty. S Karyn
22 more days
Tl our 22(?) hour drive.
Deytona doaan'l rock
UnMwearrtvel
Luvya. Laura

Congratulations to nexl year'a AM. A
B.0.0.
John Nelson-President
Dan Toachlk-E.ec. Vice-President
Ann Pouloe-v.P. ol Membership
llaa Goldman V.P. ol Activities
Sonya Hogg-V.P 01 Promotions
Christy lakM-V.P. 04 Communlc.
Wendy Moore-V.P. ol Public Relations
Nedra aaundors-V.P. ol Finance

OAMMA GUCCI
There once ware 2 guys Sack A Slave
Who m data parties dk) not baiava
They were asked lo (am.
By two Alpha Gams
And now we can't gal them to leave.

Crulatn' with Lambda Chi Alpha
Blest Back to the Fifties!!
February 24thlt
OAYTONA "UAO" DAYTONA -UAOSpring Break m Deytona. FL. Mai 18-25
Staying at the Whltehol Hotel
Al rms oceanfront view; pool deck parties
$232 lor Irons S hotel
$143 lor transportation only
Sign up at the UAO office
DAYTONA -UAO" DAYTONA 'UAO*

Hay guys, gat paychad tor Saturday'
Love,
Melissa A Heather
OAMMA PHI' AMY BEER 'OAMMA PHI
Good luck student teaching'1
You're the bast • I love yall!
OAMMA PHI' Laura 'GAMMA PHI
Gary
You're at*" getting personals even alter you
graduated! Happy 5 year anniversary honey'
We've had our trying moments but the majority
have bean vary special I LOVE YOU' Hare's to
a great weekend at home.
Love Always, Tnsh

DAYTONA REACH OR BUST
for Spring Break '90
FulDealS212
Roomon»yS123
Fight option available
Can Now! Kathy 353-8445
DELTA GAMMA ' DELTA GAMMA
DELTA GAMMA IS PROUD TO CONGRATULATE THE FOLLOWING FOR BEING SELECTED AS RAS:
JEN SLACK
KORY HALTER
JENNIFER FRANGIOS'

GET READY FOR SPRING BREAK
15*o oft al non prescription sunglaaaea at Drs.
Beams S Archer. Inc 1022N Prospect.
Serengeti' Porsche
Ray Ban' Vuamat
Carrara * Floureecents
Happy 21 at Birthday Katrlnal
You're flrvaty legal (even II you don t look It).
Love, your hrvorlta sorority beach LoRa.

IT SPOSSUM EVE- THAT MEANS
TC*»ORFtOW. FEB 24TH IS
POSSUM OAVII
WHO WILL BE THE VICTIM OF
THIS YEAR'S POSSUM CRUSADE?
WHO WILL BE THIS YEAR'S
POSSUM QUEEN?!?
ONLY WILBUR THE POSSUM KNOWS

HEY GAMMA PHIS'
GET PSYCHED TO BALLROOM DANCE AT 9
ON SUNDAY IN THE CAMPUS ROOM AT THE
UNION!
MEN PROVIDED.
Hey Guys. Maurices at the Woodtond Mai has
the Meet fashions lor Spring Break.

JAC,
IT'SLJ...

JAC,
IT'SLJ...
OKAY BYE!

NASSAU PARADISE ISLAND. CANCUN, MEXICO
From 1299 00
R.T. a*, H.T. transfers, 7 nights hotel, cruise
beach parties, free lunch, free adnSestons. hotel taxes & more. Organize amen group asm
FREE TRIP. For more information cal to* free
18001 344-8380 or m Ct |800| 522-8288
O-PW-A 'DENISE' 0-PHI-A
Gat paychad lor Saturday night Well have an
awesome time'!
LAMBDA CHI 'JEFF' LAMBDA CHI
OHIO EDISON HIRING
Procurement Meters. Seniors preferred. Juniors considered Mkv 2 8 GPA Fal Start. Akron. OH Interviewing Monday. Fab 28th si CoopOffice Ca»372-2451.
Phi Delt ' DG ' PN Dolt
KD'S are paychad tor
ANCHOR SPLASH
Phi Delt' DG ' Phi Den
PHI DELTA THETA
Hey Sweetie.
Roses are red. violets are blue
aome poema rhyme, but this one doesn't!
Get peyched lor en awesome weekend'
Love always
Avocado
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
PHIMU
BigMobb'e
Congratuletione on your engagement I'm so
elicited for you! By the way, hare's your personal
LovayaUrMcButter
PHIMU
LI' Oeyna A Joyce
Congratulations on your Executive and Cabinet
positions I'm so proud ol you two. Oat ready
lor an awesome weekend
LoveyaBigMoiy

Belay. Kdeten. Renee. Moty. Laura. Chnetl.

JAMMIN' IN JAMAICA

Thenke lor al the support you are giving ue • we
reaty appreciate It You gala are the BEST!
LoveThaVlfS
PHI MU ' PHI MU

CALL MS-TOUR - 353-MI7

Matt

PHI TAU ATHLETE Of THE WEEK
HENRY (WENDELL

All COMPETITOR COUPONS HONORED

PHI TAU'SEAN'PHI TAU
Thanx for the rockJn time wa had "Bom to Ba
Wad" at PERF ECTLY PUUOI
GAMMA PHI- Luv A Laughs. Laura 'GAMMA

LARGE 3 - ITEM
PIZZA FOR $5.75
only at

PI PHI
MASS
SISTERHOOD

MARK'S PIZZA

PI PHI
MAIS
LOYALTY

INSIDE ONLY!
This offer expires 3/16/90

FREE DELIVERY

PI PHI
MMS
TTF

352-3551

All COMPETITOR COUPONS HONORED

PI PHI

425 Court Street Apartments
ACROSS FROM CAMPUS POLLYEYES

ThaoounldGwnhasbagun...
Kappa Delta Sigma Chi Alpha Tau
Omega Anchor Splash team la #11
So gather up your awtmrmng gear
Cuz Anchor Splesh is slmoat here'
Love.
Your Delta Gamma Coaches.
SHERI. TRACY. AND ANNA

Molly,
•rtul time et Sigma CM tormalll I
Hera a <
love ya to death 11
LoveYa

Hop. Skip, and Go Naked
with the Women of the Glen
Saturday. February 24.1990

1/2THESA2XTHEFUN

JAC,
IT'SLJ...
Ml

MAURICES carries Ocean Pacific. Gotcha and
Vuamat for men. Check us out!

fjlO«l<c3«tS.' F-ftTVIXVvS
Savratarr- /ofyriTy /s no
•-cvoaaM .a, .— !.-■■ T- f Famgej
TMC OurLM*. CJOvXaBSMfc UNO
met ^rvsravarrous Kia OmAu-y

'* .'

The Gamma Phi Beta's are behind the Chi
Omega's al the way' Good Luck with the Twister Tournamentt
The Gamma Phi Beta's wish the DeNa Gamma's
the Bast of Luck with Anchor Splash'
THETA CHI
The Brothers ol Theta Chi would ska to congratulate Geoff Knapp on making the Al Star
Fraternity Hockey Team as starting canter
THETA CHI

FEMALE ROOMATE NEEDED TO SUBLEASE
« MAY S155/MO OWN ROOM. NICE APT,
PETS ALLOWED! CALL CHEFS OH SARAH
354 8136.
Looking tor a roommate for next year?
I'm looking tor one quiet, nonsmoking roommate to share halt the rant ol a large, dose to
campua. one bedroom apartment. If mtereeted
041364-8322
Needed Subieeeer(s) lor house ttva summer.
Own bedroom Cal 3723307 Ask tor JeeCubtea.
►ded lor summer 2 months free
Cat 363-8081 Close to campus.

2 aktne tickets to Ft I antlerrlaas Sprtng Break
CHEAP For more mfo cal 362-7838
20% OFF ON ALL MARY KAY PRODUCTS
LIMITED TIME ONLY CALL PAM 362-4916
ANYTIME.
Cobra radio radar detector S100 Cal Jordan at

674-4400.
For sale 1985 Renault Aaance $2,200 or
$500 plus take over paymente Cal after 1.00
P.M. wk days Ph 689-3709 anytime wk. ende
Gtjeon custom-Ska electnc guitar Excel, cond
St ,400 Must eel vary soon Contact Jennifer.
353-7977

WANTED; 2 rmtaa to share room In house.
Male or female smoking or non house a newly
remodeled A only one block from campua
S147/mo. past uts , usuely km. Cal Malt or
John at 352-0882

LOOKING TO FURNISH YOU NEW PLACE IN
MAY? I HAVE LOTS OF FURNITURE IN GREAT
CONDITION KITICHEN TABLE W/4 CHAIRS.
LAZY BOY RECUNER. QUEEN SIZE WATERBED. NEW COFFEE TABLE a A LOT MORE!
CALL CHEFS 354-6135 AFTER 8:00.

HELP WANTED

PETITE GREY LEATHER JACKET. UKE NEW!
ONLY S35 CALL CARLA 354 4842

250 COUNSELORS and Instructors nasdadl
Private, coed, summer camp In Pocono
Mountains Northeastern Pennsylvania. Lohfkan, PO Box 234BG. Ranllworth. NJ 070SS
(2011 27*0991
COME TO NEW HAMPSHIRE lor Ihe summer
Outstanding brother/sister sports campe on 22
mle lake near "On Golden Pond" site seek
atalf Al transportation paid Interviews aval.
Cal Robmoel (gala) 215-884-3328. Wmaukee
(boys) 914-698 1833
COUNSELORSAFF FOR TOP MAINE ATHLETICCAMP
Positions aveaable lor general oounssfcxa &
apeotfsta who have strong aklaa A ability to instruct, coach, or assaat In one or more ol the
loSowxig: basebal. tennis, baaketbal. soccer,
hockey, archery, rtfaay, art A crafts, lacrosse,
marshal arts or waterfront activities Including;
awknmtng(WSI). sailing, water skiing, wind surfing, scuba. Magnificent location, beautiful lake
In Central Maine, near Boaton. Exceeent lacunae, top aeavlaw, room/board, laundry A travel
asowance Cal or write Stave Rubin 5 Silvermine Dr. South Salem New York 10590 (914)
533-8104.
ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS MONDAY MARCH
S
Jr. HI track coach needed in wood County
School immediately Please cal Scott after
6 00pm 352-3934
LOOKING FOR A SUMMER JOB?
CAMP LAPHAM OF ASHBY, MA IS NOW FOR
BOTH MALE AND FEMALE CONSELOFB FOR
A CO-EO CAMP CONTRACT TRISHA AT
354-6841
Mike a Party Marl has part-time sates clerk position 18-20 hra/week. Must ba neat, honest
and friends/. Apply Tuesday Feb 27, 28. or
March 1 between 6 AM A 3 PM at 1004 S
MainBG
Need Part Time Income? Need a Scholarahlp?
Need a Grant? We Can Help! Free Into
1-800-USA-1221 eat. 1090

Rolend Digital Pano
4500 Sanaa Brand new. asking $2000 Paid
S3200 352-7101
SKI EQUIPMENT
OLIN MARK IV
COMPS(176"S) W/SOLOMON 228 BINDINGS DOLOMITE BO0TS(SZ. 7) AND SCOTT
POLES. COMPLETE SET S225 - WILL SELL
SEPERATELV ALSO: FISCHER CD PLAYER
S125 CALLCHERI364ei35AFTER8:00
Spadataad hard-rock mountain bate Exceeent
condition $400 new. S270 or oast offer Cal
353-4355
S9 Rambler For Salelll
Good condition, new battery
Asking $500 or BEST OFFER
CSI372-3016

FOR RENT
• • S A V RENTALS * *
1 S 2 bdrm apts avail
9 A 12 mo. leases Cal 352-7454
1 bdrm apt avertable May $21 5/mo plus UN

354 4379
1 badtuom apartment lor Graduate atudenta
Fal leases are aveaable 287-3896
12 month liases avaikvala May 15,1990
609 5th St ■ 2 BR house $450 uH.
80S 5th St • 2 BG apt $296 utll
262 1 2 Troop 2 BR apt $380 uH.
424 1/2 S. Summtl-efttc apt $195. utl
Stava Smith 352.8817.
2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS ONE HALF
BLOCK TO CAMPUUS. SUMMER OR FALL.
CALL TOM SS2-4S7I DAYS OR 352-1S00 EVE
SWKENDS.
AVAILABLE NOW
One A two bedroom apartments - furnished A
unfurnished starting at $380 00 Gas A heat
included Free campua ehutbe
Wlnthrop Terrace Aparlmanta. 362-9136.
BIOISBETTERI
Rockledge Manor Apts.
2 bdrm. 2 bath, w/diahwaehera
Cal today to take a look'
RE. MANAGEMENT352-1302

NOW HIRING ALL POSITIONS FRICKERS
RESTAURANT 27390 HELEN DR.. PERRYSBURG OFF ROUTE 20 BEHIND SOWO
ON-CAMPUS SALES REP

UG.L.Y.ISBACKMI
The 1990 UGLY Bartender Contaet la underway' Vote lor Joe and Sean at HOWARD'S
CLUB H Show you care and help fight MS ■
w Thru 3,1 7
UNIVERSITY INTRAMURAL ADVISORY
BOARD APPLICATIONS ARE NOW BEING
ACCEPTED FOR THE 1990-91 SCHOOL
YEAR BECOME A PART OF THE LARGEST
STUDENT ORGANIZATION ON CAMPUS
CONTACT 108 STUDENT REC CENTER. APPLICATIONS DUE BY MARCH 14.
WANTED - STUDENT LEADERSII
Appfccatlona are now available lor UAO Director
poaitions Pick one up from The UAO Office
(3rd floor Student Union) or call 372-2343 lor
more into. Do II Today! Appecabone are due
March 8
WFAL IS CURRENTLY ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR SALES MANAGER AND MARKETING DIRECTOR FOR THE 199041 ACADEMIC YEAR. RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS ARE DUE ON FRIDAY MARCH 2ND.
GAIN PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE IN SALES
AND MARKETING. AND POSSIBLY 1NTERNSMP AND/OR CO-OP CREDIT. FOR MOW
INFORMATION CALL BILL FORTHOFER AT
172-21M OR STOP BY WFAL IN 120 WEST
HALL
WHICH WAY TO THE BEACH?
Let's party In Deytona for Spring Break' Make
your reeervaeone soon Cal Meessa 353-9554
soon. Hurryl Time is running outl

OVERSEAS JOBS. S9OO-2OO0 mo Summer.
Yr. round, Al Countries. Al aalda. Free Into.
Write UC, PO Bx 52-OH03 Corona Del Mar CA

I know the week's bean tough
but now that you've finished your stuff
it's off lo Cleveland we'l be
you, your PJ's, and ma.
Love Always,
Amy
XO- ALPHA PHI XO
Gat excited to "Do It with a TWIST"on Saturday
See you bright and aartyt Love, your Chi-0
coaches. Stephanie A Cynd)
XO • PHI DELTS XO
Twister TeamHope you've bean pracllclngl Good luck on
Saturday
Love. XO coaches
Steph x 2 and Lynn
"Mays al Mine"'
Caramel and a cherry? Let me know when I cap
sat the Martboroa aside and II be good to you'
Love,
M Ban

3524902
For Rant: 2 badfoom houaa. Great location.
Summer only 352-2932

92625
Gao
iMai rApta
ADO - Third Street
1 bdrm A 2 bdrm unite:
fully lurnlshed: AC.
Now leasing for 1990-1991,
and summer 1990.
Convenient- A reeeonebie.
Call 3S2-49M.

Part-time warehouse parson
14 50/hr Hours flexible
20-26 hrs /wk Cal 352-2299

Part-time telephone interviewers wanted. No
sales S5 OO.'hr Night hrs attar 5PM Cal
874-4722
Put-In-Bay
The Perry Holiday Motel. South Baas Island, is
now seeking employees lor the 1990 summer
season For an application or more Information
please write or cal: P.O. Box 180 Pul m-Bey.
Oh 43458. (419)286-2107
Radiology Transport Aide
Part-time. 20 hrs. a weak. 7:30am-11:30am,
Mon.-Frl. Transport aide wll be Bemad in al du
dee Cal or visit Wood County Hospital. Human
Reeourcee. Bowling Green. OH 43402 (419)

354-6990

WM

DUMP YOUR ROOMMATE SPECIAL
1 bedrm. $345 heat Incl.
I.rg. EHIc. 1210 heat Incl.
Now you can afford your own apt.
Theee spackxie apts. feature:
• heat « water Incl.
'hirmahed
•convenient to campua
RE. MANAGEMENT

WE ARE LOOKING FOR AN ENTREPRENEURTYPE, RESPONSIBLE STUDENT INTERESTED
IN MAKING MONEY SELLING RAY-BAN
SUNGLASSES. ONLY ENERGETIC. SERIOUS
APPLICANTS SEND RESUME TO:
KEVIN GREEN
CIO SOLAR SPECS COMPANY
1171A SECOND AVE-.STE. 165
NEW YORK. NEW YORK 10021

_^^
Volunteer
Writers Needed For
the BG NEWS
any major
MeeUnge every Sunday
7pm Weal Hal Commons

WFAL IS CURRENTLY ACCEPTING APPUCATIONS FOR SALES MANAGER AND MARKETING DIRECTOR FOR THE 1990-91 ACADEMIC YEAR. RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS ARE DUE ON FRIDAY MARCH 2ND.
GAIN PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE IN SALES
AND MARKETING. AND POSSIBLY INTERNSHIP AND/OR CO-OP CREDIT. FOR MORE
INFORMATION CALL BILL FORTHOFER AT
372-2196 OR STOP BY WFAL IN 120 WEST
You can buad extra Income through s part-time
liiaYaiasa For appointment, cal Tim or Jen at
353-8898

House avaaabte tor summer Across the street
from campus on East Wooster. Great location
Cal 354-4751 or 363-6638
Houaa tor lease. Summer 1990.
5 bedrooms, newly remodeled
Ctoeeet to campua, 372-6408
IMMEDIATE HOUSING
AVAILABLE
Male roommate needed tor THIS SEMESTER to
occupy a brand new, furnished apartment.
Ctoee to campua, only $130 par month ptus utllltiea
Have questions? Cal ANYTIME
353-7888 or 372-4341.
JAY-MAR APARTMENTS
2 bdrm. fum./unfurn. AC, as tow
$440;mo Heat included rates avaaaUe.
364 6030

Need a place tor the summer? We need up to 4
sutlassara May to Aug for 2 bdrm . lum ■Hi
AC A balcony Waft to campus, nice place to
tve Pleaaa cal 354-8622 eveninge
Preferred Properaea la now leasing tor aummar
and fal Piedmont aparlmanta and many ol our
other Manga are eiiaaablll Al reetoenta receive
a membership to Chsnywood Health Spa Cal
352-9378
RENT FOR FALL 90-SPRING 91:
Need 1 loommste |lm ) to lease Fox Run Apt.
Ctoee to campus Cal Angele 372-3221
aTTAY CLOSE!
Campus Manor Apia
•FreeHeetAA/C
•Balconies
• Wsak to campus A stores
•Furnished
Cal Today 352-9302

FOR SALE

WANTED

1983 SAAB Red. great cond't. low mseege, 3
door, AM'FM casastls aun root, ease wind
S7000 or best offer Cal Laura 354-4369

1-2 I. grad or ungrad. needed tor summer
2bad apt, aval May 1. Cal Barb 363-8741.

1984 VoSMwagen GT I. clean, great condition
ESack S2.800. Phone 372-6827, leave maaaage If no one is there

Two 2 bedioom aparlmanta funaahad and unfurnished aveaable tor Fal A Spring 90-91.
Vieage Green Apartments. Cal Anytime
3643633.

1988 Nkjhmawk Motorcycle 850 Midnight
Blue, low mass Asking $900 Cal 352-7068.
8:005:00pm

Two bdrm. -4 person apts -BO APTS 818,
822 2nd St 9 > 12 mo toassa. 352-7464.
After 6pm A wkende 823-7666.

•ma . fouRt Plo,asEArT-a cotcec
T7Y/3 AFTe»AevOOM. ArMC3 SOHC
SWOTTY UlTTtM. 4ErO>*v, r-w
S«AC*» STbPfAvb Osr,
Cr-Air-tiMCA M«! KNerv
Safccaaaar- rnss-rr/ri"

■far.

Brand new Columbia Court Apt
Four weed guys need one mass roommate lor
Fal 90 Cat Darin al 354-4648 or Mark al
364-5139

AHH / TN* HC/JOTC , HOHAN
PuuCHiuo f&aae la, HGftZ.
Have A Goes t>A-r /ST rue
O'P'ce r*
CAN
AMV

iT.Poaaes.
«e«AOes f

i_ea>r-

vo<j -rni%f

Leasing for Fall 1990
2 Bedroom, 2 Bath, Furnished Apartments.
CLOSE TO CAMPUS!
S700 + Gas ana Electric Monthly
224 E. Wooster

Greenbriar, Inc.

•TTal1«ff«f

362-0717

as

n
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Do you think that condoms should be available in dorms?

BelUha Meritt, senior environmental
policy and analysis major from Dayton:
"Yes, they should be provided for easy
access, so no excuses can be made, and
should be provided for both sexes."

Kirk Dressd, freshman elementary education major from Pittsburgh, Pa: "So,
it's promoting sex. I feel premarital sex is
wrong."

Carol Kilma. freshman pre-law major
from Olmstead: "Ves, if would only help;
nothing negative could come from it"

Greg Trad, freshman criminal justice
major from South Euclid: "Yes, it prevents AIDS and it should be available."

Lush sensuality prevalent in Rainbow
by Brenda Young
The biggest challenge in adapting a
story from novel to film is maintaining
a balanced interpretation of the material without compromising the author's
message.

Video Review
Ken Russell successfully met that
challenge with his 1988 production
"The Rainbow," based on the D.H.
Lawrence book of the same name.
Even with the first third of the book
cut — perhaps, in fact, because of it —
Russell is able to bring Lawrence's
strong perception of sensuality to the
screen.
The Rainbow, written in 1915 but
not published until several years later
because of its provocative nature, tells

the story of an English young woman
who rages against the restricting chains
of Victorian society. Lawrence takes
her through experiences of both a sensual and sensuous nature. She not only
sees life all around her, but also feels it.
Russell has been able to remain true
to the book's duality. He bathes the
screen with gorgeous cinematography
and a lush soundtrack that does not get
too sweet at climatic moments. At the
same time, he does not shrink from the
sometimes sexually charged material.
In fact, it seems Russell revels in it.
Russell does not lose any of
Lawrence's erotic imagery — he handles both the overt and subtle sexuality
with a finesse that replaces the shock
value that would have hampered the
story.
The story itself is a simple one. Ursula Brangwen (Sammi Davis) is the
oldest daughter of a upright but gentle
family. Her craftsman father (Christopher Gable), cannot accept her stub-

born drive to make her own way in a
world that has held him back. She will
not teach school, he tells her —there's
no need, for he can support his family.
Ursula may have agreed to her father's wishes at one time, but she has
already had a taste of Life and she can
no longer answer to anyone other than
herself.
Davis, who was excellent as the precocious older sister in 1987's "Hope
and Glory," brings to life an Ursula
bursting with wordless passions. She
communicates more in silences and facial expressions than any dialogue
could do.
Two supporting actors further
strengthen Davis' performance with
their portrayals of the people who
serve as catalysts of Ursula's awakening. Amanda Donohue brings sensitivity to the role of Winifred Inger, the
teacher who raises Ursula's consciousness, that may not have even existed in
the novel. Paul McGann's Anton

Editor
Aulitaat Editor
Staff Reporter*
Photographer
Editorial Office
Carer Dethm

Skrebensky is a deftly etched portrait
of the stormy lover.
Perhaps the only drawback to the
film is that some parts are extremely
low-key. The film is not slow-moving,
but those who find subdued subjects
on the boring side may spend most of
their time fast forwarding to more explict scenes.
And that's unfortunate, for "The
Rainbow" offers a view of a world
most of us will probably never know
and fewer of us will understand.
"Rainbow" was provided by Barney's Video.

^- together.—>
Christopher J. Daw ion
Debbie Hippie
Fraak EeposMo,
Briaa Lasiley, Donni Sharper
Retina Pinney
210 West Hall, (419) 372-49*7
Tkoatas Kroaae
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Cliffs Notes at center of controversy
by Julie Potter
Depending upon who you talk to,
"Cliffs Notes" are either a gift to the
English language or an example of everything that's wrong with America's
educational system.
No matter which way you look at it,
"Cliffs Notes" have been around for
more than 30 years with no sign of
slowing down.
Cliffs Notes, Inc. was started in 1958
by Cliff Hillegass as a means of providing a study aid for those confused by
the literary classics.
More than 60 million copies of the
yellow and black books have been sold
since I960, with more than 5 million
copies sold every year.
Use of "Cliffs Notes" is highest
among high school juniors, according
to a US News & World Report study. It
accounts for 26 percent of the titles
used every year.
Use declines as students reach the
college level, with 8 percent of freshmen, 6 percent of sophomores, 5 percent of juniors, and only 3 percent of
seniors using "Cliffs Notes" as a study
aid.
Currently, there are 210 titles pub-

lished, with the 10 bestsellers being The
Scarlet Letter, Huckleberry Finn,
Hamlet, Macbeth, The Grapes of
Wrath, The Great Gatsby, Julius Caesar, Great Expectations, The Odyssey,
and A Tale of Two Cities.
Over the past 20 years, Macbeth and
The Scarlet Letter have sold the best,
according to the report.
Roughly one out of every four
American students has used "Cliffs
Notes" at some time during their academic career, according to a survey
done by Rolling Stone Magazine. Sales
of "Cliffs Notes" in 1988 grossed
more than $11 million among the 7,000
outlets that carry the notes.
"Cliffs Notes" are often used instead of, rather than to supplement,
the texts they are written for, and this
seems to disturb most instructors.
"Some students read the 'Cliffs
Notes' rather than reading the book,
and I think that's a serious problem,"
said Phyllis Eck, part-time instructor
of English.
Cathy Peppers, part-time instructor
of English said she agrees.
"I don't have any major moral problem with students using them," she
said. "However, when students use

UniGrciohks

them as a substitute for using their own
brain, I don't like it."
Peppers said she has encountered
two major problems with students who
use "Cliffs Notes."
The first, she said, is that students
often use the notes as a substitute for
the text. The other, more serious problem is that "I've had students who use
them as a source for papers and don't
cite them," she said. "This leads to the
problem of plagiarism."

of reading the book," he said. "Sousually, I flunked the test."
Sometimes, though, he said he did
use the notes properly.
"If the book was interesting but I
still didn't understand it, I'd buy the
'Cliffs Notes' to use with the book,"
Swisher said.

Eck said she believes students should
not limit themselves to just "Cliffs
Notes" when looking for study aids.
"I think they're a wonderful addition as long as students don't use only
that interpretation," she said. "Students should keep in mind that 'Cliffs
Notes' are just one interpretation of
the work. They aren't the absolute last
word."
Many students have discovered that,
although "Cliffs Notes" are helpful as
a study aid, they cannot be used as a
substitute for the text. Brian Swisher,
freshman computer science major, said
he found this out the hard way.
"In high school, two days before the
test, I'd go to the bookstore and buy
the 'Cliffs Notes' and use those instead

Chris Adams, senior English education major, was a "Cliffs Notes" holdout until last semester.
"The first time I ever used them was
up here last semester for English 261.1
never wanted to use them before that
because I always thought I'd be cheating," said Adams. "But I was in the
bookstore one day and I bought them.
They really helped me, but you have to
watch out for the editorials in them.
They're not absolute."
Wendy Hodson, freshman undecided major, said she used "Cliffs
Notes" in high school, but has yet to
use them in college.
"They helped me out in high school
by providing details and summaries of
the books 1 was reading,"she said.
"However, I don't feel they'd help me
much in college because the reading is
much more advanced."

What is it?

Serving your total graphic design and typesetting needs.
• Resumes
• Graphic Design Consultation
• Posters, Fliers, Newsletters, Brochures
• Black & White PMTs, Halftones, Reversals, Film Positives
• Word Processing Disks Converted lor Typeset-quality Output

Last week's winner was Dave
Lamb, who correctly
identified the object as a front
grill to an old Mercedes Benz

• LaserWriter Output from Macintosh" Disks
• PC / Macintosh" File Conversion

For great food and drinks, It's
perfectly clear that Quarters Cafe
is the right choice.

• Full Laser Imagesetting Services

It you can idenlify this
object, you could win a S15
gift certificate from Quarter's
Cafe. 1414 E Wooster (Does
not include tax. gratuity, or
alcoholic beverages).
Drop your answers in the
entry box located In the BG
News editorial office. 214
West Hall.
Kntries are due each
Thursday. 5 p.m The
winning entry will be named at
thai time. If more than one
correct entry is received, a
drawing will be held to
determine the winner.
Employees of BGSU Student
Publications are not eligible

1414 E. woosier Bowling Green, OH
353-8735

• Full Typesetting Services

*ENTRY FORM
Cat us for

further information
211 West Ho*

372-7418

Name
Address
Phone Number.
What is it?
Return lo B(i Kews Editorial Office. 214 West Hall. BGSU.
Kmployees of BGSU Siudeni Publications are noi eligible
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Sex decisions focus of week s events
by Brian Lee
As a part of the University Romance
and Responsibility Week, there will be
a panel discussion on sexual decisionmaking on Wednesday, Feb. 28, in the
Faculty Lounge in the University
Union and is free and open to all.
The panel will give students a chance
to hear professionals in various areas
speak about sexual issues of concern to
college students. Topics to be addressed include acquaintance rape, sexually
transmitted diseases including AIDS,
and how to negotiate safe sexual behaviors with a partner.
Written questions will be taken
anonymously from the audience at the
beginning of the discussion and included in the panels discussion, Bev
Davidson, co-chair of the Romance
and Responsibility Week Committee
said.
"Those who might not be comfortable standing up to ask a question can
have their concerns addressed. Interaction between panelists and audience is
encouraged," Davidson said.
The panel comes near the end of a

week-long series of events designed to
raise awareness of the importance of
taking responsibility for one's own
sexuality and health. The Romance
and Responsibility program will be
staffing an information table in the
lobby of the Math Science Building
February 26-28, at which educational
materials and a video called "Condomeze" will be on display. It is planned to
have a banner on display on which passers-by are encouraged to write their
answers to the question "What does
Romance and Responsibility mean to
you?"
On Thursday, the Student Health
Fair will take place in the Union, and
throughout the week Student Health
Services will be printing safe sex messages on prescription bags, as well as
sponsoring a "Condom Hotline" at
372-8303, which people may call for
more specific information regarding
condom use.
Romance and Responsibility is an
ongoing program administered by Student Heatlth Service dedicated to educating students about sexual issues.
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Coalraceptivn play a big part In an deciatoas.

Athletes to compete and share faith
by KImberiy Ddbridge

Sfrt>m (fr-spay
^forward
107 Louisiana Ave.,
Perrysburg
Moil, thru Wed.. 10:00-5:00
Thur«
12:00-8:00
Fri. and Sal
10:00-3:00

874-0146

It is Monday morning and you halfheartedly dragged yourself to your first
class. After you take your seat and
prepare to take notes, you nonchalantly glance up at the chalkboard, only to
find the words "Pro Challenge" jumping out at you. You stop and think,
"Pro Challenge?" as you desperately
try to remember if that club was at the
Organizations Fair in September. Your
eyes quickly dart over the details of the
message.
You are informed that Campus Crusade for Christ is sponsoring ' 'Pro
Challenge" which is taking place on

Campus
Pollyeyes-

Live Entertainment

"A Gathering Place"

440 E. Court

352-9638 or 354-0056

$4.50 Smorg., 11 a.m. - 9 p.m. All you can at soup.
a lad & pizza, Tues., Fri., <t Sun.
We gladly accept Visa, Master Card, and
Personal Checks
February Special - B.B.Q. Chicken Special w/ Colby Cheese

NEW HOURS
Sun.-Wed.
I Imrs .1 M..S.H.
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Tuesday, February 27 at 7:30p.m. in
Anderson Arena. Wow, you think.
That must be a special meeting if it is in
there!
Exactly right. It is special, but it is
not a meeting. It is an event featuring
professional football players from the
Detroit Lions.
William White, Chris Spielman and
Benny Blades are a few of the team
who will be involved in the first college
campus visit in the "Pro Challenge"
groups' history.
According to Bill Babione, member
of Campus Crusade and student coordinator for this event, this is not the
first time for the event.

8.80

Double Pizza
Two 12 Inch one
item Pan Pizzas
Extra Items '90
A » 12.80 Value

POLLYEYES PIZZA
coupon expires 2/28/90

■See Challeage, page 6.
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University Charge Welcome
Live Entertainment with TOM GORMAN it I0p.rn.-1 a.m.
Lasagna St.50 5 - 9 p.m. salad an extra . 7St

SPECIAL COUPON PRICES
s

"Pro Challenge has previously made
appearances in the inner-city high
schools of Detroit," Babione said.
After contemplating the idea of
professional athletes appearing and'
performing on campus, Babione said
he contacted Dave Wilson, who is associated with professional sports ministries in Detroit.
"I want to bring something to campus that is relevant to students and student athletes, such as positive role
models. There has been such a problem
with alcohol and drug abuse, I thought
this event would be beneficial to expose
the students to individuals who also
have strong personal lives," he said.
"A chance to see professional athletes
compete and share their personal lives
does not happen very often."
The members of the Lions will be
competing against a variety of student
volunteers. Volunteers include mem-

s
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Any Small
10 Inch Pan Pizza
With One Item
Extra Items '.70

A '5.20 Value

POLLYEYES PIZZA
coupon expires 2/28/90

B E T T E
MIDLER
She sacrificed her own dreams
to make her daughter's dreams
come true.
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Avoiding tickets with hazard lights
by Mike Drabcnstotl
Whether you're aware of it or not,
every car comes equipped with a special parking permit.
You won't find it in the owner's
manual or in the glove compartment.

into the Union to get your morning
coffee and one of those gigantic donuts. There is no way you want to fight
for a spot in the miniscule and expensive Union parking lot more than 70
yards away.
So you pull up to the closest possible
curb location, pull the magic switch,
get your food and sprint back.
No harm done.

Instead, it's usually on the steering
column and labeled "Hazard."
A permit to park anywhere on the
face of the Earth, blinking hazard
lights are one of a car's most useful accessories.
More useful than a cassette deck? I'd
like to see you stay 1S minutes in a
loading zone with the stereo playing.
Hazard lights subtlely tell the parking supervisors, "Please don't ticket
my car. I'm just going to be a few
minutes and no other parking spots are
open."
I guess the parking supervisors
listen, because I've never seen a blinking car ticketed. Maybe there is a little
compassion in the hearts of those who
ticket.
But they probably do the same thing.
You know how it is — you have to run
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Marie ft DOM
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Karin* Dan
Heldl/WHe ft Dou«7Husbnnd
Kelly * JD
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fllmee ft Seta
Haley ft Mike
Melissa* MIc
Kara ft Hue
BctoftlUck
LeeAnnft Joe
Amy ft HONEV
Michelle* Joe
Heather * Mike
Debbie * Chris
Heather * Dave

I've always wondered if the people
ticketing think there is an actual emergency occurring. I'm sure their minds
race with thoughts like "Maybe
someone cut his finger and needs to see
a doctor," or "Maybe there is a pregnant woman who is having labor pains
and needs to be rushed to the hospital."
Each is a valid excuse, though
neither has actually happened. But as
long as the possibility of tragedy exists
in the ticketers' minds, the car is safe.
I also ponder about the person who
invented hazard lights. I bet he/she is
turning over in his/her grave. The person probably had visions of someone
stranded on the side of the highway,
lights blinking away for safety. Or of a
driver guiding the car through a snowstorm, using hazard lights to ward off
trailing cars.
The inventor probably sees the mis-

use of hazard lights with the same horror Marconi sees his radio being used
to broadcast New Kids on the Block.
There are, of course, people who
abuse the accessory. These are the people who use the lights to say "I know
I'm probably in your way, but I'm
more important than you are, anyway." People like this stop in the turning lane, flip on the lights, then talk to
one of their friends who is walking by
on the sidewalk.
If you're going to misuse hazard
lights, at least misuse them right. They
are a ticket to park anywhere, not to
annoy people.
To see how the concept originated, I
looked back on my own life to see
when I first became aware of hazard
lights. Before going grocery shopping,
I remember Mom saying, "Go out to
the car, and I'll be right there." I knew
she would take around five minutes, so
I jumped into the driver's seat and began playing with every knob, switch or
handle.
One of the only things that had visible effects was the hazard switch. I
pulled the switch and the garage lit up
like a strobe — on, off, on, off. When
you're seven years old, that's quite a
thrill.
Because the car was parked at the

Alpha Gamma Delta
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,.o continuing tradition.

time, perhaps a subconscious correlation between hazard lights and parking
developed. Sounds like a good theory
tome.
Motorists are not the only people to
use hazard lights as a parking permit.
Airline pilots do it as they land — they
put on the blinking lights as they prepare to stop at a terminal. Though I've
never seen parking supervisors around
runways, I'm sure those people waving
fluorescent orange batons have some
clout and could ticket a violator. The
plane's lights prevent this.
Even the Space Shuttle has similar
blinking lights, even though it has
plenty of parking room at the Bonneville Salt Flats.
So, hazard lights are universally
abused. Someday, legislators will give
in and create parking lots specifically
for people who use the lights. There
will be a 10-minute time limit and the
lots will be close to every desireable location.
People who want even better spots
will need to think of something else.
Maybe if I can get my horn to
stick...

Mike Drabcnstotl is a sports writer
for The News.
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Learning by doing in UN simulation
by Pebble Blzjak

York. The students who take the class
are under no obligation to go to New
University students as envoys to the
York and students who would like to
go are able to just audit the class.
United Nations is not a far-fetched
Although the class is primarily made
idea, thanks to the department of politup of political science and internationical science.
al studies majors, all related majors are
The department offers the Model
welcome to apply.
UN program and the Model UN class.
The students must go through a
Although the program and the class are
strict screening process in order to get
related, they are considered separate.
into the class, which accepts approxiThe UN class studies the United Namately a dozen students. Background
tions' history, functions, and issues
facing the current session. The students in public speaking is also taken in to
also have the opportunity to sit in at
consideration.
the UN in New York, when the UN is
The Model UN class costs the same
not in session, and actually play the
as other classes offered by the University. The trip to New York, however,
part of a country representative for a
costs approximately $700 per student.
week.
In preparing the students for this
The students are asked to pay $200,
role, Kendall Stiles, assistant professor while the rest is paid through generous
contributions and donations from priof political science, has his class study
vate individuals, college clubs, certain
the country in which they will represent, the UN functions and an in-depth groups and civic organizatons, such as
study into all the facets of the United
the Kiwanis Club.
The class usually flies to New York
Nations.
t>ut this year, due to lack of funds, they
In addition, the students also learn
the negotiating style and tactics of the
must take a train.
country they will represent in New

your paycheck during 1987
if you work and have a
dependent child living with
you. See your employer or
call the IRS for more
information.

You may be able to get
advance payments of the
Earned Income Credit in
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■ From Challenge, page 4.
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The Sisters of Phi Mu Would
Like To Congratulate Our
New
1990 Cabinet!

2

Ritual - Molly Mdntyre
Activities - Krista Zurlo
Philanthropi/ - Joanne Walker
Public Relations - Tina Benning
Michelle Sprang '
Jr. Ponhel - Patty Kahoe
Social - (Date Party) - Kim Cowen
(Teas/Sisterhood) - Colleen Pendleton
fllumni - Christi Cleaves
Computer Choir - Bobbie Jo Ciochetto
Organization Representitive - Betsy Vogel
Alcohol Representitive - Sheila Bombalicki
Historian - Andrea Desillas
Spirit - Jill Rome
Special Activities - Joyce Manns
Community Service - Susan Nogueira
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In addition to Babione and Crusade
staff member, Roger Brown, 80 to 100
students are responsible for conducting
the event.
"We have been extremely busy, two
and one-half weeks is not a lot of time
to plan an appearance and event of this
caliber," Babione said.
Publicity for the occasion has been
dominating the scene of upcoming
campus events. Posters, flyers and
table tents have been distributed on
campus. Chalkboard messages have
been written and a banner in the Union
Oval has been displayed.
In addition to publicity on campus,
Bowling Green High School will be
displaying posters to advertise the
competition. With the University and
community involved, the goal of packing the arena with about 5,000 people
is definitely feasible.
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bers of fraternities and members of the
football and volleyball teams.
Activities include three-on-three
football, full court basketball, a threepoint shooting contest, a volleyball
game, a relay race and a sit-up competition. The participants will receive free
T-shirts as a token of appreciation and
souvenir.
The event is expected to last for one
and one-half hours.
"I have hopes of seeing the arena
packed," Babione said.
However, he said he is not surprised
that Campus Crusade was able to reserve the arena.
"Anderson Arena is the only building on campus with the capacity to
hold such an event," he said. "The
Athletic Department has also been very
helpful in assisting us to see the details
through."
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PSVCHIC FAIR
What Is It? Fascinating Fun!
Readings on your past, present & future,
guidance on career & romance using Tarot,
Clairvoyance, Palmistry, Runes, etc.
Great Merchandise & Free Lectures

Where? When? How Much?
Bowling Green Holiday Inn
Saturday Feb. 24 11 am - 6pm
'1.00 Admission »5.00 Readings
Bring two friends - All 3 get in for '1.00

For info Call - 1-499-2310
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
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Dorm name inspired by black poet

by Donna Sharper

Editor's note: This article acknowledges Black History Month by hailing
Paul Laurence Dunbar, an AfroAmerican poet and short story writer.
Materials are taken from the Dictionary of Literary Biography: Vol. SO
Afro-American Writers Before the
Harlem Renaissance, Jerome Library
Center for Archival Collections, and
The Life and Works of Paul Laurence
Dunbar, by J.L. Nicholas & Co.ln
1967, administrators at the University
selected Paul Laurence Dunbar's name
to take the place of Unit D, now
known as Dunbar Hall in Harshman
Quadrangle.
Administrators began a residence
hall contest for students to submit
names for the four units — A, B, C
and D. The names were to begin with
the letter already assigned to the four
units and to signify historical events,
places, or people in Ohio history or
folklore.
Today, a poster size portrait of
Dunbar, a native of Dayton, hangs in
the main lobby of Dunbar Hall. The
portrait was dedicated on Jan. 12,1972
by the Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity.
Paul Laurence Dunbar was the first
black poet to attain national and international recognition. Booker T. called
him the "Poet Laureate of the Negro
race." Dunbar not only wrote in the
Negro dialect, he also wrote standard
English poems and fiction. He captured the humor, suffering, and spirit
of the Afro-American people who were
coming out of slavery and moving into
a new and formidable world.
As Kentucky plantation slaves,
Dunbar's parents, Matilda Glass Burton Murphy Dunbar and Joshua Dunbar could not read or write until they
were freed. After their marraige in
1871, both taught themselves how to
read.
Six years after his birth in 1872, Paul
wrote his first bit of verse. As a young-

Celebrate
St. Patrick's Day
with

Campu«PoUveye«
The Ummerick Rakes 1
(John Connelly Band)
on Match 14th
call early for
reservations.

ster, his parents told him stories of
their slave experiences that he later
used to compose many of his dialect
poems and plantation stories.
Eight years after the death of his
father, his mother taught Paul to read
and shared her love of literature with
him.
During his senior year in Steele High
School, Dunbar was the editor-in-chief
of the monthly publication, The High
School Times. The only black in his
class, he presided the Philomathean
Society (a literary club), composed the
class poem and class song both of
which were given at commencement
services.
Dunbar's poems had begun appearing in the Dayton Herald as early as
June 8,1888. He founded the Dayton
Tattler, a black newspaper printed by
his friend and classmate Orville
Wright. The paper, founded in 1889,
folded after about six issues because of
the lack of advertising revenues.
Dunbar had entertained the idea of
studying law at Harvard University.
However, he needed to support his
widowed mother, so he searched for a
regular job but was unable to find an
employer that would hire him.
As an elevator boy, he continued to
write and reread famous writers such
Alfred Tennyson, William Shakespeare, John Keats, Edgar Allan Poe,
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, and
James Whitcomb Riley.
After reading a 26-line poem for a
welcoming address in the Western Association of Writers convention, James
Newton Matthews invited him to become a member. Later, Dunbar became a member of the Executive
Council of the American Social Science
Association.

After speaking at the convention, he
began experimenting with Negro
dialect, for which became the first
Afro-American poet to gain national
praise. One of his early dialect poems,
"Goin' Back," established him as a
Negro dialect poet who wrote about
slaves and former slaves who reminisced over favorable relationships with
former slave owners.
His first collection of 56 poems Oak
and Ivy, was published in 1893. Each
of the 500 copies were sold for $ 1. Oak
and /vyalso contained some of his
standard English poetry such as
"Sympathy," a poem in which he laments, "1 know why the caged bird
sings, ah me,/When his wing is bruised
and his bosom sore,/When he beats his
bars and he would be free."
In another publication. Majors and
Minors, 1896, Dunbar collected 93
poems, some of which had appeared in
Oak and Ivy. Dunbar experimented
with a variety of styles, themes, and
forms both in dialect and standard
English. William Dean Howells, renown novelist and critic, said he saw in
Dunbar's work "white thinking and
white feeling in a black man; and perhaps the human unity, not the race
unity, is the precious thing, the divine
thing after all."
In the review of Majors and Minors,
Howells categorized Dunbar as a
dialect poet, a label Dunbar never
shook off. Dunbar had a higher regard
for the 69 poems written in standard
English than for his dialect poems,
which he placed at the beginning of the
book.
Nonetheless, Dunbar appealed to his
white audience and in time, a black audience as well. He knew of the need to
■ SceDaabar, page 12.

Paul Laureace Duabar. the aamuake of
Dunbar Hall.
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The Friday music picks of the week
Duran Duran: "Decade"
In the early 80s, Duran Duran was the
band you just had to hate. Their lean,
English good looks, frilly pseudoEdwardian wardrobes, and mousse-laden
hairstyles led thousands of young teenage girls worldwide to frolic in their newfound womanhood. The flip side to the
DD phenomenon was that it was next to
impossible for any ambitious midwestem
lad to match lead crooner Simon LeIion's mannerisms without being called a
queer. Such were the paradoxes of 80s
rock.

It just was not cool to like Duran
Duran. This whole retro-rock movement
was starting and the Doors and Led
Zeppelin were resurfacing as heroes.
Van Halen was hip for metalheads and
the Police spearheaded "New Wave" or

whatever useless category they fell
under. Duran Duran was the unholy antithesis of all these things.
And, of course, they had hits. Big
heaping bunches of hits.Deca<fe(no relation to Neil Young's or Steely Dan's
greatest hits package of the same name)
gathers all of Duran Duran's chartbusters into one oh-so-sweet package.
When you get right down to it Duran's music was not bad. They knew how
to create superb sing-a-long choruses
and surround them with power-pop riffs
(check out the beginning of "Is There
Something I Should Know?"), shakeyour-hips euphoria ("The Reflex"), and
most importantly, sweaty yelps ("Hungry
Like The Wolf and "Union of the
Snake") that sounded as if they were absolutely gonna die unless a bunch of nubile 14-year-olds gave the boys all the
love they had to give.
It was a formula that clicked frequently
for Duran Duran, until inner turmoil (including side ventures such as Power

Station and Arcadia) and "creative differences" sent throngs of Duranworshipers into deep, lasting depressions that would endure until their
younger sisters discovered New Kids On
The Block. Duran Duran did make a late
80s comeback that spawned a pair of hit
singles ("Notorious" and "I Don't Want
Your Love"), but the band was reduced
to a trio and even though these were
both fine tunes.the attitude was gone.
They sounded like an overcrowded Pet
Shop Boys.
Even though some of the hits still get
on my nerves ("Wild Boys" is still an
overdone slab of bison dung), others
sound better given a few years' perspective ("A View To A Kill" no longer
sounds like radio fodder and I've been
having visions of a feedback-laden thrash
remake of "Is There Something I Should
Know?" for the past month). Decade is a
chance to savor the cheesiest moments
of a misspent youth and realize it was
not all that bad. Time heals all wounds
and new teenybopper bands mend

broken hearts.
By Frank Esposito
Kevn Kinney: "MacDougal Blues"
Island Records
New Wave or New Age? Well, a more
appropriate description would be progressive acoustic folk. Either way, this is
a good album. Kevn Kinney is a member
of the college-music band Drivin' N'
Cryin', most known for touring with
REM. This is his solo acoustic effort, and
it's one of the best Dylan impersonations
yet this year. The album, produced by
REM's Peter Buck, is fairly solid, and
features the members of Drivin' N' Cryin'
backing up Kinney (where did the "i" go
in his first name?). The songs have a
good deal of meaning in them, and show
that Kinney as a songwriter has a good
eye and ear for the human condition. His
guitar work is excellent, though his voice
is a little weak, which can be a cardinal
sin for folk singer wannabees. Better
luck next time, Kevn (and while you're at
it, fix your name).
ByCJ. Dawson

Many snubbed in Oscar nominations
by Brian Lumley
"... Icoulda been a contendah!"
Every year, filmdom gears up for the
single most important event that
cinema offers. With everyone guessing
who will be nominated and who will
eventually win the most coveted statuettes, inevitable disappointments set
in once the nominations are finally
released.

Film
After all, this current crop hardly
represents the best of the past year's
cinematic achievements. Politics motivates the Academy in almost all categories. Paul Newman's Oscar-winning
performance three years ago was outshone by William Hurt's masterful
portrayal in "Children of a Lesser
God." Why did Newman win? He had
been snubbed a half-dozen times before and because Hurt had won the
previous year for "Kiss of the Spider
Woman."
Controversial and successful films
never win, much less get nominated.
The most outspoken film of 1988 got
only one nomination, Martin Scorsese
for Best Director. "The Last Temptation of Christ" was virtually overlooked by the Academy because of the
possible repercussions by fanatical religious groups.
Director Steven Spielberg has been
snubbed for the success of all of his
films. It is doubtful if he will ever win a
statuette in the director category. Currently, the director in disfavor with the
Academy is Spike Lee His film "Do

the Right Thing" made many Top 10
lists and is considered a shining example of 1989. Yet, his radical philosophies concerning racism irked a conservative Academy. Needless to say,
Lee's film is not a contender for Best
Picture this year.
"Why?" That's the best word to describe these nominations. Mediocrity
abounds in this crop. Woody Allen was
nominated as Best Director, but his
"Crimes and Misdemeanors" was
overlooked as a Best Picture contender. Both "Field of Dreams" and
"Dead Poets Society" are great films,
but in no way do they stand up to such
classic examples of master filmmaking
as "Do the Right Thing" and "Crimes
and Misdemeanors." When the '80s
are looked at in retrospect, these latter
examples will stand as a true portrait of
the spirit of filmmaking. "Dreams"
and "Dead Poets" are timeless, defining no particular time period.
Basically, Woody is too successful
— all of his films are the work of a
master. His nomination as director was
a given by the Academy to appease his
fans. Spike Lee's snub in almost all
categories is an unfortunate political
move by the Academy in ignoring a
powerful new force that will be very influential in '90s filmmaking. Once
again, politics takes precedence over
art...
In the Best Actor category, what the
hell happened here? Robin Wiliams as
Best Actor? His role was very integral
to "Dead Poets Society," but he's a
supporting character! His John Keating was the motivation for the boys at
the academy, who are the real stars of
the film. His nomination here denied a
better performance by Martin Landau
in' 'Crimes and Misdemeanors" to be

nominated. Rather, Landau was shifted down to the Best Supporting category.
Other nominations for Best Supporting Actor are a trifle amusing. Marlon
Brando, because of a cameo in "A Dry
White Season," cops a nomination.
Last time the lumbering Brando won,
he snubbed the Oscar by sending one
Satcheen Littlefeather, an "Indian"
who spoke politically on Brando's behalf. His nomination seems to be a
truce on the Academy's behalf to let
bygones be bygones.
For my money, I would have liked to
have seen Terry Kiser get a nomination
for playing the stiff Bernie in "Weekend at Bernie's." Kiser pulled off
some amazing stunts in that film — all
in keeping a straight face! Joe Pesci, as
Leo Getz, practically stole "Lethal
Weapon 2" from Mel Gibson and
Danny Glover. This pint-sized actor
was excellent and, in keeping with Oscar's principles, was overlooked for
that role.
Perhaps the worst nomination of the
year is Julia Roberts for "Steel Magnolias." Her portrayal of a sickly young
mother is in essence, sickly. Her very
wrong Southern twang is way out of
line, as she slips out of it at least SO
times. She draws no sympathy from
the audience, and at times brings the
film to its lowest points. Where is Andie McDowell in this category? Her
performance in "sex, lies and videotape' ' was leaps and bounds above
Roberts' performance, yet she is absent
from this "distinguished" list of
nominees.
Perhaps the truly most cinematic
category is the most lacking of this

year's nominees. Cinematography is
responsible for the mood, atmosphere
and the general feel of a film. The
nominees, "Born on the Fourth of
July," "Blaze," "The Abyss," "The
Fabulous Baker Boys," and "Glory"
all represent very fine examples, yet
other films such as "The Bear," "Do
the Right Thing," and "The Adventures of Baron Munchausen" should
have been veritable shoe-ins for this award.
"The Bear" was all photography.
What director Annaud did with his
camera was amazing — he captured the
simplicity of nature with virtually no
optical improvement. A stunning
portrayal of the beauty of mountainlife is majestically painted through
Annaud's lens, yet not enough to satisfy the scrutiny of the Academy.
"Munchausen" was an ambitious production to begin with. Director Terry
Gilliam's epic swelled to huge costs,
thereby swelling the irk of the Academy. How dare Gilliam fly in the face
of Oscar with his arrogant film? Yet,
the photography in this film evokes
paintings of 18th and 19th century
masters. "Do the Right Thing," regardless of the category, was snubbed
by the conservative Academy.
In essence, there really were no surprises. In keeping with Academy tradition, the "right" films all got nominations. As I sat in front of the television last Wednesday morning, I hoped
that for once the deserving individuals
would get what they did deserve, rather
than the ones that looked right and fit
the Academy's mold. Alas, they
couldn't "do the right thing" themselves, but then, that's what Hollywood is all about.
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The living hell of writer's block
by Christopher J. Dawson
It's now rather late in the evening, as
I'm writing this. I'm sitting in the
newsroom, trying to stomach the
"light rock" that one of my editors has

Tongue in Cheek
put on the radio (I'd rather not have to
listen to this stuff until I turn into a
parent, if ever), and trying to deal with
my own personal demon, writer's
block.
Why should writer's block be a personal demon? Have you ever been a
writer? Theoretically, I am one. It's
not good if a writer gets blocked. It's
like a football player who breaks a
limb, or a gigolo that gets impotent. In
short, it's bad.
Usually it doesn't happen to me. On
most occasions, I can sit down behind
my cute little computer terminal with a
topic, and once I start typing, the
words come in rapid fashion. If I can
get a burst of creativity, I can do a one
page column in less than an hour.
However, the "burst" is now a flicker.
Recognizing this as a serious topic, I
decided to find out if there were ways
to defeat writer's block. On one of the
newsroom bulletin boards is a paper
that recommends ways to beat writer's
block. That's what I need.
; ! Plan. Well, I suppose one could '
plan writing out columns. I do, but the
most I plan is just to write one every
other week. Topics usually are spur of
the moment. If I were a professional
columnist instead of an amateur, then I
could plan. Oh well, that doesn't apply.
DOrganize and outline. Maybe that

would help a term paper, but not a
stream-of-consciousness column. Besides, my columns aren't exactly serious editorials. C'mon, I wrote about
doing my laundry. Not exactly Pulitzer
material.
I ]Talk out your story. Not a bad
idea. Actually, when I write anything
from a letter to a term paper, I write it
as though I were talking; concise, flowing, and understandable (sometimes).
However, if I were to suddenly start
talking out a column idea in the middle
of the Union or cafeteria, people
would look at me like I were some sort
of eccentric mutant, not that they
already don't.
DTry a new time. You try a new time
when a deadline is staring you in the
face!
DChange your surroundings. Nahh.
The newsroom is more conducive to
writing than my dorm room. My
neighbors are too loud, there's a TV to
distract me, and if I'm in my room, I've got to crank on some tunes. There's
music on here, but I am not going to
get caught up in Taylor Dayne, unless I
have a gun to my head. Besides, in my
room, I have beer, which violates the
next recommendation.
D Limit drinks and snacks. Okay,
I'm guilty. I do snack when I write.
Then again, I snack when I read, watch
TV, or do anything else. Eating's a
tough habit to break. I do drink far too
much in the way of caffeinated drinks.
Oh well, too bad. Life wouldn't be the
same without a Mountain Dew.

it still doesn't solve my deadline problem. Besides, when I sleep, I get really
weird dreams. I really don't need to get
influenced by bizarre dreams to help
me shake writer's block.
Nothing's working. I still have
writer's block. All these so-called
"professional" ideas haven't really
helped me at all. I wonder if these were
formulated in laboratory surroundings, and not in the Real World, where
we need it the most. Certainly, no one
has ever taken into consideration what
a journalist should do when the evil
writer's block rears its ugly head. Most
journalists I know take a break and
head to the nearest bar. Now that
sounds like a really good idea.
I really have to do something. This is
not good; I'm a professional, and I
cannot think of anything to write
about! No, wait! I've got an idea! I can
write about having writer's block, and
ways to cure it. Nahh, it'd never work.
That'd be far too tacky for a professional like me.

The BG News
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Freshman honor
society gets active
by Bob Ssdowslti
One Greek name on campus is not
part of the Greek system — Alpha
Lambda Delta is the National Academic Honor Society for freshmen at
the University.
The first chapter of Alpha Lambda
Delta was founded in 1924 at the University of Illinois, but did not become a
national organization until 1926 and
1927 when chapters were established at
Purdue and DePauw, according to the
annual magazine. The Flajne.
The society was restricted to females
only, and it was not until years later
that men became eligible for membership. In fact, many of the 212 chapters
throughout the United States are now
just beginning to initiate males into the
society, the magazine said.
The governing body of the society
resides in Muncie, Ind., where the
National Council takes of the business
aspect of the society.
The University's chapter has existed
since March 6, 1966. Potential members are invited biannually to join the
society after they have demonstrated
outstanding academic achievement
during their freshman year by attaining
at least a 3.5 grade point average.
A small, one time national and chapter fee must be paid upon accepting the
invitation. Once initiated, membership
■See Freihmee, page 10.

lake an exercise break. Oh sure.
I'll just stop, play racquetball and then
climb a mountain or two to clear my
head. No, I'm here. Might as well get it
done. Besides I had writer's block earlier today, and after walking back and
forth to class, I still haven't shook it.
DSleep on it. Good idea. However,

WIN A FREE QUART OF

CHOCOLATE CHIP
COOKIE DOUGH
ICE CREAM
from

"The Best in Main-Stream Rock"
Live Entertainment 7 Nights A Week
Wednesday
College ID
Night
free admission
with valid 1.0.
BUSCH BY
THE BUCKET

Thursday
Ladies' Night
no cover for the
ladies

Friday and
Saturday
reduced
cover
before 9:00
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Answer this question:
If it lakes a day and a half tor a hen and a half to lay an egg
and a half, how long does it take a grasshopper with a
wooden leg to kick seeds oft a dill pickle?
Need not be present to win, but must present this ad. with your answer, to
Powell's Ice Cream, Woodland Mall. There will be a drawing every Friday
night until March 30, 1990.

This Week: Destiney
Happy Hour
Every Night from 8:00 - 9:00 p.m.
Byrnegate Plaza
135 S. Byrne (near Hill), Toledo 531-1311
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Expanding horizons through co-ops
by Amy Dulcbcr
The University Cooperative Education Program can aid in obtaining an
exciting job at Walt Disney World or
along the sandy beaches of Hilton
Head Island, as well as all across the
United States and overseas.
Undergraduate and graduate students involved in the program can use
their classroom knowledge in real life
job experiences.
According to Doug Crang, a graduate student who works in the program,
information on jobs are placed on bulletin boards located in the cooperative
education office, 238 Administration
Building.
The information is updated each
week and interested students can fill
out an application.
Crang said many co-ops are in Ohio,
especially Toledo and Cleveland, because that is where a majority of the
students are from.
The of flee tries to help most majors,
but once a student is a senior, it becomes harder to find a co-op, Dave
Stanford, assistant director of the coop program said.
"The best time for a co-op is at the
end of sophomore year or the beginning of junior year," Stanford said.
Students presently involved in coops are working in such places as Lake
Buena Visla, Fla.; Hilton Head Island,
S.C.; Geithersburg and Rockville,
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Md.; and Racine, Wis., among other
places.
Patricia Hofmann, sophomore
journalism major, said she is working
this semester at Walt Disney World in
Lake Buena Vista. Right now said she
is working in a restaurant, but said she
hopes to be a tour guide at the MGM
Studios.
Hofmann said student employees
take seminars once a week where they
learn all about Walt Disney and his
theme parks.
' 'Walt Disney was a genius,'' she
said.
One of the things Hofmann said she
enjoys most about her job is meeting
people from all over the world.
"A lot of students here are from
outside the United States," Hofmann
said.
Eric Kinaitis said he currently enjoys
his co-op at the Hyatt Regency in Hilton Head Island, especially since he is
"not in Bowling Green in the middle of
February."
However, this is not the only reason
the senior IPCO major finds his co-op
rewarding. Kinaitis said he is apprecaites "experiencing life outside of college."
Kinaitis said he would recommend a
co-op to everyone.
"Regardless of what you are doing,
you can have hands-on experience that
will benefit you in the future," he said.
Jennie Eastman calls her co-op at
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IBM in Geithersburg, Md. "a great experience." The senior management
major said she likes her job in services
and requisitions because it is "something different from Bowling Green."
Pamela Miller, junior management
major, said she feels co-ops "really
gives a person an opportunity to see
what is out there."
Miller said she writes contracts for
IBM in Rockville, Md. This co-op experience has made her more comfortable talking to people in business, she
said.
"Interviewing should be easier,"
Miller said.
In addition, she said her co-op gives
her the chance to see if that is what she
wants to do in the future.
Patty Toth, senior business major,
said she has learned so much from her
co-op at J.I. Case in Racine, Wis.
"I have learned so much by moving
out on my own," Toth said.
Toth said students with co-ops especially learn independence.
J.I. Case is a Fortune 25 Company
with five locations in Racine. Toth said
she works in purchasing at the plant
that makes materials which go into the
transmissions of Magnum tractors. She
calls her co-op "the greatest experience
I could ask for.
"Having a co-op on a transcript will
put you ahead of everyone else," Toth
added.
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lasts throughout the member's college
career.
Today, there are approximately 1000
total members, but only about 2S0 are
active. Those 250 are primarily sophomores who, with exception to the
officers, carry out most of the work
performed by the University chapter,
adviser Shelli Herman said.
She said many of the University's
other organizations require the participation of primarily juniors and
seniors, however, Alpha Lambda Delta
relies on freshmen and sophomores.
"Upperclassmen can become active
and would be greatly appreciated," she
added.
With the aid of a publicity committee, the group is trying to "get on the
map," Jefferson Wolfe, head of the
publicity committee, said.
Herman said the group is becoming
increasingly active.
In the past, this chapter has been
rather passive with the exception of its
semesterly induction ceremonies, the
group said.
This semester, the group has planned
to begin a chapter newsletter as well as
a "members only" social scheduled for
March 7.
Herman, president Carla Marshack
and vice president Melissa Hastings attended the National Council meeting
this past year San Antonio, Texas.
Wolfe stated what he felt was Alpha
Lambda Delta's most important attribute when he said, "Since being in
charge of publicity, it has greatly improved my leadership skills." Herman
said the chapter wants to give incoming
students something to aim for and to
reward those who reach certain academic plateaus.
' '(The chapter) tries to emphasize
academic excellence and leadership
skills," she added.
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The past returns in McCartney show
by Matt Mlghell
INDIANAPOLIS — The force of
Paul McCartney's music, accompanied by the affinity of nostalgia, drew a
capacity crowd during his two-day
jaunt last week at Market Square
Arena in Indianapolis.
A sold-out night is a typical night on
McCartney's tailor made U.S. tour.
Even with new American concert dates
being added weekly to the original
eight — Seattle, San Francisco, Los
Angeles, Chicago, Detroit, Boston,
New York and Philidelphia — scalpers
are pulling in up to $800 for an opportunity to see one of the Fab Four.
McCartney's repertoire included a
mixture of mostly old stuff, flavored
with new stuff and not all of his own
stuff (a classic version of Fats Dominoe's "Ain't that a Shame" received
warm response).
He skillfully pulled several songs like
"Hey Jude" straight from the vinyl to
their first on-stage performance. And
with the help of synthesized brass,
McCartney pulled-off a production of
the elaborate "Sergeant Pepper."
The stage set-up fell a little short of
creative, but mere hydraulic lifts and
smoke screens couldn't have "made
the show," so they can't "break the
show" either. Keep in mind, though,
this technical critique comes from a
guy who gets excited watching his
dad's Buick on the car-lift at Sohio. At
any rate, the instrumental melodies
were present. Any respectable Beatles
fan would have recognized the acoustic
motif of "Yesterday" after the second
chord. The Hoosiers certainly did, and
the cheering quickly quieted before the
musical intro had ended. The classic
melody originating from McCartney's
Angers against the black Gibson guitar
was accompanied by the voice of
strangely familiar harmony. The audience knew the figure on stage was
McCartney. It looked like him, and his
voice closely resembled the smiling
voice heard on the old, worn LPs at

home. But the worn, tired voice had
changed enough for a person to cock
his head slightly in an uncertainty of
mind.
McCartney drew an audience with
ages ranging from more than half his
own (47 years) to many of his peers.
Three high school-age boys stood in a
corridor near an arena entrance smiling, but without tickets. One of the
boys said he had seen the show the
night before and, "man, was he
good."
Inside the arena wheelchairs lined
the second level walkway. Terry Watkins, a security supervisor at the arena,
said, "Hey, they want to see him as
much as you or me."
And, judging from the events at
other McCartney concerts, Terry might
have made the understatement of the
tour. Reports have come in of ticket
holders being "poor sports" about
missing their performance. One
woman dislocated her leg in an accident on the way to a Birmingham, England, concert. After a visit to the hospital where she was wrapped-up, she insisted on not missing the show and was
delivered by an ambulance to watch the
show from the aisles on a stretcher.
One man wanted in so badly to the
Birmingham concert a few days later,
he told McCartney aids he was Father
McKenzie, from "Eleanor Rigby."
McCartney, who had invented his song
names, asked "Where's Mr. Kite and
Billy Shears, are they here too?"
Even the almighty press corps was
on a leash during the hour-and-a-half
Indianapolis concert. After the first
two songs the press was escorted from
the foot of the stage to the main exit,
where guards practiced their mathematics skills. People who were smart
enough to have bought a ticket stayed,
and the two of us without tickets
(which, if available, would start at
$28.50) magically re-appeared inside
the auditorium. (Hey, I'm a college
kid. What's the worst they could do,
kick me out? sheesh).
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Grammy winners
LOS ANGELES (AP)
RECORD OF THE YEAR: "Wind
Beneath My Wings," Bette Midler.
ALBUM OF THE YEAR: "Nick of
Time," Bonnie Raitt.
SONG OF THE YEAR: "Wind Beneath My Wings," Larry Henley and
Jeff Silbar, songwriters.
NEW ARTIST: Milli Vanilli.
POP VOCAL, FEMALE: "Nick of
Time," Bonnie Raitt.
POP VOCAL, MALE: "How Am I
Supposed to Live Without You," Michael Bolton.
ROCK VOCAL, FEMALE: "Nick
of Time," Bonnie Raitt.
ROCK VOCAL, MALE: "The End
of the Innocence," Don Henley.
ROCK VOCAL, DUO OR GROUP:
"Traveling Wilburys Volume One,"
Traveling Wilburys.
HARD ROCK VOCAL OR INSTRUMENTAL: "Cult of Personality," Living Colour.

Pial McCMMy rocks out on his current
U.S. tour.

METAL VOCAL OR INSTRUMENTAL: "One," Metallica.
RAP: "Bust a Move," Young MC.

HOWARD'S club H
210 N. MAIN
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rekindle solidarity, pride, and above
all, dignity in the Afro-American people.
In Folks from Dixie, 12 short stories,
Dunbar spoke out about racial injustices of his day and worked to curb
black stereotypes.
At the turn of the century, Dunbar
had a constant requests for his works
from such magazines as Atlantic Monthly, Harper's, Lippincott'sand Century.
.Many other of Dunbar's works denounced racial injustice in the late 19th
and early 19th century. These works
include his longest short story. The
Strength of Gideon, 1900, and other
works such asLyrics of Lowly Life,,
1897, and TheSport of the Gods, 1902.
Lyrics of Love and Laughter, 1903,
illustrated Dunbar's full maturity as a
poet. In "The Poet," he lamented being praised only as a dialect poet: "He
sang of life, serenely sweet./With now
and then, a deeper note./.../He sang
of love when earth was young,/And
love, itself, was in his lays./But ah, the
world it turned to praise/A jingle in a
broken tongue."
His work titled Old Plantation Days,
1903, a collection of 23 stories gave
brief accounts of slaves who appeared

loyal to their masters, and the masters
were benevolent and paternalistic
toward them. Such romantic depictions of slavery, coupled with his
dialect poems, caused critics for several
decades after his death — in 1906 of
tuberculosis — to group Dunbar
among writers of the plantation tradition — with writers such as Thomas
Nelson Page.
Many Afro-American scholars
labeled Dunbar an "Uncle Tom" and
accused him of destroying the dignity
of the black people. However, in the
1960s and 1970s black scholars such as
Darwin T. Turner and Addison Gayle,
Jr., praised Dunbar's literary skill of
incorporating accomodating and
protect literature in his works. Dunbar
rose as a writer by devising subtle
means to voice his criticism of racism
in America and at the same time to get
his work published.
In the final analysis, Dunbar's black
male emerged as "a new man fully capable of devising the means by which
he can ameliorate (improve) his social
and economic paralysis. Dunbar's depictions depart from the myth that
blacks were contented with slavery and
that they did not know what to do with
freedom once they obtained it."
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The Friday music quiz
by Dave Basklnd
The responses to last week's "Dr. Dave's Incredible College of Musical
Knowledge" quizzes have been overwhelming! After sifting through all the
responses, 5 were found to have all the correct answers. When that happens,
the winner is picked at random, and the winner is... DEANNA L YNCH of
Mac West! Congrats, Deanna!
The answers for last week's contest are:
l.Roxette
2. Two Hearts
3. Rod Stewart
4. Huey Lewis and the News, OR T'Pau
5. Pat Benatar OR Dionne Warwick
6. "The Last Worthless Evening" by Don Henley
7. Quarter flash
8. Kenny Loggins
9. "I Just Called to Say I Love You" by Stevie Wonder
10. "Don't Ask Me Why" by Billy Joel
Please submit all answers for this week's quiz on a sheet of paper with your
name, phone number, and address to "Friday Music Contest," c/o 214 West
Hall, Bowling Green Ohio, 43403. Submit all entries by 6 p.m. Wednesday. Only
one winner per household per semester, please. Employees of BGSU student publications are not eligible. Answers and the winner's name will be in next week's
issue.
THIS WEEK'S CONTEST IS ABOUT ONE OF LIFE'S FINEST PLEASURES,
KISSING:
Freshman Level — One point each.
1. Who had a Number One song in 1986 called "Kiss"?
2. Who begged for you to "Kiss Me Deadly"?
Sophomore Level — Two points each.
3. Who had a Number One song called "Kiss on My List"?
4. George Michael was "Kissing..." who in 1988?
Junior Level — Three points each.
5. What Number One song from 1983 had the lyrics "I want to kiss like lovers
do'?
6. What act hit the Top 40 in 1989 with a remake of 1986's "Kiss"?
Senior Level — Four points each.
7. What Australian singer had a "Soul Kiss" in 1985?
8. What band hit the Top 20 in 1987 with "Every Little Kiss"?
Graduate Level — Five points each.
9. Who blew her "Kisses in the Wind" into the Top 20 last year?
10. Name Bryan Ferry's Top 40 hit from the "Bright Lights, Big City" soundtrack.
This week's winner will win a free cassette
tape from Finder's Records and Tapes,
128 S. Main St., downtown Bowling Green.
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8 pm I* Eva Marie Saint Theatre I*
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TV Listings
for
Feb. 23 - March, i
Because of a new FCC ruling, listings for out-of-town station* carried by your cable system are subject to blackout or last minute changes In programming.
We regret any inconvenience this may causa.
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GuWing Light

As the World Turns

As the WorW Turns

50 Newsline 1 Love Lucy
Bodies

Bold, Bea.

Country Practice

Instructional

TMC Movie

1:30

1:00

O

352-4143

$2.00 OFF the purchase of
any crew or hooded sweatshirt
with this coupon
(asst. styles and colors)

Expires March 3, 1990
^■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■a
BGSU transfers and sew on letters available
Athletic Shoes • Apparel • Sweats • Swimwear
School Jackets • T-Shirt Printing • Sports Equipment

123 S. Main St. Downtown B.G. 352-3610
•Open Daly 10:00 • 9:00 • SAT 10:00 5:30" • Across from Hunlmgton Bank
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FRIDAY EVENING
6:30

6:00
O
O

ID
IB
CD

m

GD

New*

7:00

7:30

CBS News

News

PM Mag

8:00

8:30

9:00

Bradys

Dallas

9:30

Rising Damp Sketches

Street Legal

Tommy Hunter

News

CBS News

Wh Fortune

Jeoperdyl

Bradys

MM

News

NBC News

EM. Tonight

Night Coun

Baywatch

News

ABC News

Cur. Allan

Family Feud

Fun House

10:30

Streamside

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Wash. Week Waist.

Doctor Who

McLaughlin

Wash. Week Wall SI.

Friday

Strangers

News

Good Rodun' Tonrte
Magnum. P.I.

Main Event

News

Tonight Show

Ten ol Us

20/20

News

Nightiine

ArsemoHaH

EastEnders

Spirit ol Place

Ideas

Movie: "Emperor Waltz"

Boss'

Charles

Boss''

Mama-Buy

NBA Basketball: Detroit Pistons at Atlanta Hawks

Barney M.

Family Ties

Facts of Lite Boss?

Family Ties

NBA Daakattnl: Detroit Pistons at Atlanta Hawks

News

am

Supercross

SportsLook

Ski Work!

Work) Cup Skiing

IMC

Biggies in Trnie

Movie: 'Hello Age*"

SATURDAY AFTERNOON

o

11:30

11:00
Gaiheid

In Paradise

Dungeons

Yachting

WKP.P

Muscle Magazine

SpeedWeek

Movie: "Monkey Shines"

12:30

12:00

1:30

1:00

Work) Cup Skiing

Olympic Winterfest

2:30

2:00

3:00

3:30

[Karate: Light Middleweight

4:30

Outdoors

Gardener

Ragg Ann

Slorybreak

Olympic WTnterteat

Chipmunks

Saved-BeK

ALF

Klssy Fur

College Basketball: Northwestern at Michigan

College Basketball: Ohio State at Purdue

Fkntstones

Weekend

Seniors PGA Goil Chrysler Cup

PBA Bowling: Florida Open

Fish'n

Driver's Seat Chek. Flag

5:00

5:30

PGA Goil: Los Angeles Open

Anything

Sportsweekend

College Basketball: Louisville al Nevada-Las Vegas

PGA Golf: Los Angeles Open
Lusler

Fishing

Wide World ol Sports

Franey

Cooktn'

Cooking

Garden

Gourmet

Old House

Workshop

Hometime

Calligraphy

Art

Austin CHy Limits

Creatures Great S Small

Vets Only

Fred Trost

Motorweek

Streamside

Old House

Garden

Workshop

Hometime

Gourmet

Ciaoltakal

An

Alexander

European

Tony Brown

New Lassie

Batman

McHste

H.'s Heroes

Happy Days

New Lassie

New Beaver

Better Home Boater

WWF Wrestling

Fall Guy

Movie: "Red Son(a"

ESPN Star Shot
TMC

| Fail Guy

SportsCtr.

4:00

College Basketball: Louisville al Nevada-Las Vegas

Dungeons

CD
GD

Jeftersons

FEBRUARY 24,1990

Garlield

0D

Letterman

Movie: "Beaches

Sesame Street

a.

Aliens

After Hours 1 "Friday the 13th Part 2"

CD

Bugs a Tweety

12:30
Arseroo Hall

Eyes on the Prize II

o

ID
SD

12:00
Jeltersons

News

Business

SportsCtr.

11:30
Newhart

Falcon Crest

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

m
m

11:00
News

Journal

Nasty Boys
Family

10:00
Falcon Crest

RoHerGames

Movie: "The ThrW ol It All
Red Wing

Gameday

College Basketball: CretghK in at Bradley

Movie: "Willow" Cont'd

| Movie: "LBer so to Drive"

NHL Hockey: Detroit Red Wings at New York Islanders
Tennis: Ebel U.S. Pro Indoor Semifinal
Picture

College Basketball: North Carolina at Clerraon

Movie: "Nobody's Fool

JMovie: "Fatal Attraction"

SATURDAY EVENING

o
o
CD
CD
ED

m
m
m

SO

6:00
News

6:30
CBS News

7:00

7:30

PM Weekend
SuperThon

Saturday Report

8:00

8:30

Paradise

9:00

9:30

Cash Conn.

Perry Mason: Case of Notorious Nun

Hunter

News

Saturday Night Live

Movie: "B.L. Stryker: Grand Theft Hotel"

Insport

NWA Wrestling

Beale Streel

Lalemght America Wilh Dennis Wholey

Entertainment This Weak

227

Insport

At - News

Star Search

Mission: Impossible

Degrassi

Vide-

Lawrence Welk Show

Onset Performances

Lawrence Welk Show

Wonderful World of Disney Movie: "A Patch ol Blue"

Boss'

Charles

Mad House

Star Trek: Next Gener

Ski Jumping SportsCtr.

TMC

Movie:

Falal Att

SuperThon

Golden Girls Empty Nest

NBC News

Cbarles

Mama

Trey Ellis

Smithsonian World

Arsenio Han

Latenight America With Dennis Wholey

Cops

ViOeo

Reporters

Slar Trek

Comic Strip Live

Fri. the 13th Senas

Cops

Video

Reporters

Star Trek

Comic Strip Live

Avon Slick From Punkki

Baseball

College Baseball

Willow"

JMOVW:

"Beaches"

SportsCtr.

College Basketball: Wyoming at Utah

Movie: "Tougher Than Leather

OBSIDIAN

SELL
YOURSELF

monthly newspaper

with a resume
from

Look for
THE

highlighting minority student
news and activities

-WAVE
m i COURT,

12:30

News

News

Amen

12:00

Movie: "At Close Range"

Connie Chung

Wh. Fortune

ESPN Road Race

News

Tour of Duty

CBS News

Boss?

Paradise

11:30

10:30 I 11:00

NHL Hockey: Pittsburgh F nguins at Montreal Canadians

News

Wonderworks

10:00
Connie Chung

Tour of Duty

Tuesday, February 27th

UniGraphics
211 West Hall
372-7418
CHECK OUR PRICES!
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SUNDAY AFTERNOON
11:00
O s»«<

FEBRUARY 25,1990

11:30 1 12:00
Sportsctr

12:30

1:00

1:30

o

Superthon Continued

0

Randy Ayers JayEck

NBA Basketball: Detroit Pistons at New York Knicks

Shut-ins

Mass

School Quiz

Work) Tom.

Week-David Brmkley

Tony Brown

Heritage

Degrassi

Newtons

Grades

Luster

o
w

9
60
69
0D
ctm

2:00

2:30

NBA Basketball: Detroit Pistons at New York Knicks

3:00

3:30

4:00

4:30

5:00

PGA Got): Los Angeles Open

College Basketball

PGA God: Los Angeles Open

SuperThon

Fishing

Trapper John, MO.

Close-Up

Business

Adam Smith

WalSt.

Smithsonian Work)

Friday

Adam Smith Step by Slap

Superthon Continued

SportsWorld

Sybervision

College Basketball: Arizona at Duke

Seniors PGA Golf: Chrysler Cup

Movie: "Courage ot Lassie"

Cousteau's Rediscovery

Bookmark

Beak) Street TreyEHis

Nova

One on One

Sign-Otl

Reporter

Tennis: Stuttgart Classic

Auto Racing: IMSA GTP Series

Movie: "Beaches"

Movie: "Back Roads

Movie: "The Jerk"

Firing Line

No Father, No Mother

Market

Black Stars in Orbrl

Out ot World Secret ID.

Charles

Star Trek: Next Gener.

Gameday

College Basketball: Ind at Mich. St. or Mo. at Okla.
Travel Mag.

Movie: "Son ol Lassie"

American Gladiators

THC "Young Frankenstein"

5:30

College Basketball

Superboy

Lifestyles-Rich

Movie: "Jaws 3"

Tennis: US Pro Indoor
|MOVW:

"Remote Control"

Planes

SUNDAY EVENING

o
o
ID
CD

ffl
ffl

6:00
News

6:30

7:00

7:30

8:00

9:00

8:30

60 Minutes

Murder. She Wrole

Family Hour

Ken Dryden's Home Game Mills of Power

News

CBS News

60 Minutes

Murder, She Wrote

News

NBC News

"Can't Buy Me Love"

Family for Joe

Siskel

ABC News

Funniest Home Videos

Movie: "Chaaenger"

Lawrence Welk Show

Wonderworks

Nature

Buxton

Ajslm City Limits

Nature

Bonanza

10:00

9:30

CBS News

10:30

11:00

11:30

News

Sports Zone Movie: "Melody"

News

Movie: "Five Days One Summer

HHM

Byron Allen

Editors

Snakmaster

The Doctor Is In

Masterpiece Theatre

Ideas

Editors

Delense

Masterpiece Theatre

Great Performances

Venture

Movie: "Sparka: The Price of Passion
Super Bloopers S Jokes

Star Trek: Next Gener.

Booker

Wanted

Simpsons

Married...

Open House Ullman

G. Shandkng Inside Video Telecast

60

Star Search

Booker

Wanted

Simpsons

Married.

Open House UHman

G. Shandkng Jeflersons

ESPN Tennis: US Pro Indoor

SportsCtr.

IMC Planes. Trains

Movie: "Beaches"

MONDAY EVENING
6:00
O

News

o

News

ID
ID

es
m
60
60
60

6:30

CBS News

Research

Sign-Off
Luster

Movie: "Backfire"

Talk Sports

Kenneth CopeUnd

SportsCenter

Karate: Light Middleweight Boxing: Virgil Hi vs. David Vedder

Arsenio Hall

Survival

LPBA Bowling

Movie: "Pat Garret) and Bity the Kid"

FEBRUARY 26,1990
7:00

CBS News

News

Auto Racing

In sport

12:30

Siskel

60
60

Workshop

12:00

News

Movie: "Sparks: The Price of Passion

7:30
PM Mag

8:00

8:30

Maiot Dad

9:00

City

Murphy B

10:00

9:30
Design. W.

Newhart

10:30

11:00

Doctor

News

11:30

12:00

Newhart

Jeflersons
Profess.

Monitor

Material

Degrassi

For the Term of His Natural Life

Journal

News

SCTV

Wh Fortune

Jeopardy'

Major Dad

oty

Murphy B

Doctor

News

Magnum. P.I.

Hogans

Movie: "Too Young to Die?"

N6WS

Best ol Carson

Movie: "Daughter of the Streets

News

Nightline

Arsenio Han
Adam Smith

AHO AIIO

News

NBC News

Ent Tonight

Night Court

ALF

News

ABC News

Cur. Affair

Family Feud

MacGyver

Design. W.

Newhart

12:30
Arsenio Mall

Letterman

All Purposes Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Champ. Skating

Eyes on the Prize II

Art Blakey Jazz

EastEnders

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Business

Champ. Skating

Footsteps

Red Dwarf

Served

Mystery!

Boss'

Charles

Boss?

Mama

21 Jump Street

Alien Nation

Star Trek: Next Gener.

WKRP

After Hours

Movie:

Family Ties

Facts ol Life Boss?

Family Ties

21 Jump Street

Alien Nation

News

Sanlord

Jeflersons

Fall Guy

SportsLook

College Basketball: St. John's at Pittsburgh

SportsCtr.

College Basketball

FSPN Final Four

SportsCtr.

Animals

TMC Movie: "Invaders From Mars"

SUNWORKS TANNING
STUDIO

352-2530
BEFORE NOON FOR
ONLY $3.00 •
OPEN 7 DAYS
BOOK YOUR APPOINTMENTS
TODAY FOR SPRING BREAK

NEW EQUIPMENT
EXCLUSIVE TO B.G.

College Basketball: Illinois at Ohio State

Movie: "Disorganized Crime"

'2e$n

Join tor

th«prfc«
oil

Video

Movie: "Down Twisted"

► SPRING
BREAK
.SPECIAL

You can be ready for
short shorts and

Psych-Out"

Movie. "White Ghost"

UniGraphics
Your
On-Campus

bathing suits!!

CALL NO

Desktop

.54-450

Publishing

(or guaranteed results* *

Service

r> progra* « toioaM M tugg*M*o

Bureau
745 lllisklns

KII.KI.

B.G.

-

211 West Hall

372-7418

TUESDAY EVENING FEBRUARY 27,1990
8:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
6:00

o
o

News
News

8:30

9:00

9:30

10:00

10:30

11:00

12:00

11:30

News

Newtiart

Jeltersons

News

SCTV

Profess.

News

Magnum. P.I.

Midnight Caller

N™S

Best ot Carson

thirtysontefhing

News

Nighlline

Arsenio Hall
European

CBS News

PM Mag

Rescue 911

Movie: "Stolen: One Husband

Babar

Danger Bay

5th estate

Market PI.

Rescue 911

Movie: "Stolen: One Husband"

Mattock

In the Heat ol the Night

Boss?

Roseanne

Journal

Man Alive

12:30
Arsenio Hall

ID

News

CBS News

Wh. Fortune Jeopardy!

©

News

NBC News

Ent. Tonight

News

ABC N(M

Cur. Affair

Oceanus

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Nova

Frontline

Hard Drugs. Hard Choices EastEnders

Univ. Forum

Business

Animals

Nova

Frontline

Eyes on the Prize II

Served

Masterpiece Theatre

WKRP

Attar Hours

Hustler-Muscle

Santord

Jeltersons

Fall Guy

SportsCtr.

Monster Trucks Racing

ffl

m

©
68
©
Etm

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

•
©

Wonder Y

Charles

Boss?

NBA Basketball: Detroit Pistons at Houston Rockets

Barney M.

Family Ties

Facts ol Lite Boss"1

NBA Basketball: Houston Rockets at Detroit Pistons

News

Final Four

SportsLook

College Basketball Kansas at Oklahoma

SportsCtr.

News
News
News

CBS News

McHale

College Basketball: Louisiana State at Florida

FEBRUARY 28.1990
7:30
8:00
8:30

9:00

9:30

CBS News

PM Mag

Gartiekl His 9 Lives

Jake and the Fatman

Raccoons

Bcombers

Nature ol Things

Special Squad

Wh Fortune Jeopardy!

GarfieM: His 9 Lives

Jake and the Fatman

10:00

Letterman

Movie "Avenging Force"

Movie: "Cold Steel"

Movie: "Grease"

Movie: 'Who's Harry Crumb''

WEDNESDAY EVENING
6:00
6:30
7:00

CD
©
©

Family Feud

Coach

Boss?

THC Picture

o
o

Night Court

10:30

11:00

Max Monroe
Journal

11:30

12:00

News

Newhart

Jeffersons
Profess.

News

SCTV

Max Monroe

News

Magnum, P.I.

News

NBC News

Ent. Tonight

Night Court

Unsolved Mysteries

Night Court

Dear John

NBC News Special: Bush

News

Best of Carson

News

ABC News

Cur. Affair

Family Feud

Gro Pains

DoogieH

Anything

China Beech

News

Nigntlme

Arsenio Hail
Video

Head Clss

Letterman

All Purposes Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Infinite Voyage

Live From Lincoln Center

EastEnders

Art Beat

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Business

Animals

Infinite Voyage

Live From Lincoln Center

Served

Champ. Skating

©

Boss?

Charles

Boss?

Mama

Movie: "Secret Admirer"

Barney M.

WKRP

After Hours

Movie:

©

Family Ties

Facts ol Lite Boss?

Family Ties

Movie: "The Money Pit"

News

Santord

Jeltersons

Fall Guy

ESPN Final Four

SportsLook

College Basketball: Syracuse at Seton Hal

THC Movie: "Young Frankenstein"

O

o
ID
IB

m

S3
©

©
©

News
News

College Basketball: Duke at Clemson

Movie: "Wild Thing"

THURSDAY EVENING MARCH 1.1990
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
CBS News

PM Mag

48 Hours

On Road

Emergency

Front Page

8:30

9:00
CODCO

Wh. Fortune Jeopardy!

48 Hours

Island Son

News

NBC News

Ent. Tonight

Night Court

Cosby Show Oil. World

Cheers

News

ABC News

Cur. Affair

Family Feud

Fattier Dowfing Mysteries

Young Riders

Oceanus

Business

10:00

9:30

Movie

10:30

Knots Landing

Island Son
Family

SportsCtr

[Movie: "The EvH That Men Do"

CBS News

News

McHale

Grand

Mary Jane

College Basketball: California at Slanlord

A Man in Love

11:00
News

11:30

12:00

Newhart

Jeflersons
Profess.

News

SCTV

Knots Landing

News

Magnum. P.I.

L.A. Law

News

Best of Carson

Primetime Live

News

Nightline

Arsenio Hall
Fred Trost

Kids in the Hall

Journal

12:30
Arsenio Han

12:30
Arsenio Halt

Lttterman

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Wild Am.

Butterflies

Mystery!

Voices S Visions

EastEnders

Time Out

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Business

Animals

Old House

Wild Am.

Mystery!

Smiley s People

Served

Frontline

Boss?

Charles

Boss?

NBA Basketball: Detroit Pistons at Washington Bullets

Barney M.

WKRP

After Hours

"Streets of Hong Kong"

Family Ties

Facts ol Life Boss?

NBA Basketball Detroit Pistons at Washington Bullets

News

Santord

Jeffersons

Fall Guy

SportsLook

College Basketball: Rutgers at Temple

College Basketball: Oklahoma State at Iowa State

SportsCtr.

Muscle Magazine

ESPN Motorweek

SportsCtr.

TMC Movie: "Vice Versa"

Movie: "BuHetprool

Movie: "Eddie Murphy Raw"

Get ready for
Spring Break

vl |Annctte H.nr siudio

8> AiivT

Dewar

The BG News
Monday, February 26
fashions, hairstyles, tanning,
last minute travel options
and more. Get ready for
the trip south!

•4 *—

Movie: "The Serpent and the Rainbow"

A

SPECIAL EDITION
of

What's "hot" this
Spring Break -

McHale

Diane Johnston & Paula Ryder

Hair Cut Special $8.00
Perm Special $30.00
10% off any purchase of these products:
• Paul Mitchell • Matrix • Nexxus •
• Sebastian • Redken •
Hours: Mon-Thurs
Friday
Saturday

8:00-8:00
8:00-6:00
8:00-3:00

141 W. Wooster 354-8533

Crcgji Sheet
Vol. XX, No. 11

Short Stuff
Comedy. Drama. Even melodrama. It
is all being offered by the University
theatre department as they present
"Shorts Festival '90" Wednesday
through Sunday (March 7-11) In the
Joe E. Brown Theatre, University Hal.
The festival consists of two bills of
three one-act plays each to run on
alternate nights.
On Wednesday and Friday, the plays
will be "Sandbox" by Edward Albee,
"How It Hangs" by Grace McKeaney
and "The Nature and Purpose of the
Universe" by Christopher Durang.
On Thursday and Saturday, the oneacts will be "Trifles" by Susan Glaspeli,
"Catastrophe" by Samuel Beckett and
"Home Free" by Lanford Wilson.
The curtain will rise at 8 p.m. each
night.
Then on Sunday, all six plays will be
presented beginning at 2 p.m.
Admission is $3 each night and reservations can be made by contacting
the Eva Marie Saint box office In University Hall.
"Sandbox" deals with society's attitudes toward aging; "How It Hangs," is
the story of a group of abused women
who And comfort and strength in each
other; and "The Nature and Purpose of
the Universe" uses strong language
and graphic violence to present a dark
comedy about the American nuclear
family.
"Trifles" is an American theater classic about two women solving a murder
mystery. "Catastrophe" looks inward
at the world of theater and "Home
Free" examines a fragile relationship
between a brother and sister who are
both finding difficulties In coping with
the world.

Bowling Green State University

FO

Opera presents
^
original
'Batman'
Die
Fledermaus

The University's Opera Theatre will present "Die Fledermaus" by Johann
Strauss Jr. at 8 p.m. Friday and Saturday (March 9-10) in Kobacker Hal of the
Moore Musical Arts Center.
Tickets for this lively story in song about love, deception and good-natured
revenge will go on sale Monday (Feb. 26) at the Musical Arts Center box office.
Tickets are priced at $7, $5 and $3 for students and senior citizens and $9,
$7 and $5 for all others. For ticket reservations, call (419) 372-8171. Any remaining tickets wil be sold at the door on performances nights.
Originally written In German, the three-act tale is based on the dance music of
Austria in 1874.
The opera tells how Dr. Falke plots revenge on his friend Eisenstein, who left
him asleep on a bench after a fancy ball. Fake, wearing a bat costume ("Die
Fledermaus"), Is awakened by a jeering crowd.
An opportunity for revenge presents Itself when Prince Ortofsky gives another ball at which Eisenstein Intends to flirt with all the ladies. Without Eisenstein's knowledge, his wife Rosalinda and chambermaid Adele also attend the
party. Rosalinda gathers evidence of Eisenstein's philandering and he Is thrown
in jail on a minor charge. As morning breaks, everyone gathers at the Jail where
Falke reveals his plot and all are reunited.
Bowling Green's production win be sung in English under the direction of F.
Eugene Dybdahl. Dybdahl directed opera activities at Bowling Green from
1977-80.
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Nixon's back!
Ex-president subject
of theatre performance
Perhaps not since British troops set
fire to Washington, D.C., In 1814 has
the country been so near disaster as
when President Richard Nixon and his
band of burglars, cover-up artists and
assorted henchmen decided that the
U.S. could best be served by ignoring
the Constitution.
In the ensuing battle with Congress,
it was Nixon-not the Constitution-that
was banished from Washington.
Now, the thoughts of Nixon during
the last chaotic days of his presidency
wN be the topic of a special theater
presentation entitled "Secret Honor:
The Last Tape and Testament of Richard M. Nixon."
Professional actor Jon Farris will
present the one-man show at 8 p.m.
Sunday (Feb. 25) In the Joe E. Brown
Theatre, University Hal. Tickets are$2
and wM be sold only at the door the
evening of the performance.
Farris, who is also the chair of the
department of theatre and cinema at
Denison University, has been portraying Nixon on stage shince 1985. Farris
said his program neither absolves
Nixon nor condemns him for his actions, but rather presents a rounded
portrait of the man.
Of Ferris' award-winning performance The Cleveland Plain Dealer has
written: "From the moment you see
Jon Farris on stage in the dim light of
an open doorway, you accept him as
Richard Nlxon-not a caricature, but
the man himself."

Romance Week examines sex, health issues
In the 1970 film "Love Story." In a
scene so sweet and sentimental that It
deserves a warning by the American
Diabeties Association, the All McGraw
character tells the Ryan O'Neal character, "Love means never having to say
you're sorry."
Exactly what was meant by that line
may never be known, but If that movie
were produced in today's more sexually dangerous times it Is certain that a
rewrite would be in order.
Perhaps it would be edited to "Love
means never having to say you're
sorry for giving your partner AIDS." Or
giving him or her a venereal disease.
Or causing an unwanted pregnancy.
Taking responsibility for your actions
and your hearth are going to be Important issues in the 1990s and they are

and Responsibility Week, to be held
Monday through Friday (Feb. 26-Mar.
2).
Sponsored by the Student Health
Service and The Wei, all of the week's
activities, which include a health fair
and a number of panel discussions, are
free and open to the public.
Using the theme "M*A*S*H 1990"
(M* A*S*H stands for Moving Ahead,
Staying Healthy), the week's highlight
will be the third annual Hearth Fair.
Set for 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Thursday
(March 1) In the Lenhart Grand Ballroom of the Union, the fair wil feature a
number of informational displays,
health screenings, door prizes and
popcorn.
Among the booths to be set up are a
computerized health risk appraisal by
The Well, a glaucoma screening by a
local optometrist, a body fat analysis
i Rnrrantinn Pantar anrl v

a cholestrol measurement by the
Hearth Service Lab.
Others represented at the fair wil be
the Wood County Health Department,
the Fire Department, Campus Safety,
the Family and Child Abuse Prevention
Center and the Women's Health Clinic.
As part of the fair, a presentation on
PMS (premenstrual syndrome) wil given at 10:15 and 11:15 a.m., and
12:15and 1:15p.m. by representatives of the WomanCare Unit of Toledo's St. Vincent's Hospital.
While the fair wil be the highlight of
the week, it wil begin at 8 p.m. Monday (Feb. 26) with a peer education
program entitled "Date Rape." The talk
is set for the main lounge of Dunbar
Hal.
"AIDS" is the topic of a peer education program set for 8 p.m. Tuesday
(Feb. 27) in the main lounge of Conklin

On Wednesday (Feb. 2o) a panel
discussion on sexual Issues will be
held at 8:30 p.m. in the Faculty
Lounge, Union. Panel members will include Dr. Joshua Kaplan, director of
Health Services; Jacqueline Daley, director of the Prevention Center: For
Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse; Betsy
Bunner, education coordinator of a
federally funded AIDS education
project being developed in the College
of Health and Human Services; and
Brian Lee, a representative of the Lesbian and Gay Alliance.
Monday through Wednesday an information table wil be set up from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. on the second floor of
the Math-Science Building and
throughout the week a "Condom Hotline" (372-8303) wil be in operation
to answer questions about condoms
and other birth control methods and
sexual health practices.

J

Monday
February 26
10 ajn.-4 p-m. - Romance and Responsibility
Week Event
Information booth. Open to al. Second floor.
Mam Sciences
2:30-4:30 p.m. - U.S. Job Saarch Skill!
Valuable job search aklas w* be discussed. Free
and open to al. Sponsored by the WSA. 411
South Hal.
6-8 pjn. - Tutoring
Mam tutors available Free and open to all Piano
Lounge. McDonald East and 231 BromfMd.
7-9 p.m. - Tutoring
Biology and chemistry tutors available. Compton
Activity Lounge
7 9 p.m.-Tutoring
Psychology tutors available Founders Study
Lounge.
7-9:30 p.m. - Woman lor Woman
"Stop Violence Agamat Women" win be the topic
tdf rJacueeton. Free and open to al. Sponsored
by Women tor Women. Capitol Room, Union.
7:304:10 pun. - Contemporary Theology
"Introduction to Justice Issues" win be discussed St. Thome* More, 425 Thurstln.
a p.m. -Romance and Responsibility Weak
Event
A discussion on dale rape and peer education
Free and open to al. Sponsored by the Student
Health Service, Dunbar Hal, and the Weaneaa
Center. Main lounge, Dunbar.
•:M p.m. - Open Share
Participants wll be able to share their work,
(tanking, or pleasures In various modes ol presentation. Free and open to al United Chrtefien
Fellowship Center. 313 Thurstln
• p.m. - Prayer Group
Open to al St Thomas Mora. 425 Thurstln

Tuesday
February 27
11:30 a.m.-4 p.m.- Re saarch Display
Posters depleting the research ol 34 lacutty
members of the College of Education and MM
Professions oral be on display. Free and open to
al. Community Suite. Union.
3 p.m. - Concert
BGSU Coeegiate Chorale and A CapeesChc*
wfl perform. Free and open to al. Bowing Qreen
Junior High School, 21 5 W. Wooater
4 p.m. - Intramural Deadline
Entries due for women's and coed voleybal
Play begins on March 5 108 Student Recreation Center.
8-9 p.m.-Tutoring
Meth tutors available Free and open to al
Compton activity lounge and Founders study
lounge.
7 p.m. - Qrspa Boycott Lecture
Slater Jean Scheckm, Michigan Farmworker Ministry Coalition, wU rjecuaa the ekeumetsneee
and facts surrounding the boycott Free and
open to al Sponsored by the Peace Coaktion
121 West Hal.
7-0:10 p-m. - Bible Study
Open to al. Anttoch Library. St Thomas More.
425 Thurstln
7-0 p.m. - Tutoring
Biology, chemistry and psychology tutors available. Free and open to al. Piano Lounge,
McDonald East.
7-0 pjn. - Tutoring
Psychology tutoring available. Free and open to
al. 231 Bromfletd.

5 p-m. - Concert
Double-bass player Mark Bemat w* perform
Free and open to al. Bryan Recital Hal, Moore
Musical Arts Center
1 p.m. - Romance and Responsibility Week
Event
AIDS peer education w* be discussed. Free and
open to al Sponsored by the Student Hearth
Service, Dunbar Hal, and the Wetness Center

8 p.m. - Planetarium Straw
"Planet Quest." $ 1 donation, open to all Planetarium. Physical Sciences.
1:10 p.m. - Women's Spirituality
Meeting Open to all United Christian Fellowship
Center. 313 Thurstln.
• pjn. - Summer Study Program In France
Dr. Charles Chime will speak at this Informational
meeting Free and open to al. Sponaored by the
department of International Programs In Business 1000 Business Administration.
9 p.m. - Peace Coalition
Meeting. Open 10 al. United Christian Felowahlp
Center, 313 Thurstln.
0:1 8 p-m. - Penhewenkc Council
Meeting, open to delegatea. Community Suite.
Union.
9:30 p.m. - Progressive Student Organization
Meeting Open to al United Christian Feaowship
Center, 313 Thurson

Wednesday
February 28
10-11:30 s.m. -Hearing Impaired Education
Advtetng for majors. For sppolntmenta cat
372-7203. 365 Education
Noon-1:15 p.m.-Open Forum
Preeldent Otecamp w* meet with students. Free
and open to al Chart Room, McFal Center.

9 p.m. - Library Masting
Free and open to all students with Ideas and Interests In supporting library activities. Conference Room. Jerome Library.

8 p.m. - Readings In the Chapel
MFA students Steve Gelfman and Ed Dougherty
wll reed from their poetry. Free and open to all.
Sponsored by the Creative Writing Program.
Prout Chapel

Thursday

0 p-m. -Theatre Production
See8pm Thursday.March 1.Hating.

March 1

S p.m. - French Movies
Free and open to si French House

9:30 i.m. - Swimming
Men's team hosts MAC Championship diving
preamlnarle*. Cooper Pool.

8 p.m. - Planetarium Show
"Planet Quest "$1 donation, open to all. Planetarium, Phyatal Sciencea

10 a.m.-2 p.m.-HealthFslr
"Movtng Ahead, Staying Healthy." Exhibits wH
Include a computerized health risk appralaal.
AIDS Information, breast exams, body fat anely
ate, cholesterol measurement and many more.
Free and open to al Sponsored the Student
Health Service Lenhart Grand Baaroom, Union

12:30 p.m.-UAO Movie
"Weekend at BerrHes." S1 50 with veld BGSU
student ID 210 Math Sciences.

Moon — Swimming
Men's team hosts MAC Champlonahlp ewlmmlng
preliminaries. Cooper Pod.
0 p-m. - "Take Back the Night" Rally
Free and open to al. Followed by the march
downtown and beck around campua. Sponaored
by Women for Women. Amphitheatre, Student
Servtoee.

7 p.m. — Swimming
Men's team hosts MAC Championship swimming
and diving Imals Cooper Pool
7:10 p.m. - Fellow ship of Christian Athletes
Meeting. Open to al. State Room. Union.

12:30p.m.-Reflection Time
Informal worship Open to al United Christian
FeaowahJp Center. 313 Thuratm.

7:10 pjn. - Thursday Mil* Live
Free and open to al. Sponaored by BGSU Bible
Studies Alumni Room, Union.

1-1 p.m.-Hearing Impaired Education
Advising for majors For appointments cal
372-7203 366 Education

8 pjn. - Theatre Production
"The Merry Wlvea of Windsor," by Wsaam
Shakespeare, wH be performed. Tickets are $4
for students and $6 for others and are available
at the University Hal box office Open to al Evs
Marie SaW Theatre. Univeraity Hal

1-4:30 p.m. - French Coffee Hours
Free and open to al. French House.
3:10 p.m. - Psychology Lecture
Dr. Karen Ql. Duke University, wi discuss "Coping with Sickle Cel Dkteeae Pah." Free and
open to al. Sponaored by the Psychological
Services Center and the department of Psychology 112 Lite Science*.
3:10 p.m.- Otology Semmer
Dr. Mark Mueeer, Ohio State University, wtl Olacuss "Sequence Elements Important In EukaryoBc Topoatomeraae I necognlaon." Free and
open to al. 11 2 Ule Sciences
e-9 p.m.-Tutoring
Math tutors avaaable. Free and open to al. Piano
Lounge, McDonald East and 231 Bromfletd.
8:10 p.m.- Bl Me Study
Open to al Foursquare Gospel Church. 205
Sandridge.
7 pjn. - Black History Month
"Voice of La Raza" and "From These Roots" wO
be shown. Free and open to al. Sponaored by
the African American Graduate Student Association. 1007 Business Administration

7-0 pjn. - Tutoring
Psychology tutors available Free and open to
al. Piano Lounge, McDonald Eaat and Compton
Activity Lounge
7-0 p-m. - Tutoring
Biology and chemlatry tutors avaaable Free and
open to el. 231 Bromfield and Founders Study
Lounge.
7-9:30 pjn. - Women tor Women
"No More Wiling Vtebme" wH be the topic of
discussion Free and open to women. Sponaored by Women for Women. Capitol Room,
Union.

1 pjn. - Tennis
Men's teem at Youngatown State University.
2:10 p-m. - Gymnastics
BGSU vs. Central Michigan Univeraity. 118 Eppter.
5 p.m.-Basketball
Women'a team at Kent State University.
7 p.m. - Swimming
Men's team hoata MAC Championship awimmlng
and diving hnala Cooper Pool.
7:30 p.m.-Hockey
BGSU hosts first round of CCHA tournament.
Tlcketa are avsaabie at the Memorial Hal box office. Ice Arena
7:10 p.m.-Basketball
Men's team at Kent State University.
7:10 and 10 pjn.-UAO I
"The Abyss "$1 50 with vakd BGSU student
ID 210 Math Sciences

Friday
March 2

I pjn.-Concert
Compoeer Peter Terry and pieniet Lode Unrau
we appear in the "Mostly MIDI Series "Free and
open to al Bryan Recital Hal, Moore Musical
Art* Center.

0-11 a.m. - Women for Women
Button sale Union foyer.

8 p.m.-Theatre Production
See 8 p.m Thursday, March 1. Hating

9:10 a.m. - Swimming

0 p.m.-2 a.m. - Independent Music Showcase
Performencea by seven Northwest Ohio bands,
Including Art School, Big Hunk O' Chaise, and
Trip 20 Tickets are $2 In advance and S3 at the
door, and are available at Medhafter Mualc (143
E. Wooater) and Jan's Gutter (130 E. Wooater).
Sponaored by the above businesses and
WBGU-FM Al proceeds wH benefit WBGU
Northeast Commons

Men's team hosts MAC Champlonahlp diving
preliminaries. Cooper Pool.
Men's team boats MAC (»iamplonahlp swimming
preamlnariea Cooper Pool.
Noon - Oraduala Student Luncheon
Cheater Chambera, Toledo urban mlniatry coordlnalor, wO discuss his recent trip to Central
America. SI donation requested for lunch. Open
loan United Christian FeUowehlp Center, 313
Thurstln

12:30 a.m.- UAO Movie
"Weekend at Bernle a 11 50 wrth vskd BGSU
student ID 210 Math Science*.

2:10 p.m.-Tennis
Men's team vs. Northern Illinois LkHverstty.
Robert Keefe Courts.

March 4

0 p.m. - BQ Gaming Society
Various role-playing games played Free and
open to al 222 Education.
7 p.m. - Swimming
Men's learn boats MAC Champlonahlp swimming
and diving finals Cooper Pool
7-0 pjn. - Art Opening
"The BFA Exhibition: Graduating Studio Majors"
opens with a reception lor the artists Free and
open to al Gallery. McFal Center.

0 pjn. - Faculty Artist Series
Pianist Walter Baker win perfrom. Free and open
to al. Bryan Recital Hal. Moore Mualcal Arts
Center

7-0 pjn. - Art Opening
"Design 18" opens with a reception for the artists Free and open to all Gallery, Fine Arts.
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Noon - Swimming
Men's teem hoets MAC Champlonahlp awimmlng
rxeamlnanes. Cooper Pool.

9 p.m. - UAO Movie
"Dracuie." Free and open to al 210 Math Sciences

7:00 pjn. - BOSU Ski Club
Meeting Open to al. 070 Overman.

8:10 p.m. - Romance and Responsibility Week
Event
A panel discussion on sexual issues Pan slats
Include representatives from the Prevention
Center, an AIDS project, LAGA, and the Student
Health Services. Free and open to al. Faculty

Saturday
March 3

7:00 pjn.-Hockey
BGSU hosts first round of CCHA tournament
Tickets are available at the Memorial Hal box office Ice Arena.
7:10 pm and 10 p.m. - UAO Movie
"The Abyss." $1.50 with valid BGSU studertf

Sunday
8,10 a.m.-Church Servtcee
St John* Eplecopal Church, 1500 E. Wooater
0,10 a.m., Noon - Church Servtcee
St. Aloysiue Church, 150S. Enterprise.
8:10,11 a.m.-Church!
St .Mark's Lutheran Church. 315 S College
(Sunday school at 0:45 a.m.).
9.11 a.m. - Church Services
First United Methodist Church, 1506 E. Wooater
0:30 a.m. - Church Service
Grace Brethren Church. 121 S. Enterprtee.
8:30 a.m., 8 p.m. - Church Services
First Baptist Church. 740 S. WMtergarden
10 a.m. - Church Service
University Chrtstten Church, 1040 Chore!
Rehearsal Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.
10 a.m, - Church Service
First PresbyAedaxChurch

10 a.m. - Church Service
Christ Community Church, Women's Club. 134
N. Prospect.

7:30-8:30 p.m. - Contemporary Theology
"Faith Development" will be discussed. St.
Thomas More, 425 Thursttn.

10 a.m.-Tennis
Men's team at University of Akron.

8 p.m. - Spring Fashion Show
"Lights. Camera, Fashion!" Free and open to al.
Sponsored by the Fashion Merchandising Association. Lenhart Grand Ballroom, Union

10,11:30a.m. ,7p.m.- Church Services
St. Thomas More Pariah. 425 Thurstin.
10 a.m.,« pjn. - Church Services
Daysprtng Assembly of Qod. 17360 N. Dixie
Highway

• pjn. - Inter!raternlty Council
Meeting Open to delegates. Alumni Room.
Union

10:30 a.m. - Church Service
Agape Church of Prayer. United Christian Fellowship. 313 Thurstin (Bible study st 9:30 am )

Tuesday

10:30 a.m. - Church Service
Trinity United Methodlat Church, 200 N. Summit
(Sunday school at 9:15 a m.).

8 a.m.-5 p.m. -Art Exhibit
See 8 a m Monday, March 6, Hating.

10:30 a.m.-Church Service
Peace Lutheran Church. 1028 West Pearl
(Sunday school at 9:18 t-m.).

March 6

8 a.m.-5 p.m. - HSA Tuition Raffle Ticket Sato
See8a.m. Monday, March 5, toting.

6:30 p.m. - Suicide Discussion
A movie will be shown and someone from the
Wei wil discuss "Suicide and Prevention." Free
and open to al. Sponsored by the Honors Student Association. Honors Center, Kreischer
8:30 p.m. - Bible Study
Open to al Fouraquare Gospel Church. 205
Ssndridge
7:30 pjn. - Earth Day Event
'Fragee Harveat." a lam on genetic diversity, wtl
be shown. Free and open to al. 1007 Business
Adnwitotnaton.
7:30 p.m. -BQSU Ski Club
Meeting Open to al. 070 Overman
8 p.m. - Faculty Artist Series
Soprano Arm Corrlgan and pianist and harpaichorctot Vincent Corrlgan wil perform. Free and
open to al Bryan Recital Hal. Moore Musical
Arts Center.

1 p.m.-Baseball
BGSU at University of Dayton
3:30-7:30 p.m. - Greek Klckball Tournament
Cost per chapter Is $5. Participation Is open to
Greeks, spectators welcome. Sponsored by PI
Kappa Alpha. Intramural fields.
6 p.m. - BG Gaming Society
Various role-playing games played Free and
open to al. 222 Education.
7 pjn. - Sociology Lecture
Asdis Ragrwdottir and Gudbforg Ottoadotttr, of
Iceland, we: discuss "Philosophy ol the
Women's Alemce In Iceland." Free and open to
al. Sponeored by the Sociology department and
Women's Studies. Alumni Room, Union.
7:30 pjn. - Romero
Fern depicting the Hfe ol El Salvador Archblehop
Oscar Romero wM be shown. Free and open to
al. Antloch Room. St Thomas More, 425 Thurstin

t a.m.-4:30 p.m. - Art Exhibit
See 2 p.m. Sunday, March 4, toting.

8 pjn. - Fashion Merchandising Association
Meeting Open to membera Aaaembty Room.
McFol Center

10:45a.m.-Church Service
Dettverance Tabernacle Church of Qod, 17202
N. Mercer (Sunday school at 9:30 a.m.).

10 a.m., 1 pjn. - Jack White Billiards Event
Baker ds clinics. Free and open to those who preregietered. Regiatrahon and events In Buckeye
Room. Union

I p.m. - Theatre Production
'The Shorts Festival: Six One-act Plays " Tickets are S3 and are available at the University Hal
Box Office. Joe E. Brown Theatre. University

I pjn. - Planetarium Show
"The Universe of Dr. Erietem." S1 donation,
open to al. Planetarium, Physical Sclencea.

11 a.m.-Church Service
Maumee Valley Unitarian UnrversaHst Congrege
lion SchaHer Had. 130 W Indiana. Perrysburg
(Religious education at 10 a.m.|.

4 p.m. - Intramural Deadline
Entriea due for Women's singles and doubles
raquetbal Play begins March 12 108 Student
Recreation Center.

Thursday

11 a.m. - Church Service
Foursquare Gospel Church. 205 Sandrtdga.

7-8:30 p.m.-Bible Study
Open to al Antloch Library, St. Thomaa More.
425 Thurstin

March 8

S pjn. - Bxnvhng Green Opera Theater
Johann Strauaa Jr.'a "Die Ftodermaua" wts be
performed In Engtah. Tickets are $7, »5, and
$3 lor students and senior citizens snd $9.S7.
and $5 lor others Tickets ere available at the
Kobacker Hal Box Office Kobacker Hal. Moore
Musical Arts Center

Ba.m.-S p.m.-Art Exhibit
See8am Monday,March6.Hating.

S pjn. - Theatre Production
See 8 p.m. Wednesday, March 7, toting.

I a.m.-5 p.m. - HSA Tuition Raffle Ticket Sale
See 8 am Monday, March 5. listing.

8 and 10 p.m., Midnight-UAO Movie
"When Harry Met Saly." Free and open to al.
210 Math Science.

10:45 a.m. - Church Service
First Christian Church, 875 Haskna.

11 a.m., 7 p.m. - Church Servtcee
New Horizon Pentecoatal Church of Qod, 620
Second SI. (Sunday school at 10 a.m.]
2-«p.m.-Art Exhibit
"Design 18." Free and open to ad. Gasery, Fine
Aria.
• p.m. - Church Service
Pentecoatal Young People's Association. 620
Second St.
S-e p.m. - Women lor Women
Meeting, Including a panel discussion on heteroaexual feminists and feminist men. Opart to an.
116 Business Administration.
7 p.m. - Church Service
New Horizon Pentacoatal Church of Qod, 620
Second St.
7 p.m. - Church Sorvtos)
Active Christiana Today, 612 E Wooeter.
7:30 p.m. -Hockey
If necessary. BGSU hosts first round of CCHA
tournament, beat of three Tickets are available
at the Memorial Hal box office. Ice Arena.
7:J0 p-m. - Planetarium Shoo
"Springtime of the Universe "$1 donation, open
to an. Planetarium, Physical Sciences
8 p.m. - Bryan Chamber 1 arise
Bowing Green String Quartet w* perform. Free
and open to ej Bryan Recital Hal, Moore Musical Arts Center.

Monday
March 5
6 a.m.-5 p.m. - Art Exhibit
"The BFA Exhibition: Graduating Studio Majors."
Free and open to al. Gallery, McFall Center.
8 «.m.-5 p.m. - HSA Tuition Raffia Ticket Sale
Tickets are SI each or six for $5 Grand prize la
one semesters tuition Sponsored by the Honors Student Association Union Foyer.
• «.m.-4:30 p.m. - Art Exhibit
See 2 p.m. Sunday, March 4, listing
10 a.m., 1 p.m. - Jack Whits Billiards Event
Datonli clinics Free and open to thoae who preragkMered. Registration and events In Buckeye
Room, Union
2:30-4:30 p.m. - U.S. Job Search Skill •
Foeow-up to previous week Interviewing techniques will be discussed Free and open to al.
Sponsored by WSA. 411 South Hal.
4 p.m. - Intramural Deadline
Entries due for women's and coed 2-bal Indoor
soccer Plsy begins March 9 108 Student Re•WetttdhCWm**
«..—«—«

8 p.m.-Concert
BGSU Trombone Choir w* perform Free and
open to al. Bryan Recital Hal, Moore Musical
Arts Center
8 p.m.-Planetarium Show
"Haley: A Cornel's Tale ' »1 donation, open to
al. Planetarium, Physical Sciences
8:30 pun. - Women'a Spirituality
Meeting Open to al United Christian Fetowshlp
Center. 313 Thurstin

• s.m. - Jack While Billiards Event
Men's tournament final. Buckeye Room, Union.
9 s,m.-4:30 p.m. - Art Exhibit
See 2 p.m. Sunday, March 4, Hating.
Noon- Jack White Bl Wards Event
Women'a tournament final Buckeye Room,
Union.

9 pjn. - Peace CoeMtton
Meeting Open to al. United Chrieflan Fetowshlp
Center. 313 Thurstin

4-8 pjn. - Alumni Greek Luncheon
Free and open to al. Msec Alumni Center.

8:15 p.m.-Psnhellenlc Council
Meeting, open to delegates. Cornmunnlty Sutto.
Union.

5 p.m. UAO Deadline
Applcationa due tor UAO directors. UAO Office,
third floor. Union.

8:30 pjn. - Progri
I Student Organization
Meeting. Open to al United Christian Fetowshlp
Center, 313 Thurstin.

Wednesday
March 7
8 s.m.-5 pjn. - Art Exhibit
See 8 am Monday, March 5, listing
8 a.m.-5 p.m. - HSA Tuition Raffle Ticket Sato
See 8 a.m. Monday. March 5. listing
8 a.m. - Jack Whits BllHards Event
Tournament. Free and open to those who preregistsred. Registration and tournament In
Buckeye Room, Union.
• a.m.-4:30 p.m. - Art Exhibit
See 2 p.m. Sunday. March 4. toting.
10-11:30 a.m. - Hearing Impaired Education
Advising for majors For appointments cal
372-7293. 365 Education.
12:30 p.m. - Reflection Time
Informal worship. Open to al. United Christian
Fetowshlp Center, 313 Thurstin
1-1 pjn. - Hearing Impaired Education
Advising for majors For appointmenta call
372-7293.365 Education
3-4:30 pjn. - French Coffee Hours
Free and open to al. French House
3:30 p.m. - Biology Seminar
Or. Phyfas Calahan. Miami University, will discuss "Opiste Regulation of Prolactln Release
Free and open to af. 112 Ufa Sciences
8 p.m. - Greek Spring Awarda Ceremony
. Free and open to chapter representatives and
. ■ guests Lenhart Grand BasxooYrt. Union

8 pjn. — French Movies
Free and open to al. French House.

Saturday
March lO
10 SJSL-6 pjn.-Greek JsMNBsll
CoetieSI for arrest and $5 for ban Open lo
Greeks Sponsored by Kappa Data Proceede
w* benefit the Children's Resource Center In
Bowing Green. Kappa Delta House.
1 p.m. - Basebell
BGSU at University of Dayton
5 and I p.m. - Romero
See 7:30 p.m. Friday, March 9. Hattng.

7:30 p.m.-USGPreektontlal Debate
PreekJentiel candidates Kevin Caughim, John
Corrigan. and Cralg Taaatorro wfa debate. Free
and open to el Sponsored by the BG News end
PI Sigma Alpha. 121 Weal Hal

Men's teem at Ohio State University. Coturnbua.

7:30 p.m. - Fellowship of Christian Athletes
Meeting. Open to all Stale Room. Union

8 p.m. - Theetre Production
See 8 p.m. Wednesday, March 7, toting.

7:30 pjn. - Thuraday Nlte Live
Free and open lo al Sponsored by BGSU Bible
Studies Alumni Room, Union.

8snd10p.m.,Mlonlgrrt-UAOIaovie
"When Harry Mat Saty " Free and open to el.
210 Math Science.

6 p.m. - Theatre Production
See 8 p.m. Wednesday. March 7, toting.

9 p.m.-1 a.m. - Black History Month
Dance against racism Free and open lo si Lenhart Grand Batroom, Union.

9 p.m. - UAO Movie
"Psycho." Free and open to al 210 Math Science

Friday

March 9

8 «.m.-5 p.m.-Art Exhibit
See 8 am Monday. March 5. listing.
8 i.m-5 p.m. - HSA Tuition Raffle Ticket Sale
See 8 a.m. Monday. March 5, Dating.
9 s.m.-4:30 p.m. - Art Exhibit
See 2 p.m. Sunday. March 4. Hating.
11 a.m. - Jack While Bll Mar di Event
Jack White vs. men's and women's chsmpions.
Buckeye Room, Union.

Ip.m.-Tennle
8 pjn. - Bowling Green Opera Theater
See 8 p.m. Friday, March 9. listing.

Sunday
March 11
1 p.m.-UAO Movie
"Gone with the Wind " Free and open to al Eva
Merle Saint Theatre, Univeraity Hal
8 pjn. - Theatre Production
See 8 p.m Wednesday. March 7, toting.
2-5 p.m. - Art Exhibit
See 2 p.m. Sunday. March 4, listing
3 pjn. - Concert
Early Music Ensemble vrtl perform Frse snd
opentoal Bryan Recital Hal, Moore Musical
Arts Center.

Noon - Jack White Bill lard. Event
Trick shot exhibition, performed by Jack White.
Free and open to al Buckeye Room. Union

7:30 pjn. - Planetarium Show
"First Light." $1 donation, open to al Planetarium. Phyatoal Sclencea

Noon - Graduate Student Luncheon
Mark Holding wil discuss "A Materiel Spirit." $1

8 p.m. - Concert
Pianist Rebecca Penneys wi perform. Free and
- PWO-Jft* 8W Becltaj Hal. Moors Musical
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WBGU says rock 'til you drop
Six hours.
Seven bands.
Rock till you drop at the first Independent Music Showcase to be held
from 8 p.m. to 2 a.m. Saturday (March
3) in the Northeast Commons.
The showcase will feature seven
northwest Ohio bands: Art School,
Braille Radio, Big Hunk O'Cheese. The

Great Bar BQ Gods, The Sygn, Phantom Circus and Trip 20.
Tickets are $2 if purchased in advance and $3 at the door. Advance
sale tickets can be purchased at Madhatter Music, 143 E. Wco8ter St., or
Jim's Guitar, 130 E. Woosler St.
The concert Is being sponsored by
WBGU-FM, Madhatter Music, Jim's
Guitar and Major Label Productions.

Windsor women subject of play

Second seasons are just around the corner for two of the Falcon athletic
squads. The hockey team closes out the regular season this weekend with two
gamesatSt. Cloud University, then it will host a first-round CCHA series at the
Ice Arena. The best twoof-three series will be held March 2-4 withallgames
starting at 7:30 p.m. BG's opponent, the sixth place team In the CCHA, hasyet
to be determined. The following weekend, the icers win travel to Detroit's Joe
Louis Arena to partake In the CCHA finals. After competing in two games at
Eastern Michigan University and Kent State University, the men's basketball
team also will travel to Detroit, this time to Cobo Hall, on March 9-11 forthe
MAC Tournament. With two games left in the season, it has yet to be determined who the Falcons wit play.

Tuition raffle up for grabs

Beginning Monday (Feb. 26). the
Honors Student Association and the
Honors Program are offering the opportunity for a student to win one semester's undergraduate tuition through
the Eighth Annual Tuition Raffle.
The cost of tickets Is $1 a piece, or
6 for $5. The winner of the grand prize
w* be awarded $1,322, the equivalent of one semester's in-state undergraduate tuition fee. Three $50 book
scholarships will also be given away.
Tickets can be purchased through
members of HSA, the Honors Office,
located in 231 Administration. Tickets
wll also be available for sale in the
Union foyer from Monday (March 5)
through Tuesday (March 13).
Any student, Including a senior or
graduate student, who Is registered for

Scholarships available
Applications for nine Alumni Book
Scholarships, each valued at $150,
are now being accepted by the College of Arts and Sciences, 205 Administration Building
The scholarships are available to
students who are: enroled in the College of Arts and Sciences; will have
earned less than 92 credit hours by
the end of spring semester; have a
grade point average of less than 3.77
(those with GPAs above 3.77 automatically receive University Book Scholarships); and can demonstrate financial
aid.
Applications can be picked up and
should be returned to the college office. The deadline to apply Is March

t

at least one credit hour this semester
is eligible to win.
The drawing occurs at 1 p.m. on
March 29 in the Falcon's Nest of the
Union. Proceeds go to the J. Robert
Bashore Scholarship fund.
This year's Tuition Raffle theme
"Carpe Diem: Seize the day...by purchasing a Tuition Raffle ticket," was inspired by the movie "Dead Poets Society."

William Shakespeare's "The Merry
Wives of Windsor" will continue its run
at 8 p.m. Thursday through Saturday
(Feb. 22-24 and March 1 -3) in the Eva
Marie Saint Theatre, University Halt.
Tickets are $4 for students and
senior citizens and $6 for others; they
are currently available in the theater
box office, University Hall.
The story focuses on Sir John Falstaff, who is eager to conquer all
women in Windsor. He sets out to woo
and win Mistress Ford and Mistress
Page. However, the women discover
Falstaff's plans and turn the tables on
the lecherous knight and teach him a
lesson about love.
The play is directed by assistant
professor Ronald E. Shields; he is
joined by three other assistant professors: set designer Robert Groff, light-

Show displays
spring trends
"Lights, Camera, Fashion" win be
the theme of this year's Fashion Merchandising Association spring fashion
show, to be held at 8 p.m. on Monday
(March 5) in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom of the Union.
The show Is free and open to all
Twenty-five models, all University
students, wll display 75 different outfits for the spring and summer months.
Seven area Bowling Green and Toledo
stores have provided the clothing to be
modeled.
Entertainment wll be provided In the
Ballroom prior to the fashion show.

Ing designer Steve Boone and costume designer Margaret McCubbin.

Green Sheet is published by the
Bowling Green State University Office of Public Relations for students,
faculty and staff.
The next issue of Green Sheet
will be published March 9. It wi
cover events occuring March 12
through April 1. The deadline to
submit information for that issue is
noon Wednesday, March 7.
Al events must be submitted In
writing to the Green Sheet editor,
808 Administration Building. There
is no charge to have an item Hsted.
Calendar Editor Melissa Henry
Production: Laura Hofmeyer

Murder theme highlights Mardi Gras
UAO's annual Mardis Gras celebration kicks off this
weekend and highlighting the festivities are murder,
mystery and music.
Mardi Gras began as a final day of celebration before the
Lenten season of fast. The day is a national holiday In Alabama, Florida, and some counties of Louisiana, and falls
on the Tuesday before Ash Wednesday, the first day of
Lent.
Today's featured events include free showings of the
murder-mystery classic "Clue" at 8 and 10 p.m. In 210
Math Science. An all-star cast will answer the three most
Important questions of that childhood game: who did It?
with what? where? Don't be too sure about the right answer, however; this movie has three different surprise
endings.
Saturday (Feb. 24) arrives just in time to satisfy the February blues, as the Lenhart Grand Ballroom wil be transformed into the party town of the south-New Orleans.
From the hallway outside the BaJIroom, step onto Bourbon
Street where a casino and a variety of games of skill and
chance will await.
To keep the evening reixed, the Ballroom will also feature a gazebo and outdoor cafe, where a University jazz
quintet wll perform.
Other highlights wil include video horseracing and-back
by popular demand-turtle racing.
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Still more highlights of the evening include an auction, a
mystery contest and a maze in the Promenade Lounge by
Prout cafeteria.
The Items for auction wll be donated not only by local
businesses but also by professional sports teams, including the Chicago Bears, the Edmonton Oilers and the New
YorkMets.
During the past week at various locations on campus,
clues have been given out about a "murder" which took
place Wednesday In the Union, thanks to a traveling
mystery troupe. Characters from the continuing mystery
story wil roam the Ballroom, giving hints just by their existence and also aiding detectives in their quest for clues.
Biographical sketches of each of the characters wll be
handed out at a booth near the entrance and from there
contestants are on their own.
Entries for the correct answer will be turned in toward
the end of the evening and a winner will be drawn at random from al of the correct entries. This winner will receive
the grand prize-two tickets for UAO's trip to Daytona
Beach during spring break.
Promenade Lounge has been chosen as the site for this
year's giant maze. The house In the game of "Clue" wil be
the setting of the maze, as each of the rooms wW be represented.
Not forgetting the real purpose of Mardi Gras, al
proceeds fror» the fesilvlries will be donated to charity. '

